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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

No goal Is too high if we
climb with care and confidence.

We are honored and privileged to introduce Harry C. Cordellos through
this publication, Aquatic Recreation for the Blind. Hprry Cordellos
speaks from experience and-from a most important vantage point--he is tbtally
blind. Harry ,Cordellos' has known the effects of both an active life and
an overprotected one. From his first ride on water skis, he, was convinced

) that ticere is'some physical recreational activity foCeveryone. Harry
Gorddllos fels that neither age nor physical impairment should ever be
used as a reason for an individual not being active.

Harry Cordellos was bdrn blind with glaucoma. After several operations,
.he was able to see for aboilt ,twenty years. However; he lost partial vision
again and further operations were not successful.

'apecial orientation training made it pdtsible for hiM to attend City
College of:San Francisco where he received en associate of art,s degree in
education. A bachelor's degree in recreation and master's degree in
physical education were earned at CaliFornieState University at Haywood.
He was introduced to a variety of sports and athletic activities while at
California State where he learned to play golf bowl, swim, dive, and skin
and scuba dive. In addition, he took part in lifesaving, water safety,
gymnagtics, and long distance running programs.

While at the Orientation Getter for the Blind, he first participated
tin an aquatic activity--water skiing. Because of the exhileration and
excitmdnt of water skiing, he decided that' be must'learn to swim. Strong
conviction in the-Values of swimming led Harry Cordellos to explore as
many aquatic activities as possible. Because he felt that these ex-
periences and self-confidence resulting from them'must be shafed and not
kept to himself, writing a book on thig subject became one of his highest
goals. Adding 'to personal participation have been experiences teaching
avatic activities to other visually impaired and disabled persons.

' While at California State University, he competed in diving events off
both one And three meter boards. In addition, he is certified by the
American National Red Gross in water safety instruction and lifesaving.

After graduation he joined the,5an Francisco Dolphin SwiniMing and
Boating Club which conducts swimming events in San Francisco Bay. In

addftion'to participating in usual club events as its first blind member,
he competes annually, in the Golden Gate Swim which begins at the San
Francisco shore and finishes across the Golden Gate op the Marin County
shore.

Since 1968 Barry Cordellos has been active 'in competitive long dis-
tance ,running. He runs in races over'roads and on cross country courses,
in dlstances from one mile to marathon. He has run in the Boston marathon
six times and in 1975 becamethe first blind runner to complete the dis-
tance in less than three hours--two hours, 57 minutes, 42 seconds!.
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_ In early 1965 Harry Cordellos was .introduced to cross country skiing
and has skied in competition in Colorado, Minnesota, and Valches, Norway.

Distances have ranged from-four to twenty-five kilometers. All events have

been international races involving blind and other disabled athletes.

Harry Codellos has a strong interest in creative arts and crafts in-
volvingIpod, plastic and metal. He has developed techniques which permit

him to use power tools with safety and confidence. His latest new challenges,

include tandem bike riding,.hang gliding (only, under ideal wind sonditions,),

-and beep baseball. When not enjoying one of his favorite sports, Harry
Cordellos is often giving guest lectures to schools, colleges or service clubs,
He hAs taught university extension courses dealing with adapted techniques,

for physically impaired persons and a course in arts and crafts.

-Obvi6usly there are many reasons for, his de. interest in such a

variety of sports and recreational activities .4 Harry Cordellos states
simply",, "I have found confidence and1just plain and simple enjoyment in

sports activities'. I have long felt that the handicapped are over pro-
tected and either run away from-stgptially valuable recreation experiences
or they are scared away by many wellaniuk,but negative attitudes re-
garding safety. My feeling is safety first. does not mean abandon,"

everything that seems dangerous. It simpl mea aria-
f i. ons to anything which may seem actical

or dangerous."

Yes°, Harry Cordellos speaks with authority and experience that give
Aquatic'Recreation for the Blind a unique dimension. His practical, common

sense, safety-first emphasis make techniques and approaches more meaningful
for and applicable to persons wanting to initiate, expand, or enrich -

-aquatic programs and activities for blind and partially sighted parrticipan,ts.
Actually everydne teaching aquatic activities will find greater understand-
ing and broader insight into aquatic acti4kties by using many of these
techniques with all students, visually impaired or sighted; they will find

themselves.msze-sensiEive and better teachers. This publication is going

to result in many blind and partially sighted persons having highel-
quail.* lives wo rth livIng froimactive participation in aquatic-activities.
To Harry Cordellos, our thanks, --appser_i_atiod, and gratitude for your,'

dedication, commitment, aria outstandingronal -conttibution. Thanks,

good loCk,'and continued success in all that you do.

(

te,

Julia U.'Stein, Director
IRUC nd AAHPER Consultant.
Programs fo, the Handicapped
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PREFACE

a

The purpose of this book is to point out some of the many aquatic 'ac-
,

tivities which are possible and highly practical for blind and partially
sighted persons, and to discuss how these activities can be presented to
aem with a minimum offprOblems and no increased risk to their personal

safety. In view of therelatively limited progress by blind and partially
sighted persons in thiyield, it is hoped that this book stimulates
interest on the part of instructors and visugiTY impaired individuals
alike. e,It is further' hoped that various aquatic activities presented are
soon enjoyed bythe many blind and partially, sighted persons who want and
need the challenges and self-confidence Which are broughl about thiough
participation in these recreational activities. --

Opportunities for blind and partially sighted persons. in aquatics,
both present and future, are not completely defined within the/ pages of

this kook. This material is simply a frameWork or outline_based on
aquatic experiences which are already p6sible and practical, but which ,

are enjoyed by a relatively limited number of visually impaired individuals.
I hope that this framework is continuously built upon by the imagination
of forward looking individuals who are instructors of blind or partially
sighted students whoface the challenges aheid.

The concept of normal Aquatic recreation for visually impaired persons
is-not a new one. It has prob'ably been conceived hundred of times in the
past by imaginative individtals, and will probably continue to war up
again and Again in the futufe, Unfortunately such experiences usually
ve occurred in isolated situations and never really had enough momentum'

to dev into established piograms. For every impaired or disabled,

person who ace:- shes a new-skill or degree of success, word usually
does leak out to a fe .ividuals in the immediate vicinity. However,

the newness wears off,_the i es, and the whole concept is then
completely lost again until somebody e1 `e r di covei"S-tr7--

After realizing the tremendod's impact of aquatic activities on self- k .

confidence, good health, and physical fitness, it became immediately clear
to me that this new and exciting area of recreational opportunity should'
not teslost or buried once again with the hope _that somebody else may re-

discove,K these ideas at a later time. ____Ther-e was an obvious need for
gattLeang, these skillsjuILEmlatechrtiiilearni4 into book form, not only
for visually impaired indivipivals interestedtin learn ngabout new ac- .-

\
,

tivities but also for the befit of those who work with blind and pattially.

sighted persons in recreation programs. .

. 0 .

4
Water activity is highly recommendefor the great majority of impaired

and disabled persons; visdally impaired individuals are certainly included
in this group. So now we have arrived at a most important reason for
writing.Aquatic Recreation for the Blind. Material in pages which follow
is not a personal accouqt of one man's experiences in a variety of aquatic,
recreational activities. While I have Fad experience in all of the ac-
tivities presented, each of the skills discussed ,s also being success-
fully accomplished by numerous blindand partially sighted individuals
throughout the United States, aswell as in other colIntries around the world.
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Al of the ideas and methods promoted in this book have been sciqptif-,

ically and successfully tested and'provento p highly practical and effec

14.15

eive. It would be false to assumes,that another book similar to this at a

later time might n have even more effective means of teaching aquatic

skills to visually i Aired persons. HOweAr,:most significant at this

time is.that all of the methods presented have been proven safe--and they
do work. Emphasis, now and hopefully in all programs, nd books to follow

is to. be safety first. . . Q
. ,

. - .

:Harry C. Cordellos
San Francisco, California

/
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THE WORLD 'OF 'WATER RECREATION'
, I 4 It .

% ' ". 4.'. ' : I "..- . .. . -;.,

`Mete are nonego b1.1.,nd:s those wholiFillmot-se4
. \ ,

Pi ?
I 3 . Peter Matthew Henry '

'

I

Water has '1.0210;en and. wY4..y.nOl)atly continue to be one of the most .. (
, . ,

widely used natural relpur4ks.05^meOthan's.re.reational needs. Years

-ago it may ,haVe been'trudga424.itds ,='.onsisted lainly:Of swirdmIng,_
boating, and fishing..Howeveicalise of man's desire tolnave fun in, 1
on, or near:the-water, this field has, expanded to include many other lc-

-, .

Ai ... __..., "".._ .t'Vz ,
,

.Z._ . . f
With 'developmem of modern. equipment; facilities., end mush needed .t

safety education, listed aquatic activitlYs along .4th numerous others are ..,

now enjoyed by a constantly increasing number Lit water enthuiiasts. With ..

increase in number of heated swimming poolt.14,arn-to -SWim pfogratissuch
as those offered by the American. National Red Cross and other organiaatD6ns
are now pUssible and conducted year round, even out-of-doors. Just' twenty . /
years aga water skiing was Considered an activity for 00./ th& mbs,t raring.
Today this activity is enAed softly by thousands and its popularity con-':
tinues to increase'.

b
,

,

. * ,

.:The wide varietyo'f hoats,avalikeTe today, including those which can .
be propelltd by padd?es and oars, sails, oryrotors, has opened up not One
but many opportunities for recreation 1p the water. FiAherman are llo

longer revrictedtopiers, rocks, or tonics but'Wtpend more and more on
small craft to takea4em where fhg fish are; no longerldo they bave to
depend aeon fish to come to them! ,

(
1 . ..

^ t

One onl0 need visit, a beach on a warm day to notice the impSEt theit ...- '.

1\
\

surfing has hwi on those,who seek recreation in. the water. Skiand scuba . Th1,1

diving equipment has, also been improved, and because of its availability, ',

increasing numbers of indivkdual; now experience a whole new world of .

''adventure beneath the s/rface pf the tatter.
.

(
-With incre en' popularity of all asiugtic spOrts,,ther'e,has been a'..

need forproper ruction and increased safety education for all who .

P.
partieipatd. Fil s, lectures, ance.instructional programs are now .

abundantly available in tnse'and othei eas of aquatic recreation'.
,

*
.

> 7
14

Aquatics and/Visually .Impaired Pei-sons 2.

';
-..

&wide variety of recreational activitieg.are possible 1.n, on; Or
-near the water; their increasing poPularitycag beet briefly'introduced.
.Since this book f's intended to encourage visually imp'aired pers"oas to
.participate in aquatic activities, several questions immediately come to
mind: i ,

,,

A., ' ,0 .

. . What, have blind andpartially sightd persons been able to
do in this area?

. 4P

so 1 l
f4 .

. ,
C -:4*

, . , .
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v.

RI EL PARTICIPATION

yr. .

The goal of full pareffirk,ticipation by blind and partially

sighted individuals In .regular aquatic recreation activities is
a reall,tx.4WWorld of opportunity awaits all individuals who

wtllibCEB face these challenges.

, 2
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. /How_practiCal is activity around the water fora blind person?
One who is partially sighted?

.t.
, .

. . at is:meant by, the term blind,? -

. -
. .

Obviously there are countless other questions which are still un-
answered /or there would be no purpose for a b9ok such as this.

w
e

. .

it
. t has becoid evident that progress and participation of visually im--I

paired'persods in aquatic activities have lagged far,behind progress and
participation of others. A major part of this lag has been.caused by

. traditional beliefs and misconceptions connected with blindness. Tradi-
tional attitudes such as the blind are in a 14otld of ettrnal darkness,
blinaness is synonymous with helplessness, blind persons are/severely
'handicapped and therefore, should be carefully watched in all of, their

11

activities, promote these mitsconceptions;, reenf Ceconcepts of, the
helpless-hopeless blind anddo nothing to create favorable image. 'For-

tunately swimming has been incltded in manylrecreaeion programs fore blind
. 'persons. In addition, some camps fqr visually impaired participants have

els.° included small craft actldities such as rowing in rubber rafts or
small ,rowboats. .

0 In recent years various magazine and newspaper articles have reported
-[ about blind 'persons who successfully .performed other aquatic skills as

well. One activity which has proven highly practical from the standpoint
of recreatitmaI enjoyment and confidence developed 'is Water skiiAg. Some
members of a recreation Center for the blind in the.eastern.6nited States ,

were taught scuba diving. While.such reports are encouraging, for the"
most part'aquatics simply means swimming to the general public. Mate0a1
in chapters which follow is designed to change this concept.

,

The question of whether or not aquatic activity is practical for
blind and/or partW.1I sighted persons goes back to one of attitudes. Un-
fortunately, all experiences in water are not pleasant, ones. A nonswimmer.

t .

who falls from a fishing pier or from a boat may have tears which last a,
. lifetime; each year many tragic accidents occur in and around water. How-.

ever3 mqs of these usually occur as a result of carelessness or lack 'of
proper judgement. Therefore,_in the opinion of a great many people if an
activity is obviously, dangerous for the general public, it should be even
more so for one who cannot see.

Many functions performed every day'by blind individuals were in the
past also considered impractical if not impossible. Crossing a busy
intersection is quite a challenge to the average person lith eyesight..
It seems inconceivable to many that one can handle' Such a situation
safely withouteyesight.! 'However, today thousands of blind pe/tons
safely and scientificially cross busy intersections to and from work,
school, recreation pro rams, and during..the course of other regular
daily activities. Whet or not aquatic activities are practical for
blind persons should be d termined in the game ways as any other new
activity is determined to be practical or impractical --tOphat degree
does it'really require eyesight? Han activity actually does depend
upon Vision for,successful performance, most people agree that such an

4
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.

.

activity is not practical for blind individuals. . However, if other senses

or a modified techniqUe can accurately be substituted for eyesight, that

Activity is no longer impracticai or .impossible. If an individual benefits"

frowsuch participation through skill development, confidence, or just

plain personal enjoyment; that activity is not only poisible,but.also a

highly practical one:

The third question r aised earlier is probably the most significant---

-What is meant by the term blind? To the genetal public, blindness means

total absence of-light or,total darkness.. HoWever, the legal definition

of blindness-states that a person with approximately ten percent vision

in the better eye after correction with glasses dr one with an angle of

vision less than twenty degrees is also blind. This distinction is men-

tioned here becaUse it often has been unintentionally a source.of severe

disappointment for many totally blind individuals. In reporting accomplish-

ments achieved by legally blind persons, often.no mention has been made

that at individual did depend on partial vision to attain a specific goal.

,
Totally blind individuals are often enthused about such achievements,

attempt to do the same things themselves and suddenly are made Aware that

suchactivity was impossible without some partial vision.

4

This point is eMphasized to,, eliminate_ iiy,d4LOgoon_the part of the

reader as to whom material in this bbok is intended4o benefit. As the

title implies,-Aquaac Recreation fbr the Bind Is for-ALL visually im- , ,

paired individuals, not just a certain-few, All skills presented haye

been accomplished successfully without any visual cues. This should

.
present RO problems to a student with partial vision since some, preliminary

explanations necespry for totally blindparticipants may be modified or

completely eliminated in some cases.

Rxploring the World ofAquattcs
M .)

As indicated in the previous section,7providing more opportunities for

bind and partially sighted persons in`aquatic recreation involves more

than simply reporting that certain aquatic accomplisiments have been

achieved by impaired an `disabled individuals. HoweVer, sich reports should

000 not be disregarded. In reality it As because of such accomplishments that

a book of this type has been made possible. Moreover, to a blind person

who is already active, sett- confident, and Constantly seeking new challenges,

simply relating that a visually Impaired pergbn can dive or water ski is

only,the beginning. More than likely an immediate response' might be how

could he/she learn to do this? Yet for blind persons not ready to face

such challenging expeciences, participation in some other form of aquatic

activity may be just what is needed to boost self-confidence and help each

fft more naturally into the'normal pattern of adaily:living. This is It-

self has long been the goal of most impaired and disabled individuals.'

If all blind individuals are to'have opportunities to explore the

field of aquatics and gain proficiency in those activities which they'

favor most, a few important steps must be 'considered. There is need for

good instructors -- individuals not'restricted by traditional beliefs con-

cerning

.0

blindness and willing to face new situations. and solve problems

:
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Along with the blind student. There is also need for a thorough under-
/

-gtantling of available- equipment and acqessible.Ocilities.: Obviously'a
sound programfor blind-op4rsonsjtould not be promoted unless one knows
what can realistically be ofiered.gnd problems with which to be concerned.

More than liKply,_the must fMportant consideration is personalarafpty
of partiCipants.: While it is not necessary to be extremely'over-prdtectivE
toward blind persons, laA of eyesight does present some problems which
should be considered in' planning and conducting aquatiC programs. In any
aquatic program,"emphas±s should be on making it safe, but still fun and
challenging. .If any'aduatiC progtam is ,truly worthwhile; it must be safe

Id
for ,everyone, whethe-pqrtIt'cipants can see or.mot.

°

Defining our Goal.

Witlithe4oveconsiderationsinmind,wearenoready to *lore
sOme new recreational 'actflties fpi visually impair' 4'persons. To some
readers doine activities presented can'be recognized as having already been
accomplished by blind:hersons To others all activities with the possible
exception of swimming may seem completely new and unusual.. However,
remember that the purpose of this'book-is not simply to mention certain
activities' that can be dote by blind and partially sighted persons but '

: rather to describe -1-row.thilir Can.betone. This is not limited to physical
instruction of activities.tbut includeg discussion and solving of various
problem which may arise aid are unique- to each of the aquatic skills.

Skills presented by nq, means represent-upper limits-a blind perspn
can expect "to reach in aquatics: As, pointed out later, knowledge and
confidenCe gtined from these activitiesare often sufficient to open up
still more areas of aquatic recreation for blind and partially sighted,.
individuals. Personal goals 'of visually impaired persons in this area
areas varied as the field,of aquatics itself. Whin some participants
may achieve maximum 1:,nrefitlfrom learning only one'activity, others may
decidemto try for success in several on all of theM. For those 6116 -serve.

Tas instructors or directors of these activities, one common goal should
be apparent--promote .all aquatic activities, visually impaired persons
and open up as many branches. of this fteld lo, em as pogsible. With these
challenges before uS, det'AxpIore the worlds water recreation.

1 P
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PRACTICAL,POOLS, FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS .

- 1 . The only things which become problems are those .
. _.

things which'you allow to become problems.
o Steve Sellitti,

.

Although seve ral forms of aquatic activities do not normally take
place in swimming pools, design and characteristics of these facilities
\are given special attention as they play a significant ,icrt in many phaSes
of water recreation. Besides providing settings for a great many water
activities, swimming pools can be ideal for"water skill instruction.
Since a pool is usually much easier to supervise, keep clean and safe

.
than an open waterfront; introductoTy phases of instruction in activities
such as canoeing, skin and scuba diving, and even water skiing have been
conducted with a high degree of success in swimming pools.

With a gradual trend toward developidg adapted physical education
programs for blind students, and with the wide variety of.facilities at .,

which such programs are conducted, -some poditive and negative features of
these facilities need to be discussed so that more practical programs can ..

be developed for visually impaired persohs. Since swimming has been highly
recommended for the treat majorip of impaired and disabled' individuals,
and since it greitl'Y minimizes effects of a condition such as blindness,
It seems logical that such activities should be presented in as safe'and

. ,

practical atmosphere as possible. Generally speaking, safety in, and

around a pOol should be of piimery importance, regardless of who uses the
facility. If a pool is really safe for sighted persons, it'sh;Suld .,

automatically be safe for visually impaired individuals, However, a few
unintentional features of pool design present special problems to visually
impaired swiMmers. It is not intended that all pools to be used by blind
swimmers be specially constructed for their needs. However, it is the
.Purpose of this discussion to point out some features of swimming pools.
which may assist pool directors and instructors in planning for-more .

successful integration of blind and partially sighted swimmers into their
pool' programs.

f ,

1. A major reason for not recommending special pools for such programs
has beenssupported by several pool directors and instructors who'have -

worked with visually impaired persons. If they learn pools
u

,in. special pool

under specialized conditions and with special equipment, they are probalply
in more danger when they enter a normal podl than if they had no instruction
at all.-- Since all special_ eatures would no longer be present, one would
only have confidence and safety when:swimming at the pool in which one
learned .to swim. ,Most favorable characteristics which are significant

standard equipment in all ublic.pools. As indicated preViously7 if a
eienough' tq be of Use to b swimmers should probably be included asl

particular feature is worth having for the general safety of those.wHo use
a facility, it benefits everyonei-impaired or disabled or not.

k'
further many problems and situations faced by blind and

,

'partlialAy sighted persons'in the wide variety of swimming facilities. in
opefatiOn today, observations made by these Individuals as well as experiences

.._

O
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of those who conduct programs for them need to be considered. Over the

past several years, a considerable number of aquatic programs have been

conducted in which blind and iisually impaired 15e14ons have been involved,

in special classes or as part of regular recreational programs,

Purpose of the following material is not to discourage use of one par-

ticular pool in favor of another because of one or possibly several nega-

tive features. As mentioned earlier, It is highly impractical to design

a swimming pool spedifically for? blind or partially sighted persons. If

a'particular facility does have some negative characteristics, it may

still be an ideal setting for instruction or'recreational swimming by

blind individuals as long as those who use-that facility are aware of such

. problems and either avoid.them completely or make necessary adaptations.

Swimming Pool Characteristics

To seeak of one particular type of swimming pool as being normal or

standard is extremely difficult. Kinds...of/pools that one may find in use

today ape as varied as purposes which they,sertif. Therefore, it seems much

more practical to discuss individual characteristics rather than entire '

facilities. '

Size anti- Shape. Of all aharacteristics of swimming pool design, size

and shope,IprobahlY allow for the widest variations. To say that a'pool is

large or small, narrow or wide, is meaningless uoless there is a standard

with which it can be compared. Generally.speaking, a'pool which. measures

seventy-five feet in Vength by forty-two feet in width is considered to be

a standard size. However, even this definition must be modified depending

upon the number of people a particular pool:is to serve. Obviously, an

average Size pool for a private organization would be somewhat smaller than

a pool desiggedAo serve a large community. For purposes of this discussion,

a small pool ig'.significantly smaller than one with the above dimensions

while a lafge pool is significantly larger._ .

As for shape, there are ,too deny shapes in swimming pool design to

be pentioned.. Since the major concern,oftblind staiMmers inmanY modern and

'abstract.shape pools is orientation, dnd since pool orientation is to be

discussed in, detail in a separate section, we.areconcerned at present

with conventional shapes -- square, rectangular; or some shape similarto.

these. Both small and la'rge pools h'ave been used successfully. for instruct-

ing blind students.. Since the area for instruction should be carefully

supervised in any well plAnned program, there is no reason for one pool to

be considered more or less"favorably than another. Possibly thd only point

to consider when a pool is used by others As seeing-to it that those pot

involved n classes are..not allowed, to interfere with students being in-

structed. As for recreational swimmin, most experienced blind swimmers

ha'e found that the larger the pool, the more difficult it becofnes to main-

tain a straight course while swimming. Therefore, until sufficient corxfi-

derte of one's ability In water'is gained, activities Should'te confined to

the Shallow,e64 or small pool; in a,lvger pool, one should swim near.the

side with pa4nat wbo can givec'dfrection- s to the rail or gutter if the '

..

,swimmer mdst stop pr rest.

.0
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Pool Bottoms and Depth Ranges. While cqntours of poollbottoms and
ranges of depths vary along with design of pdols, a standard size pool
'(seventy-live feet by forty -two feet) normally ranges from approximately
three f6et at,t,he shalloW end to nine feet at the deep end.or deeper if
a high diving bard is present. Whether the shallow area is long or -.

gradually slopes from shallow to deep, it is generalq agreed that there'
.shatild b& no sudden dtop-offs from shallow to deep water since a sighted

it. person walking along :in shallow water is not always able to determine when
a pool gets deep. ,The bottom of a. pool should slope gradually. '

1 1
4

'

.11.

.

Contrary to
deepest point in
directly beneath
feet in front of
not `vertical.'

.

design of many pools, some of which are quite mode- rn, the
a pool sficlmld not be confined to the immediate area

divings, boards,- Deepest points should extend out several
the end Of the diving'board'td,,allOw for diveswhich are

The Pool Deck. .The.,deck or area immediately surrounding a pool is.

usually'as,importan from'a'safetystahclooint ,as ,the pool 'While
practically ail swimming have a standard rule of u9 running on
decks, accidents do 9ccur occasionally

1

and they are not,-ilvlays the_
of the swimmer. getst' pool.directora'agree ebdit has also been observed
by mdby bfind'swiMmers that the ideal, edge for a swimming poor is pne that'
is raised or of"somewhaf.clifferent texture from the areasiqrroundingl it >+.
In,gieny of tpday's.mdern pdOis, a tile:bAder_which is raAed'approximately
one inch:and-extends back approXimateiy,two feet from the edge of the pool
itself ia considered as part of standard 4kign., Li other pools, the tex-
ture ?f the concrete on the 'pool deck chapges and siopesupward to.a lip
which hangs over ,the edge'ctf the pool In any case, a,swimmet, whether/
-Kind or sighted,'is.Oven ample warning of, the edge of the 'Poor str,uld

. ,

battention eattractedto sorr'bther activity atathe time.
'

%; .".V:

The flat area imthedidtely.surrounafts.tke
4

edge Of the pool lip or
border, should never be. Smooth concrete: This' ii a.definite,haeard which
hag accounted for man slipping accidents/ With'd rough orlsead-rough .
textured surface around the pool, danger of slipping 4 almost, coMiiletely
eliminated even when the feet' are At..., .. -

. .

.' %"
,' . ,,

.
.

. ,. .

Scum Gotte s. The overflOr.Ctropgfis or scum gutterrwhich surround # ,

, .

Jaost modern pools' present no probp'eths td .a blind petson. Gutters are(
(usually' built back into the weals. Since no ppfefon of'the rail extends
put over the water there ds Ub d'il;:iger 'of bumpinponels, head when coming up :
near a wail. However,in some older pools a leas practical scumIgUtter
is used in which the trough $s built out over tIle.edge of the,p6ol:wall.

iThis type of design saomewhat hazardpus,to all swimmers.; however, when
blind swimmers. are madeawara of suchosituatioas,thermoie thate.likely
'adapt ithinediately and have no particularliiObieMs with'Oheth.

.

,----
. -, .

.,

An'Other-type qf'oVerfaow .trough iR use today

..

is the swim-Out ledgt. '

. .
In till; arrangements watet ftom the pool washes over a small lip-et the
edge -of' the'war (into a ledge which extends approximately one.,foot.back
'froin the pool wall itself. Beyond this ledgeis a gutter approximately
six inches wide and six inchei deep. Beyond,thegutter Is arise of another
three to four inches to the pool deck. Besides making it possible for one

)
1:
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PRACTICAL POOL DESIGN. '

-2_

MODERN POOL DECK SAFE AND PRACTICAL...This raised non-skid tile border

is part of the standia design of the pool. While its piirpose is to mipimize

the possibility of swimmers with wet feet from slipping or falling when nearing

the pool, it is especially helpful in letting a-blind Swimmer know when he is

nearing the edge of the\pool, Althodgh the tile is only one inch higher than -

the-main portion of the deck; it is noticeable enough to warnyall swimmers that .

they are close to thd water and to move with caueion.,

a-
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to feel Ihe temperature of. the water in advance of plunging,la, many blind
swfAimers_have favored the swim -out ledge because it makes clpibing.out of
the.pool much easier than crawling up over usual scum gutters or trying to .

seatch around for a wall ladder.
x.

Wei Ladders. As'with other types ofswimming-cpool elltipment, ladders'
have gone through many stages of change, and improvement., In some older
,pools in dperatipn today', ladders for entering or leaving the pool are made.
of pipes or,metal rungs. They are usually mounted Yer4ically irt,the pool

a few inches from a wall.. ,Another type' is also made of metal; howeve,
steps are flat like regular ladder,steps. In somemodern pools, hand fails
which are present with all ladders curve down and stop at the scum gutter
rather than extending below the surface where one might strike him/herself t
on n4tal parts Whileswimming. Steps are'simply stall shelves cemented or

molded into the wall of the pool. A fUrther. modification of this type is

a ladder in whidh all steps are recessed into the wall.

Reasons for these improVements should be apparent when one examines
.

the four types of ladders and the order in which they have beep/presented.
By gradually getting the ladder further and further out of the way of
swimmers, there is much less'Cbance of accidentally striking the head,

N. arms, or'legs on protruding railt or vertical supports. Obviou;ly, these
improvements have been extremely favorable 4, blind anti partially sighted
ersons as they have elitinated another source of . trouble.

, , ; 1

Pool'Environment. gieat many Characteristics could be included,
of major concern is the physical locatiln of g pool, whether-Indoor of out,,
and whether heated or unheated. With increased construction of heated,
pools, swimming is becoming more and mole a year-round sport, both indoors)

and out. Sinte beginning swimmers are usually relativelTdmactive in earl.),
stages of instruction, and since they spend much time standing and listen-
ing as opposed to continuously mdving through the water, there is almost

always a tendenLe for shivering. this is especially true with many impaired
ordisabled'swimmers including visually impaired individuals as their
movements are often slower and less vigoroUs until they gain sbffkcient

confidencin the water. For this reason, a heated Twoi is more suitable

for instructional purposes: Since almost continuous vigorous activity is
neceAsary in an unheated pool for bne tv keep comfortable or warm, most
swimmers continue to favor a heated pool unless under special circumstances,
such as in, the outdoors in an extremely warm climate.

,Whether an indoor or outdopr pool is more favorabieto blind persons

is not an easy question to answer. Both types of pooils have advantages .

and disadvantages as observed by brind'swimmers in both situation. One of

the firk noticeable advantages ,of an indpor facility is that swimming be-,

comes:a 'year-round sport for must everyfte. There was no reason to be cbn-

cerned about bad weather interfering with swimming classes or a shilling
wind'blowing against one's body when traveling between pool and locker room

'Swiirming is not restricted tbthligOularhours of the day; courses
can be offered in the evenings when the pool'is not likely to be as crowded.

-
'One'thAjoi disadvantage of an indoor pool noted by blind persons is the

noise factor, especially in large or crowded pools: Altholle the communication

5.
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`problem can be minimized by keeping ihstructors'and students close together
in a specified area of the pool; noise from a large crowd fn the water'does
become distracting, and in many cases, extremely-confusing to a blind swimmer
attempting to maintain orientation in the water.

In some indoor facilities designed specifically for teaching, an instruc-
Xional pool can be completely closed off from recreational swimmers and thus
the noise factor is eliminated. Possibly the major advantage of the-outdoor
pool is the greatly,reduced noise level. Even though swimmers shout louder.
and make more noise in an outdoor pool, sound. are deadened as there are no
falls or ceilings from which noise can rebound into the pool. Sounds'which
are noticeable, sdch as ratrling of diving boards or music from a speaker
on the pool deck, are clear and undistorted and can serve as excellent refer-
ence points for orienting blind swimmers to the pool are

One possible disadvantage of an outdoor facility is
ditions of play'a part in the activity 'program. If a

howevdr, less ns or recreational swimming may be enjoyed
adverse weather condition's, although the walk to or from
may become a little Chilly or uncomfortable at times.

that weather con-
pool is heated,
even under many
the locker room

Diving Boards.. Since diving is'to be discuOed in detail in Chapter V,
),specific procedures and adaptations for a blindOerson to use a diving board
are not presented'al this time. Of major concern here is the fact, that_al-
though springboards are'usually stand,irdiied at'heights of one, or three
meters, their .design and construction usually nary somewhat. Positioning'
of handrails and degree to which diving boards extend beyond the edge of a
pool all deserve consideration. On'some low diving boards (one meter, or
less) there are often no hpndrails at all. While it may sound somewhat
hazardous at firtt for a blind person to use a diving board with no hand-
rails, boards of this type have presented no,problems to blind or partially
sighted-divers. A closer look at the situation shows that with no handrails
in the way, a blind diver may mount the board as close to the edge of the
pool as p4ssiele, thus making the distance to be traveled on the narrow
board as Short as,possib'le and therefore minimizing danger of falling.

Shower and Locker Rooms. Arrdngement of-showers, lockers, .rest rooms,
benches-and other locker roetm equipment pKesent no more problems to blind
persons than to anyone else. In most cases, such facilities are designed
to make the most-practical use of the space and to provide for the best
possible means of getting people through the'facility.

.

To a blind person, 'regardless of locker.room design, it-is simply a
matter of getting used to.the surroundings just as in..any other situation.
One spealfic problem which requires special attention on the part4,of blind
persons is the texture of floors in shower'and locker rooms. These facil-
ities may have smooth slick concrete floors, concrete surfaces which have
roughened textur6s, or in some cases, such as in shower, areas, tile floors.
The smoother and more slick a surface the easier ecomes to slip,
especially when the feet are wet. While blind pe do not slip any
more than anyone else, if an accident,occurs, a b person is'at somewhat
of &disadvantage not being able to see where eo reach for something to
steady hiM/herself in regaining balance. While this situation could be a

12
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source of several problems, swimming programs have been conducted for blind
persons at facilities with smooth floors. The problem has been success-
fully'handled by instructing students beforehand to walk cautiously and
land on the toes first rather than placing the heel on are floor first as

,fin normal
IP

Having a locket room on the same level as thepool area-is not only.
practical for visually impaired persons, but is also safer for everyone
else. Traveling On stairways is extremely dangerous when the feet or
stairs are wet. Where this is necessary, one sheufdlalwaykuse 'handrails.
In some facilities, there may be only one or two steps from showers to
locker room, or from locer,rodm to pool deck. These still require walking
with caution; however, they present no serious problems to blind indiViduals.

p_ecial Features. In many pools which are used for multiple purposes,
there may be pieces of equipment in or around the pool which seem permanent
but actually are quite portable. These mai include such atems as racing
blocks for competitive swimming, racing lane lines, movable bleachers,
canoes or rowboats for instruction in'lifesaving, and tables or ot'her-
poolsida furniture. The onlyrcritical ,point as far as visually impaired
persons are.concernedis malting sure thait each individual Us4g the racjzlity
is made aware of things kept in permanent places and. those only there
temporafily. Permanent fixtures are important refefence points to blind
individuals for maintaining'orientation to the environment, properly

_placed equipment or pieces of, apparatus that have 'teen chanat or replaced
unknown to a blind swiMmer may be the cause of much onfusion and a
possible Atcident.

Ns

4
Other special items that are becoming popular in,pools which are used

for both instruction and competition include underwater speakers and ob- ,

servation windows. Speakers not only make it possible for an instruttor
to speak to students while they are below the surface but alio allow for
music underwater during synchronized swimming routines. An underwater
window has made possible underwater photography and observation by coaches.

. Since a blind person is without two sense (sight and hearing) when submerged

in post s ing pools; instrluctional opportunities can be greatly improyed
thromhu of an underWater speaker system and observation made by in-
strunFis thiough an underwater window.

Special Pools for Special Purposes

- Since pools are usually designed for diversified populations and for
a wide variety ofaquatic events, it is becoming more and more evident
that there is-no one-purpose pool: Even a pool for blind swimmers would %ft,

not be feasible since blindness does not limit. itself to personsbf 6ne
age, size, ability, or aquatic interest. Although many swimming pools do
serve more than ore purpose, some facilities are designed with one partiE-'
ular emphasis in mind. The following are general descriptions of flour
types oe specialfacilities. o

The Instructional Pool. Two types of instructional poolp are described

in the follow,ing distussion. Both of these facilities have been used for
the instruction of blind'and otherwise impaired or disabled individuals as

1323
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STANDARD SWIMMING FACILITLZS

S

I

LARGE OUTDOOR POOL...The pool showil aboite, pecificafly designed for. m0e-

tition, is part of a junior college physical education facility,. Long-cour events

are conducted over the long dimension of the popl 50 meters); the width (25 yards)

is used for standard short-course swimming events. ,Depth range is from 4 1i2.feet
at the end where the short- course starting blocks are poAtioned, to 14 feet under_

the diving boards. ,

GO.

MULTIPLE POOL COMPLEX...This state college facility provides for instruction,
recreational swimming, water polo and. other competitiveevents including short-cburse

swimming. The deep pool ranges from 6 feet to 13 feet, and the instructional pool

ranges from -3 1/2 feet to 5 feet. Both pools are standard outdoOr pools, each 75

feet by-42,I/2 feet.

14
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well as for able-bodied persons. The first is a small indoor heated pool
at a YMCA which for several years has featbred programs for blind as well
as.for groupd involving other impaired and'disabled'persons,

The 1)61 is approximately thirty feet long.and twenty-five feet wide
with a constant depth of thfee-and-one-half feet. It is In a separate room
Which Can be closed off from a larger recreational pool thus minimizing the
noise factor and making the area more suitable for successful instrvction.
The pool has proved to be of,tremendous value to many blind studer4s who
had no previous experience in the water. Because of the constant depth of
three-and-one-half feet, beginnerA rapidly become accustomed to the water
as theke is no fear of suddenly steppigg of£ into a deep section. The

relatively small dimensions of the pool make loss of direction and opientatiqn
problems insignificant. "OnIy,essential pieces of pool equipment are avail-
able in the room, Spectators May observe,students in the class thrOugh a
large window on one side of the room. In this way, distrdctions to the
class-lre almost completely eliminated and In the absence of unnecessary

. pool furniture on the pool deck, there is little or no-chance of students
tripping or filling either on lie deck or'in the pool.

One of the more modern instructional pools is featured as part of a
swimming facility at California State University,at Hayward. This facility
has been used for group or individuals with various impairmentg or dis-
abilities including blind swimmers. This is an outdoor heated pool which
measures seventy-five feet in length by forty-tWo, feet in Width with a depth
range of three7and-one-haLf to five feet. Unlike most similar pooli'which
become progretsi'Vely deeper as one travels along the seventy-five foot length,

'i

this pool becomes progressively deeper across its shorter dimension. This

not only allows for more shallow area for instructional purpoSes but permits
one tO swim for twenty-five yards in a straight line while the depth of

---the water remains. constant. k

Pools for Competition. With growing' interest in competitive swimming,
more and more pools are being constructed as, part of swim cent rs di%on
college campuses with competition as a major purpose. Usual d sign includes
a pool that is fifty meters in length for long-course competitrn and twenty-

.'five yards in width for competition over the short course. 'Elth range
. usually runs from approximately four-and-One-half feet at the' s allow end
to thirteen or fourteen. feet at the, deep erid. While racing len s must Me
moved out of the way,in smaller poOls to make way -for competiti e diving,
a pool of this design allows competitive diving to occur at the deep end
while rating lanes for short-course competition maybe kept in lace at

the shallow end.
1

Since the swimming area is so large and because the minimum depth of
the pool is still about four-and-one-half feet, it can be seifn that while
these pools are excellent for competitive purposes, they are not practical
for typical recreational swim program involving the general public. Small

1-!-,-children and poor swimmers havNdifficulty even at the shallow end of these
pools.. In cases where a pool orthis type is open for public recreational
swimming, as may be the case on a college campus, a blind student wishing -.

to use the facility has no serious problems as long as he/she is capable of
swimming in deep water. Ag mentioned earlier, however, the tremendous
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increase in swimming area'creates dome prbblems in'orientation. A blind

swimmer may at times.experiencp a sensation similarto swimming in the
middle of S, lake after taking several stroltA and still not contacting one

'of the pool walls. -.This loss of orientation often - occurs after one has

returieed too the surface from completing a deep dive or after ceMpletpg'a

dive which involved somersaulting or twisting. This particular pibblem

should not be a reason for discouraging a blind swimmer with ability from
using such a pool if one has an opportunity to do so. To the'person who

joys long stretches of swimming without stopping Or turningo a larger,
than normal swimming pool can"provide tremendous enjoyment as well as being

a true builder of self-confidence in the water.
1

Tke Diving Pool. While diving of some kind usually occur's just about
evety place, people gather to swim, poolsdesigned specifically for diving
and no other purpose pre becomipi mbre and more popular'at recreation

'
facilities which, specialize in aquatic activities,. 'These pools or diving.

wells are usually not quite as long as the standard pool (twenty-five yards)..
Howeverdeptha may be as much 6,5 twelve-and-one-half feet or in some cases
fifteen pa seventeen feet, especially if there are diving towers as well as
springboards., Unless a pool has been specifically reserved for special

o events such as synchrbnized swimming or scuba diving classes, these pool
are usually used strictly fOr diving. Such s pool preshnts no problemsto

a blind student whb it trained in this activity. It is actually safer than

the usual standard pool which includes both swimmers and.diveis with only

a rope to stparaee different areas. Since a blind person with proper safety

habits always has a spotter observer td let him/her know when it is ,

clear to leave the diving b rd, and since there would be no casual swimmers

moving in and out of the.diving area, a diving pool is highly practical for'

visually impaired persons trained in skills for which the facilitywas de-

signed.

The Multiple Pool Complex While many swimming pools today are being

used for more than one purpose, it has already been indicated that range off.,

activities which occur in swimming pools is too wide for, one pool to serve

everyone properly. This problem has been successfully handled with develop-

ment of the multiple pool complex. many cases, facilities with two pools

have been operated successfully and served a great many purposes. Some of

modern swim centers which are elaborate in design often feature three or

more pbols. In any case the 1 solution to the problem is to group

together activities which can one safely and efficiently and keep them

in one pool. Activities which require a completely different pool design

are grouped together in another pool.- Obviously, the more poold that are
available, the finer the diviSion of activities and the less crowded ego,
pool.

An example of a multiple pool complex Fhich serves'many purposes is,,,
the swimming facility at California State UNiversity atbilayward. There are

two outdoor heated pools, each itanda0 in size.(twenty-five yards by Lrty"

tWo feet). the instructional pool mentioned earlier ranges in depth front

three-and-one-halto five fret. The deep pool is six feet in depth for.,
approximately one-half of its length with g slope dropping down to thirteen'

feet beneath the three diving boards. Both pools are used for instruction

aspart of the college program. The deep pool hai been equipped with under=*

.water speakers for instruction in synchronized swi 114 or skin and scube,

At
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dicing as well as for music during recreational swim periods. An under-
Water ehservation window makes coaching and underwater-photography afso
possible. Included as part of the design of this pbol are standard
dimensions and official equipment for short-course swimming competition
-and competitive springboard diving as well as necessary equipment for

ewater polo. 4Durinrecreatioeal swim periods, the wide'range of water
depth'covered by both:podls'makes,swimming; diving,and shallow water
activigies Rossible for, large numbers of peoplt with a wide, range of
abilities; and with no significant interference of one activity with
another. Sificedthese'pools have been used by several blind students for
instruction in special adapted classes-as well as in regular classes, and
for recreational siaimming, it is clearly indicated that such a facility .

i'is highly'practi!cal for blind or partially sighted swimmers.

gtfiana r y
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In this chapter it has teen illustltted that .there really are no
features of slandard.swimming pool equipment, which make any 'facility .

impractical for a blind swimmer. If in esigning a pool emphasis is placed
on safety-first fvF all who use that facility, blind or partially sighted

. persons should not have any significant disadvantages. .Fot those features
of swimming pool design which do present unique problems to a visually im-
paired ,person, solution is most always found by modifying slightly or 4
adapting the approach to the situation or possibly'hy inventing a completely
new technique. In general,' the following are some features which would be '
good at any swimming pool and especially helpful,if some of those who use
the facility are blind or partially sighted persons:

..,,

. . . ,

A changein the texture.of the pool decjc surface oerough
..

tile a foot or two away from the edge of the pool gives one
sufficient warning that the pool's, edge.is nearby,

fP .

A minimum of sharp edges or metal objects around a pool such
as metal ladders below the surfade wi;h protruding handrails

-wand steps do not completely eliminate the problem of an
'occasional bump.or kruise,but it*reduces the number of cuts
and bruises.

Course,or textured floor surfaces minimize danger of slipping
on wet feet in the shower or locker room and on the pool deck.
. '

In pools where swimming and divingoccur.simultaneobsly,
there «should be a well defined divink area with adequate super-

. vision of those who use, the dving.boatds.
.

With knowledge that anypool that is truly safe is a practical.po91
for yisuaptimpaired persons, we are ready for 'the next step--accept fng

the feet that certain problems'do exist which are uniqt1 to blind and'
partia14sighted.participents in most every new activity and that making

,*:''adaptations. 11 necessary. With this approach in mind, we can face new.;
lktu4ions which are a plait of the many aquatic aEtimities to be presented
in thp following pages. .-/
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WHO TEACHES AQUATICS' AND HOW

Those who brine-sunshine into the lives_
of others cannot keep it from themselves.

Job 32.18

Because,of increasing opportunities for Jlind persons to.participate
in aquatics, need for well qualified instructors,to teach these activities
is also increasing. An instructor who works with a blind student is
basically no different from any other instructor. However, depending upon
class'environment and activity being taught, certain adaptations or modi-
fications of teaching techniques are necessary.

-.Just as it has been shown to be practical and possible for blind
persons to use,standayd swimming facilities by simply revising or invent-
ing a new technique when a piobldm arises, the same is true in teaching if
blind or partially sighted persons are to master new skills. Types of
modifications which, are necessary depend upon the activity being taught.
Although there are a great many aquatic skills which require instruction
and though many of these are specialized, in general instuctors who teach
these activities may be grouped into three categories:

O

s

r

School or college instructors.

Volunteer instructors.

Coathes or individuls who'hre'highly skilled in a particular
'area.

4

TheSchool qx College Instructor
.

. .
. . .

Because of the nature of their work, school.or college instructors are
already prepared with knowledge of. skills to be taught. However, unless one
has been pareidlarly assigned to a specialized pr gram, most of students in
classes are usually able bodied. A blind Student ho enrolls in such a,
class should do so with the same attitude expecte in,anysicademL clss--
the individual works toward accomplishing the same skills and to participate ,

, fully with other members of the clip. , While this may seem extremely dif-
,ficult at first in.view of the tany visual demonstrations which generally
occur in a typical physical activities class, instructor and student can
usually work out solutions to such problems with a minimumhpf:effort. Many .

of.the necessary requirements,sthough overlooked in some cases, are usually
.good standard teaching practices whether a class contains impaired and dis-
abled students or not.

, )

,k ,
- . f

Since there may be little time for individual instruction other than i
that which can be offered as an instructor circulates through a class, it.. ...

isiessentiar that the instructor use clear, concise,, verbal descriptions in
oral presentations. $ince learningskills of thisnature often involve
physical demonstraoton ag,well as verbal descriptigns, an instructor might.'
do well to use 'the'blind student occasionally for demonstrating a movement

*.
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pattern or allOW him /.her to feel movements of another student who, is

demonstrating (coaction). Another-method often used and quite helpful in

minimizing some problems of a blind student is the buddy system in which

each :student choses a partner to work with learning a skill. In this

way, if a blind student 'does not underst d material that is presented

orally by the instructor, the problem n be worked out with the partner

without any interruption of class tivity.

The Volunteer Instructor

This category of instructors includes those teaching in situations

such as Learn ro Swim programs offered by the American National Red Cross.

In this crass arrangement; the number of students with each' instructor is

often much higher than in the previously mentionedsituation. When work-

ing with'impaired and disabled students, it it often the practice at

certain stages to have btudentaaand staff on a one-to7one basis. Wilunteers

are important in this type of class structure.

Those who teach as volunteers should be qualified water safety in-

structors or certified in lifesaving. Assuming that they are well pre--

pared in subject matter, they have the same responsibility as a school

or college instructor--good communication with students. Since classes

are much smaller, and since instructors work more closel"ith blind
students, communication problems are less noticeable; however, there is,
still a definite need for good char verbal communication. .0

.
Whereas a, blind student who entolls in a class with sightgd class-

mates more than likely enters with some experience in aquatics, volunteer

instructors may be faced at times with students who, have never before been

in the'water. While this may present some problems, even if students are

sighted, lack of previous water experience along with lack-ofteyesight

may make progress ofsblind students ailittle slower than normal during

..beginning phases of instruction. A volunteer instructor should realize

this problem and face each new situation patiently and confidently with

a s dent and not develop an overprotective attitude toward the student.

The Coach or Skilled Athlete
.,

e

While many forms of aquatic recreation are included in most. general

classes, some specialized activities such as diving are only introduced
.

in their elementary forms. Other activi,ies, such as water.skiing, are

not offered in the genera-class and therefore-mustA learned somewhere

else. ..rn these caseslas well as numerous others, athird type of instruc-

, for may ,be, called upon Thisais the coach or qualified athlete.. In any

tcase, tie teaching arrangement is qufte,simifar-to that involving volunteer
. , instructor in thatethey work, with one or a very few blind or partially

sighted students at an,y one particular time. Ability to communicate well

and to understand eacH student as an individual-is essential. However,

in the case.of such specialized instruction,
.

onefother eactor mist be

considered. While an instructor may be extremely qualified in-his/her -.

special activity, there is'ne guarantee that a skillful diver-or water

. skier is adequately trained in techniques of lifesaving and water safety.
SA

. 4
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If.such is the case, the activity should not be conducted until prov isions
for safety can be made. In the case of boating activities, it is required

' by law that one approved life'preserver be on board for each person in the
boat. It is' also requirqd by law in most areas thatone must wear a life
preseriSer while Dater skiing.

1

The Qualities of a Good Instructor

Regardles9,of the instructor or type of activity beinetaught, one of
the most necessary qualities of a good,teacher is ability to communicate
well with a student. In addition to proper choice of wordsand ability to
demonstrate effectively, an instructor. must be able ta hold'the interest
of students. Without visual cues, it is quite easy for the attention 8f a
student to drift away fropiime to time. Because of the small number of
Students in each class in most cases, as well as the short distance betWeen
an instructor and any particular student, this problem Is not usually too
noticeable unless material is not presented clearly.

A good technique which can be used to test one's ability to teach'
blind' or partially\sighted students is to tape record a class session. or
observe anoth r pePson who'is teaching visually impaired persons. Pay

special attentioncTo thellumber of times that such phrases as Do it this way
or Move your arms like this are used. Try to imagine how meaningful or how
clear these instructions would be if you were unable to see. Each time a
movement is physically demonstrated to a blind student along with instruc-
tions.to Move this way orsome,similar command usually poses no problem
when a movement is clearly-understood by the student. HoweVer, t,£ commands

are gillen and movements demonstratO by the instructor,visuallys, the
presentation has little orvno meaning to a blind student. This situation
more than likely comes up in a class where blind and sighted students are
combined as opposed to situations where an instructor works individually
with one or a limited number of impaired or disabled'students.

A sepad'imPortant quality of the good instructor is having a sincere
interest in the progress.of each student. Because of traditional attitudes
toward blindness, many individuals are not certain as to how they should
act toward blind persons and as a result, feel uneasy around one who is
visually impaired. ,,This is especially true if the student is slow to learn

'and lacking in selfconfidence. If instructors are also working with
students who have ,a great deal of self7confidence and learn somewhat faster,
they may Rave a tendency'to lose interest in, slower students and instead
turn toward students they Look upon more favorably. In reality slow

learners At this stage-of instruction peed more encouragement.

,

Another closely related quality. .4 problem solving ability. This can

be suliamed up in bne word -- imagination. Types of problems which come up in
learning situations are as varied as the activities themselves. No one in-

OP, structor can be expectedto haye solutions to all of these probltems. When

a difficulty does arise; aninstructor,should analyze the situation and
imagine facing"the problem frog-the student's point-of-yiew. An instructor
who tells a beginningsiudent that he/she simply doesn't know how tq handle
a particular Trroblem. may in, one short moment destroy all the confidence an

A
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impaireaSbr disabled student had developed in that instructor. To-e more

advanced student who is more capable of handling frustrating problems such

utatement might still be discou ing at first; however, this student may

be ableto supply the imagination Blhe instructor lacks and most likely pre-
.

vent such a situation from reoccurring.

One more essential quality of a Mature instructor is ability to use

wise judgement in making decisions. Because traditional beliefs con-

cerning blind'persons, many individuals may develop overprotective attitudes

and not allow a blind or" visually impared individual to attempt anything

which may seem unusually difficult or a little dangerous -at first. While

safety can NEVERe over emphasized, an activity felt to be truly dangerous

is probably impractical from the outset. However, many activities which

may seem frightening or dangerous at firseusually onlyreqUire a slight:

revision of a technique used in learning the skill.

An example of an apparent danger'fbeing immediately eliminated by

adding a modified procedure is "exemplified in a-blind person diving into

a pool. Possibility of diving in op top of another swimmer is very real. 't

However, -this danger can be elimingted by always getting a verbal all

clear signal from a qualified swimmer or lifeguard before each dive. Poor

judgement on the part pf-an.instructor may be 4iqually as hirmful to a

blind participant. Ag inexperienced instructor who is so influenced by

the success of a blind 'person in a particular activity may not 'impose

enolghrestrictiont. It is at such times when accidents could occur.

The deciding factor is the individual make-up'and programs If each

student.. Some students take several weeks to achieve what others accom-

plish in one day. Since there is a wide range of abilities among visually

impaired persons to perceive spatial relationships, individual difference

among them show-up noticeably in activities whJ.5h require such perception.

A good instructor is able to observe pertermancgof each student and make

judgeTents according toltrbw well a student has performed each preceding

step be'fore suggesting the ne4ct step in learning a skill. In making such ,

judgements", an-instructoeshould also consider what a student says and

thinks about his/her on progress. Encouragement toward new gonIs should'

be given just as it is for all students. However, care should be taken

not,tq vush one into something for which he/she is not yet confident or

prepared to attempt. Although ft isunt'ortunate, a frightening or un-

successful experience in the water remains morn vivid in one's memory than

a, successful one. ir

Class Arrangement
.

Some class arrangements In which instructors may find themselves have

already been meptioned in this chapter. -While there are many different
possibilities in specialized activities, of importance in this discussion

is the small specialized class for blind students as compared C6 enrolling

them in, regular or standard classes. Although it is-quite commonly felt

that the only practical way,to teach blind students activities such'as
swimming is to enroll them in specialized classes, it has recently been
shown that there are advantages to these students enrolling in regular

classes.
'
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The* Specialized Class for Blind Students. though,a class of this

type. is usually small: in numtigr," the number of students in the class-is
not is important as the number of students assigned to each instructor.
In most,programs:of this type, the desiAd ratio isone student to each
instructor td insure maximum safety. Hos4ever whether there is one or
possibly thrte students in i group, the important factor is the amount of
individual attention each student is able to receive. This is especially

significant to a beginner.lw swimMing. To more advanced `students, especially
if each is receiving individual Instrdctioa,,progress from one step to
another in

e
a series df_ skills is much faster as other students with widely

varying capabilities are not there to slow down instruction.

'Another advantage of this system for beginping swimmers is that,
-, because of the,close relationship.with,an instructor, eachfeele>more,
' secure unti; sufficient confidence.has been gained in the water. A

..specialized class is also advantageous-to a student who has difficulty in
perceiving spatial ielationships.. Instruction can be altered to fit the
pace of each student. If additional time has to be taken to help a slow
learner over .a particulai ,problem, there need be_no interferefice with more
rapid pfogress of other.students.' While this type of class arrangement has
been used successfully for many years and whi,le many blind individuals have
benefited greatly from itothere are a few disadvantages.

,

Since the environment is more protective than that of a typical

class,class, unless care is taken,, many students may feel Instture if
.

they swim under any other conditions. Instructors of such a program can
avoid this problem by gradualiy.breparing the student. for normal activity
with sighted persons4 As' skill and confidence.are developed, an instructor
may occasionally invite a blind student to participate inthe, regular rec-

treat Q.34 swim program. Another disadvantage of limiting water activity
to t.e specialised class environment is that it may prolong one's adjust-

ment period tothe impairment ox.disabilicy. A major factOr in an im-
.

paired or disabled - personas adjustment to a normal vay of life is to

c-aC6ept oneselfand.realize one's limitations. The sooner an individual
''Can;ajpst to noTal activity, the sooner able=b-odied persons will accept

them as a.,normal, confident peer. .

The BlAd*Student inia.Narmal\Class." With many opportunities avail-

able to learm 4aquac activities in schools .or colleges, blind or partially
sightedstudeats might find one or several of these courses interesting and
wish to sijiistilp for them. -Those who haveconiidence and some experience

should hay significaht prpblems in Aost classes. .owever, withlarger
number of students in a class, the blind student hat t adapt to -the class

and the pace at which material is presented rather than having the pace Of
the. class adapt to.himlher as in the Specialized program, Any anticipated

problems should be diecussed between student and-instructor before the
class- begins, At such time, the instructor should advise Wiether the class

r
is Practical or whether the,blind student should receive some specialized
instructioe beforehand to gain self-confidence in the Uatert

While it is obvious that a clads such as those offered in-schools and
colleges are more challenging to a blind student and: demand greater
concentration andeffort, participation in a regular class has been "Shown

to haveseverar definite advantages. Psythological problems related to

A,
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adjustment to blindness in such an activity are dealt. with early and are
usually,overcome as skill and confidence are developed. Although a blind

student in a regular class has to put foith"more egArt than necessary
in a specialized class, experience of learning and working with o4thers often

proves to be satisfying and does much to improve one's self -image and

confidence in other activities as well.

-suranar

In this chapter, we have been mainly concerned with types of instruc-
tors who now teach and who will teach aquatic. activities xa visually im-

paired persons and methods they use in various teaching environments.
Specific problems and adaptations will be discussed as they occur in

special situations in activities to follow. Both specialized and standard

classes have definite advantages and disadvantages which should be con-
sidered in detail by blind or partially sighted students and-the director
or instructor. before deciding upon which approach to takein general,
students with previous experience and confidence in an activity may feel

more comfortable in a standard class while thOse with no previous ex-

perience in an activity may benefit.from some instruction in a specialized

course for'visu.ally,impaired persons. While size type of class (regular

or specialized), and activity being taught may vary, all instructors, have

to face each new situation with an open mind that is not handicapped by
traditional attitudes concerning visual impairments. Their goal is not

simply to teach aquatic skills but to gain and keep confidence of each

student! Understanding between student and instructor is a necessity.

Teaching is not based on presentation of skills,alone;the other essential
lector is communication. Realizing thatone of the means bf communication
is nonexistent when one is without vision, imagination and creative
ability are the twomost,useful tools, to aid an instructor who teaches

aquatics to blind and partially sighted persons.

24
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. SWIMMING: THE FOUNDATION FOR WATER CONFIDENCE AND SAFETY
.

e 1 . .

,

If ydu have built castlesin the air, your .

work need not be lost; that is where they
should'be.' Now put [he foundations under them.

O Henry David Thoreau

V4lues of adequate swimming abilyy to anyone seeking recreational,
activities in or around water are obVious. However, not all aquatic ac-
tivities require an individual to be in direct contact with water; boat- ,

ing and fishing are just two of many examples. Since ability to swim is

not required in these activttiest its importances often overlooked
until an emergency occurs. A nonswimmer who falls froth a fishing pier
or while nbt wearing'a life preserver is thrown from a small boat can do
l.ittle mote than wait for assistance. The individual's fear of-being in

trouble makes the job of a rescuer more difficult. On the other hand a

pdrsciii with adequate swimming ability is safer in water, can handle un-
expected situations, and is not likely to let panic interfere with good

judgement.

From a safety vantage, knowing how to swim is extretely important to
a blind person who enjoys any type of water recreational activity. Blind-.
_ness is often a cause of fear in new situations. However, there is no

. reason to believe that water is'inherently more dangerotis for blind inr

dividuals than for anyone else. For example; a sighted person with no
training and no confidence in the water has more difficulty in an emergency
than one_unable to see who iT-Water safe. /'

_....optus far, the importance of kqowing how to swim has emphasized safety

considerations. The fact that switMing.can make other forms of aquatic
activity more safe and practical is significant. Recreational swimming
can be strenuous, relaxing, or creative; it can be described in other ways
depending upon the individual participant.' The fact that swimming has/
been a valuable activity not only fpr visually,i'mpaired,persons but for
most other impaired and disabled individuals is evident from the many
specialized programs in which,it is included. Since movements in the
water are somewhat flower than on land, and since one can move about with
more ease aiid freedom, effects of a condition such,as blindness are.les4'
of a Problem and less noticeable in water.' Often blind or visually im-
paired swimmers with skill and confidence in wateriare not looked upoas

handicapped. HoweVer, conditions such as blindnels are considered whenever
necessary, such as getting a verbal all-clear from an observer before diving.

Adaptations are necessary aed.shouldin ot be looked down upon by anyone.
Adapted'devices and modified methods t minimize or eliminate possible
dangerous situations are used in water by many different individuals.
Because adaptations often enable blind persons to-participate,in regular
aquatic programs with complete safety and confidence, visually impaired
individuals are usually more readily accepted .by others in these activites

. -

and blindness.it njok/a cause ofundueconcern:
t

4 The time to handle special problems related to blindness
t

Is during

.
instructional periods. ,01:or this reason, emphasis in fdllowingiiiiscusslens
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is not specifically on mechanics of each swimming stroke but instead on
,.

unique problems faced by blind swimmers. in learning these skills. Stand-
.

ard swimming skills that must be performed in a specified manner by blind
and sighted pdrsOns'alike are discussed.

Teaching Swimming to Blfnd Individuals
6,

Learning tq swimip'basically the same for blind as for, sighted in-
dividuals.: In either case it involves,,becoming familiar with a completely
new environment, gaining confidence in one's ability'to stay afloat, and
building upon this confidence by learning any of the various swimming
strokes. 'Possibilities for advancement are as varied' as one'e special
interests and individual goals. At all stages.in the learning process,
attitudes of blind or visually impaired students toward their own abilities
are directly or indirectly related to functional vision, If an individual
fails several times while attempting a 'particular skill, instructor and/or
student often assume. that the visual condition caused-the problem so that

, attention is iumediately directed to anothe? skill. In reality, the
solution may only require a little more practice by the student or more
accurate instruction by the'teacher. Actually eyesight doei not play a
significant role in early stages'of swimming instruction. A sighted
swimmer in water can seldom accurately see what, the arms and legs are doing.

4.

Adjusting to a New Environment. A student with no revidus experience

in water is about to enter ?. whole rrew environment. Bef#re,instruction can
be meaningful to blind students, they must be familiar' with the swimming
area as.well as feel comfOrtable in water. Learning about Oe swimming
area is not any more diffiCult for these students than learning about any
other new area However, an instructor describing an area to one oho is
totally blind may find it a new and challenging experience. The student,

must know how to move safely from locker room to pool. It is essential
that the student betaught to form some type of. mental image of thepool,_
and its surroundings. The instructor 'can be of assistance in this_process
by walking around the pool with the student and explaining such things as
pool dimensions and depth along with locations of stairs, wall ladders,
lifeguard stands., and diving'boards. Both permanejlk and temporary pieces
of equipment.need to be pointed out., Permanent fixtures are used by blind .
swimmers islandmarks and therefore should,be gien special attention.

The more meaningful information a student can ga- ther about the swimming
pool environment, the less likely,the chance for confusion, loss of direction,.
or accident. If any pool equipment is changed or replaced frpm one session
to another, changes should immecriatel9 be pointed out to eacif blind student
familiar with the old landmarks. After a'thorough orientation to the pool
and surrounding areas, the student is ready to,enter the water.

. Most s wimmers, regardless of.present ab lity, are -able to recall their
first experiences in water as someWhet frig tening. Water rising around

the body, changes in body temperature, and ater movement are unlike any -,

'thing experienced on feria. Adding to this uncertainty is the_way water -

makes the body buoyant. Body movements ar much'slower'and,more difficult
in water at .this tide; footing becomes mo e uncertain as one moves into
ter that approaches chest or shouldebdepth. It is not unusual for a
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blind student to feel that these fears are_due to visual impairments. The

instructor needs to be encouraging and reassure the student that these new
and unusual sensations are normal and shared by almost everyone their first.
times in water. The instructor must not only ke confident but be able to
win the donfidence"of the student as soon as possible. The sqoner confir
dence is shared by both student and instructor, the more rapid the progress.

The final step in adjusting to water is iigaining confidence to go
below_ the surface. This is often difficult for beginners. However, this
presents no special problems for one without sight. Since most beginners
fear openipg their eyes underwater and since water around the ears pr events
or greatly distorts hearing, most4eginners feel a little insecure at first.
Ta minimize fears, one may hold onto the gutter alone the edge of the pool
and gradually lower the head below the surfacC.-f-A second step may be to
walk into waist-deep water with the instructor and then duck below.the
surOtce while still holding the instructor's hand. The third tep could
be to duck below the surface without any assistance. Finall , a student
may plunge forward or sit down to drop beneath the surface d then regain'
footing on the bottom of the pool to stand up. As.with vious steps,
this may be done with the instructor who assistS.the student to hii/her
feet until confidence has bethl gained. ,

Building Confidence with Swimming Skills. After students become well
o riented to the pool and its surroundings and begin to feel at ease in
water, they are ready to learn skills to itengthen-confidence and enable
them to enjoy normal particiRation in swimming as well as other aquatic
activities. Although met4Os presenting these skills to blind or
visually impaired students ,ay be slightly revised, these,are standard
skills presented to all swimmers. In generhl, materials presented to
blind students a based on courses offered by the American National Re
Cross--beginners, dvanced beginners, intermediates, and swimmers. C urses
for advanced swimmers in lifesaving, and water safety are also offered;

Whatever specific content of a particular swimming program, emphasis
is on giving a student confidence by teaching several ways to float. Then

add arm and leg movements and a proper breathing rhythm to build a swimming
stroke gradually. Different types of.,arm and leg movements agd a variety
of breathing patterns are then introduced to develop other swimming strokes.

By

_

progreesing gradually from skills in which-a student has confidence
to those which are new but related, a full' range of swimming. strokes can be
learned with minimum of difficulty. In presenting swimming skills to blind
or visually impaired students, certain adaptations to regular teaching pro-,
cedures Are necessary, especially if a student is totally blind. Clear,

concise verbal descriptions which do not depend upon visual observation aie
most necessary.

4 4'

Commonly used helpful technique requires tactual demonstration of
skills. This is done by:

1

. Demonstrating a skill_and allowing the blind student to feel
'movements of_involtted body parts._
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. agving the instructor move the arms or legs of a blind student
through the proper motion until the feel of a movement has been

acquired.

. Combining both Methods is effective algo.

In learning a new *kill, many beginnets soon realize that simply imi-
tating an'instructor doe's not always prodUce dedired results. This can be

the source of frustration and disappointment for visually impaired students
if not handled-properly by iatstkor. Since all swimming strgkes consist
of rhythmic movements, the important factor is not that a particular set of

motions is reproduced. Proper emphasis must be given each part of a stroke '

at. the appropriate time.

Comments of, an instructor should be meaningful to a student and related

to familiar situations. An example is when one who is apparently doing
everything prOperly is unable to keep the head above water while treading
beCause upward and downward movements are equal. This can be explained
clearly and demonstrated effectively in shallow water. Move the tends firgt
in an uplard direction and then downward so that force exerted down against

.the waer ses the individual to rise while upward force causes the person_

to fall. if these two forces are equal, the body does not rise any higher,
in the water than with no motion at all.

To keep the head above water, the body must rise higher than in its-

normal floating position. To accomplish this, forces eicerted downward
against. the water must be greater than upward forces. In other words,
emphasis is given to downward movements of hands and feet while upward move-
ments are.thought of as'a recovery prior to the next stroke.

'Another cause for sinkinewhen learning to tread water involves hook-
ing the toes upwardatxhe beginning of the up-stroke to prepare for the
next downward push against the water. This may seem like a fine point which

is difficult for a beginner to understand. Yet such seemingly technical
details make the difference between going through the motions with little
success and performing movements with less effort and achieving full success.

This problem Can be solved by comparing t,be experience with one which

is similar and familiar. Alpost everyone at some time or Other'hasetepped
into deep soggy' mud or has at least touched mud. One does not climb out of

mud by first curling the toes upward and then lifting the foot. The normal ,

reaction is to point the toes downward and slide the foot out--heel first.
That this method.provides less pressyre.on thgtfoot is easily demonstrated
in shallow water.' First have the student raise the foot with toes bent'up-
ward and then with toes pointed downward. ,Water slides down the foot in
the second situation so that there is less resistance against the foot
during this part of the movement. Consequently, the body 1s not forced

beneath the surface.

tfr.

AnOther apparently difficult situation which can be simplified with
slight revision involves teaching a complex skill such as a complete swimming4

'stroke, While swimming strokes can.be simulated on the deckjor near the
edge of a poOl, beginners who attempt to concentrate on all phases of a

(
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Stroke may have difficulty getting the head above water at the proper 'time,
for a breath., Remembering that swimming is a completely rhythmic activity,
an instructor can include both auditory and tactual cues. For example, it
often appears at first that arms and legs move at the same time but in
opposite directions in the breast stroke. Actually arms start to pull
slightly before legs begin to recover for the kick

This situation, which seems highly complicated, can be simplified by
having the instru for demonstrate movements for blind students in the
nbrmal manner. t the same time the instructor demonstrates, he/she -

counts in rhyth with the movements. Although this stroke can be completed
in three rhythm c counts, the beginning of leg recovery, and inhaling do
not occur on regular beats. In this case, and is instrted between the
numbers to indicate where off-beat action occurs. Auditory rhythm for
this stroke might be one-and-two-and-three, one-and-two-and-three.' Off-
beat action occurs between counts one and two. However, the second and
is includedto keep the rhythm even. During the second and beginning the
glide.

As an instructor demonstrates the stroke, numbers are counted several
times in rhythm until the student'learns the timing. Then the instructor
smbstitutes the words pull-breathe-kick---glide, pull-breathe-kick--glide
for the numbers one-and-two-and-three. Possibly the most critical and
technical point is teaching the student to wait unt4;..after, the arms have
begun the pull before starting recovery of the legs for the kick.

The proper rhythm can also be established by having the student.
demonstrate the stroke while holding the gutter at the side of the pool.
The student performs the skill as the instructor counts the beat.' If a
student has a tendency to begin the leg recovery too soon, the instructor
may correct this by holding the feet in the glide position until he/she
soys and betwee9rnumbers one and two.

Techniques described .abOve are
or

limited to the breast stroke nor
are they only practical for blind or parfia115', sighted students. Counting
rhythms of various swimming strokes has long been used in regular swimming
classes. The only significant difference when used to teach blind students
is that skirls are also tactually demonstrated. In this way a blind student
feels movements at the same time rhythmic counts arergiven. Occasionally
a student memorizes proper rhythm and appropriate movements: However,
because of inaccurate communication betweenstudent and instructoP,iparts
of the stroke, though perforMed accurately, are not timed appropriately.
To coordinate all parts of a complete swimming stroke is often difficult'6.
for any student. This problem is normally.handled through observation of
several,repetitions of a complete stroke. This reemphasizes need for
clear, concise verbal descriptions and accurate demonstrations to blind
students. It Oo many movements are going on at any one time fora-
student to feel them all simultaneously, demonstrate tho full'cycle of a

4 stroke several times while the student examines each movement in terms of
its relationship to other movements and to the rhythmic count.
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Special Problems for Blind Swimmers
'

As soon as students gain confidence in one or several swimming strokes

and begin to swim distances greater than those required to demonstrate

skills, many begin to discover ceytain problems faced by all blind swimmers

regardleSs of their degree of skill in water. Maintaining direction and

orientation in the water Are noticeable problems. Another to be considered'

is how to avoid cbllisions with walls and other swimmers. Students soon

discover problems peculiar to each style of swimming. As, an aid to both

Otmdent Sand
instructor these problems are discussed_' in the following-para-

graphs.,
4 P

Water Orientation. Almost every swimmer without a point of reference

h4s difficulty maintaininga straight line while swimming. This is especially

true of beginners who do not open their eyes while moving through water.

For blind swimmers, this problem is magnified fomewhat since they usually

have no way to know when they, are. going off course unless contact is made

with a wall of the pool or they are able to hear verbarcoMmands froth an

observer. An individual unable to hear

a

commands and who'does not make

contact with wall may complete as much as a full circle,and be completely

unaware of turning. This results in complete.loss of orientation. While

this is not a serious problem for a capable swimmer, there is,need for con-

cern if a poor4swimmer drifted into deep water anerwas unaware of it. This

is one reason that complete familiarity with the pool and its surroundings

was emphasized earlier in this chapter.

Loss of direction and orientation May occur at any time during swimming.

However, the situation is not asdifficult to handle as it may at firit

seem. Sound provides key reference points around'a pool for a.blind person.

Therefore, special attention should be givefi to familiar bounds produced by

equipment and devices in permanent locations around the pool. For example,

rattling of a diving board is one sound which cannot be easily mistaken for

anything else. .A music speaker at a particular location on the 'pool deck

provides sound that can be used for orientation purposeg7If a pool has

both shallow add deep ends, one easily notices noises made by small children

at the shallow ad. Any number of adpitional sound references.can be used

depending upon the pool and surrounding facilities.

Collisions with Walls and Other Swimmers. Colliding with-another

swimmer or pool wall is ndt unique to blind or partially sighted swimmers.

Although collisions can cause injury, they are seldom serious since move-'

ments in water are slower than on land. With a little extra concentration

on the [Art of a blind swimmer, collisions should occur very seldom, and

those which do occur should be little more than just `brushing-physical contaci.

0 ,

To reduce possibilities of violent collisions, swimmers should avoid

wild thrashing motions while navigating-through crowded areas of a pool.

They should remember to slow down whenever_they feel they are approaching

a wall- Strokes should be slow and cautions when one becomes disoriented

as a wall may be,much closer than the swimmer estimates. When swimming..

undeFwater it Is often possible to detect 'en approaching Oimmer by dis---r+

ttif5ances in.the water. Although sounds are not as directional underwater

as on land, noise levels beneath the-surfiCe' increase as another,swimmer

approdches.
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Problems Peculiax to Styles.of Swimming. Many problems discussed thus
far may be eliminated, minimized,,or greatly magnified depending upon the
paiticular stroke. Based on opinions and e.Weriences of many blind students
in various swimming programs, it is generally agreed that maintaining one's
direction is easier while swimming on the stomach than on the'back. When
swimming on the back the ears are almost constantly below the surface of-
the water or water, continuously sloshes in and out of the ears to make,
hearing verbal commands extremely difficult. Furthermore, when an instruc-
tor shouts to a student, "Go left," this usually means go left of the
direction in which you are traveling. To a swimmer on his/her back in
the.water, left means in the direction of the left shoulder;-this position
is to the instructor's right. Obviously,-this'can be a source of contusion.

Since sound is vital for maintaining orientation, strokes performed `Y
in a face-down position are most useful if the ears can be cleared'1Ong'
enough, to recognize sounds. For example, one ear is brought above the
surface as the head is rolled to the side for * breath in the crawl. .

However, in many cases water is cuppdd in the ear,and a swimmer may have
the sensation of still being submerged. In the brtast stroke the head is
lifted stra4the forward and fipAld so that water; drains frowthe ears
during the time that breath thinhaled. Although one ear is kept out of y.

water constantly in the side stroke, an occasional washingof wateover
a swimmer's head can cause this ear to fill and remain filled unless the
head -is tilted one way or the other. Although it is Tossible to hear
verbal commands, the fact that only one ear is exposed makes recognizing -
directiOn dt a pound extremely difficult, if not impossible. This 'is not

te imply, however, that the breast stroke is the only practical stroke to
use. In any stroke the head may be raised and kept above the surface forte
a cycle tr two to check orientation. Swimmers capable of handling them- '

selves anywhere in a pool may simply not worry about hearing and choose
to use other strokes because they are relaxing or more satisfying.

Although disdrientation is possible, no rule saxs thar..it must occur
every-time,nne is not aware of sound-references. To rgauce possib;iitypof
collisions, some swimming strokes are motle practieal than others. For

exaOrle, when swimming toward a wall,,pny stroke in which a swimther's hand
extepds beyond the head is practical. 'Although there is no definite glide
period in the crawl,,a blind swimmer might extend each hana.slightly
longer -ehan usual so that there is fio time when the head is the foremost
part of the body. 14w

In breast and 4...de strokes, the period of time.the'heireads the
body is relatively short. Howevei, there is a short momentl4hen the head
could strike thewall before the hands. This can be remedied by slowing
dowp the stroke when approaching a wall or when id doubt as to location
and closeness of a walg,. -

CI.

Since the bu4 tferfay is an a 'remely powerful stroke fn the head.

,

leads the rest of the body for a relatively long periodortime,..this stroke
should be used with extreme caution, especially w,hen approacl4ng a wall.
Even at relativelyslow speeds, it As possible to strike the top of the
head, nose, or chin on the scum gutter before the hand% comMown-into the
water. .
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Both regular and elementary back strokes may be'extremely relaAng.

However, these strokes, as well as the inverted breast stroke, make it
possible t8.strike the head on the edge of the pool. Unfortunately, when

the head isthe leading part of the body; much oft the power of these strokes

is beinkdelivered. These strokes should not be discouraged bdt used with

-A caption whet.Ithe wall of a pool or other swimmers are nearby.

$ Putting NW Sk ills to Use

Certain goals are common to all well designed programs of swimming in-

struction. One of -ehemost 'common and important.is to leach each individual

to be sa and comfortable in water. Another objective is to teach one to '

accomplis nd appreciate as wide a variety of swimming strokes as possible.

.One of. t ost valuable assets of any swim pragxaM is accomplishment of a

real feeling of confidence and safety in water. This ability is often-

,
referred to as watermanship, gegardless of how precise and accurately
swimming strokes areaperformed, one who .combines confidence in and respect'
for rather than fea4of water will be safe find possess Watermanship.

4

iyiVldual can most appreciate and enjoy swimming.

.
To demonstrate a partular skip fgr an instrdlto,is only the first step..

To'usd one's, skills naturally. and *60 complete confidence in a regular
recreational swimmingilrogram is the true indicator that -an indiVidual has
reached the most important coal in this stage of aquatic development.,

A

. Summary
f

.'" t,, 0 4 4

No, special emphasis

ft
17

has been gi,yeri speCial,t!OjectiVes for blind or
partially sighted'persopsas compared to objectives for sighted individuals.

This has been intentional Since swimming is an activitYifor ALL people,
instructional programs,aTe dulitned to give:eVery student equality of

,oppoiOnity. If .a special objective is related to blind or partially
sighted persons, it is the basib objective of this chapter--to discuss

,
common problems fated by blind and partially bighted persOns'in sWimming. '

.., Variou's adaptations have been presented so that both student and instructor

'van mare fully understand what is invaltred in agplituations and thus,be

a 1 o work out.. practical solutions. , Individual swimming skills are

ca standard for everyone.: Special methods of presenting these

s n party. 'bases simply another meani. to the %We end. Thokh
swimmingwip be completely new and challenging experience for some, re- ,

sults ere personally rewarding and satiOilting in most cases. Numerous

blind and partially sighted persons who-Kave gone, through Ouch programs

and aaNnced further in aquatits have reported that learning 'to_ swim and

4
7, feer 4t ease ,in wager hag been a foundation for building cdnfidence, nog

only in water, but in many daily activities as well.

A
h
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LEARNING TO DIVE

,,

. e Do not let what you cahhot do
6interfere with what you.caff.db,

7- " ° .

...

John Wooden ,

7 ' .
,

.
-

4,-i ..
.

' The question of whether or not diving is a practic9activity for'
blind persons iiUs probably never before been given seriOnsaconsideration.
Although elementary forms of'diving are often inducted in swimming courses,
opportunities for...12210....6d partially sighted individuals to go beyond

-divingfrom the ,Mtge of a gookthave been limited. Those who have. learned

- to -use a avtng_board have either learned rhese skills on their own or
have been encouraged-or coached by other Persons who have shown an in-

4" terest in _irking wih them as individuals: ,

4

Apparent Lack of enthusiasm for teaching blind persons to -.dive is a
direct result ofOitaditional attitudes toward blindness, which, unfortunately,

have had the same limiting'effects on other activWee% Bgcauge of over-
4

).protective attitudes shared bk the general public, including many who work

with visually impaired perkongy astkvitie h,could be dangerous have
.

cafteQ hen felt impractical-foS these ind ls. iliN.
,..

1111kbrious injuries frgil diving age poss'ib however, this danger is
,

-, °

not based on whether,an individhal is4blind or sighted. Key factors and °

.important considerations are the person's safety hdhits and abilityto use
sound judgement in estlitating capabilities and reggni'zing limitations

-

-, ' 14.WLoityesight obviously present's som problems which mast be con-',
sidered to insure maxiium safety for blind,.'and partially sighted' diver's.:
Proper safety habitg must be emphasized around dieingiboards.and swimming.

pools from lit beginning. Progreg.pions-from i7(e'skill,t6 the next must be

. gradual and planned. When carefia, consideration:is given to individual

abilities of students, they'l ld be as safe as divers with sight. 1,

. li, A ,

.
11

U
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Values and Objectives '
. .

;
I, 4.--- # \ -

..

41110'
.. ''

1 FeCJilictivities dan counteract restrictive ettitudestowara viiluAlly
a

impaired. persons as dramatically an eftettively as diving. Since wing' '

for blind'persops is still relative ,new, many obserprs are somewhat .

shocked at first to learn that an ind /dn'al poised ar the front edg pf '

fa springboard is blind. .0n nnmerous,occasionsain,specialclisses as well
in& individuals with skill ,and .

nger been thought o'f orttteatett
as regular recreational swigs progra

111, confidence in diving suclienly have,

'adiseverely'Handicapped.,

Nv
.10 .

.

say adaptations are,readily acceptpd and understood, by other

di s. mind persons,who dive seldom .look upon bkindneSs as a handicap.

To sighted, §ons, these blind divers are sfmply ethe .metfibprs of the , ; ,

, ,... group. A more favorable and 'peiitive objective could Ot:be'.hoped for.in,7r . .

any program. ' . 1 .
r.

. .
". '

.

o
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' Because of the nature of diving, accomplishment of each step is a most
satisfying expprience. nrs each new skill is accomplished comes further
realization of capability in diving as well as increased confidence. Ob-
jectives of each student are varied and not necessarily constant., What isle
an ultimate goal today may very shortly be an.accomalished skill and reason

for moving to higher goals. ' .

.

, .

For some, ability to perform a head-first dive from the edgeof the Tobl
may be all that is needed to boost self-confidence or developebAter self-

,
.

image. 01.7 the other hand, jut knowing 'that a three-beter board is at the
-pool may be enough incentive to4make one want to learn how to use the high-

,-

dive with skill and confidence.

Diving RestricO.onst From pralfious paragraphs, answer to the question

of whether or not diving is a practical activity for blind persons should

be oirious--emphatically yes. In Pollowing pages various techniques by.
which, diving can, be made safe and practidhl for blind and part4ally sighted
persots are discussed in detail. However, the question of'whetier or not

a'particulhr blind individual shoUld be allowed-to dive cannot diways be

answered by a simple yes or to. As with other physical activities, medical
recommendations for an individual sh5pld Because'individuals

in the medical-yrofession are human, they.may hay some fears and negative

attitudes toward diving. Furthermore, they are not necessarily immune to

traditional feelings -regaiding capabilities an participation of blind and

partially sighted` persons in physiCal activit s. It is extremely difficult

at times to determine how muchof a restricts is actually based on medical.

reasons and how duchlly extra Precaution based n emotional feeings:
"problem continues to be a research subject for pted physical education

specialists.
. .

,
. .

. . .
_

;

In general, types of eye conditions which may restrict participatiOn.
.in diving are those in WhiCh internal hemorrhaging occurs, from pressure or
sudden impact of Water agaidst the eyes. Another point to consider is:

whether impact or pressure can cause further damage.to remaining vision of
a paradllyteighted person? When in doubt,Jollow medical advice.`

.

44' -mw . 1

1Divigig fr .the,idge cit the Pool

- Divi , like most other phoical activities which involve definite
... . .1

patterhs of movement and timing, appears effortless and trouble-free when

clk. -dohe by one who knows ho 4 goal of every diver is to make movements and
-timing of,each dive so gptomatic that every dive is almost effortless.

..
. 0 -

Beginners should understand that whilt diving can be safe and relatively
easy to learn, there is much more to it tansimply stepping up to tA edge

' and plun ing into the poolAwhile some beginners have tried this and
. succeed l, it fs`coor practice and chances of having an unnecessary accident

-. high. Wh e all divers Occasionally experiencea few bad landings, there
.ia,no redson to increase danger and possibly allow a serious accident to

,occur. Certain problems exist for all diving students; a few additional

one must'be faced 6y blind or partially sighted persons. Many factOrs

which seem restricting to prOgiesp can be eliMinated one by one as adapted
ctdmethods are introduced to counteract Jack of sight. .
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Partial Vision and.When to Use it. Since many individuals classified
as blind have varying' degrees of partial vision, both student and instructor
must know;to what degree remaining vision can be effectively useS,.,and in
which situations to rely entirely upon adapted techniques. All techniques
discussed are appropriate to and applicable for totally blind individuals.
A skill requiring use Of only one visual cue or reference is not prattical'
or possible for totally blind persons. If there is doubt as to how useful
remaining vision may be, methods suggested for totally blind students),shoold
be'femphasized from the beginning, In this way after skills have been
accomplished and learned thoroughly,,a student may safely and effectively
use remaining vision rather than depending, upon this vision as a crutch to
get-through seemingly difficult Situations.

As a safety precaution any individual whose eye condition can be '

described in any of the following ways_should be taught as if totally blind:,

d
Ability to see well, straight ahead but with no side or peripheral
vision. .1

. Difficulty in depth perception or in estimating distances
o

° accurately. ?
, 411N .

. Having object and color perception; but with'edgA and i!fLgei
, blurred. .4.,

.

, . 1

. Ability to distinguish shapes dcOlors at close range.'
.. .

E

,.,

. Any lesser,Aegree
1 f
of visko$Aght rrceptidn... ,

1
,

4 . . 'r v . .

Orientation to the Diving Area. Just as it is essential for a blind
pesEon to beLme completely familiar,W41pool surroundings when learning
to'bwim, orientation is eqbally importantif 'not more,so-"-for4diving in-:. .

struction. Of Special importance is COMpleieknowledgeOf pool det.th and
contour of the pool bottom. Th4:is,imPortadt fair safety reasons and does
much to elibinate a beginning st ent"s leers Of plunging into an uncertain
_area. 4 . '4 . 4

4
,;;., :,, :

.

Swimming Ability. Usually ai4.'Vee On abou't to learn to dive h S some
swimming skill. ,Howevbr, this is!,.ebt a ys the case.7, A blind stu ent
shOuld be tested and observed by the in uctor andwimminekbility care- ,

fully evaluated. If individualjumAa intOa podi and then struggles back
to the, side, more instruction and pract-Wce in-treading water, survival
swimming, and Taker skills in"general are. in order to, improve confidence
and skill before attempting. diving. . , ,

-,.f

.

To pome students just the,fded of drd0Oing beneath the surface of 'dater
is frightening. These fears thust be dealt with honestly and eliminated or
reduced to a minimum before diyhg is'attempted. 'Experience has.shown ,that
fearful divers often plan recov ry before entering the ,water. Results are
not only distquraging andoOom line a ittle painfill, but chances of
successfully learning'diving skills greatly reduced.

i , 4 ... , , 4 /
"1. 744_
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Progressing to a Standing Dive. The first head-first plunge into water

is a completely new and different sensation for all divers. For a blind

persOn thislicperience is basically the same. Not being able to see rue

landinearea or not knowing how far one will fall before entering water has

to be considered also. Difficulty in maintaining orientation in flight is

only_ a minor problem in beginning dives from the edge of a pool; as, the

height of t dive increases, this problem becomes more noticeable.

Instructors should be aware of uncertain feelings a blind student may

have toward plunging head-first into a pool, While visual cues are re-

assuring to sighted divers, kinesthetic feedback and proprioceptive'sensations
felt during a dive are the same for blind and sighted persons. Instructors

should think of students as individuals with normal fears and normal abilities,

not as individuals in a special category becaute of a sensory impairment. If

a student can demonstrate ability-to .1,4 safe in water, there is no reason

to believe that progress in learning to dive should be held back because of

blindness. -

Basically, the Age progressions from beginning to standinsikpool-side
dive art Used for both blind and sighted students. These include in, order:

(1) jump feet first into water, (2) dive from a low kneeling position with
one knee en the edge of the deck and toes of the other foot curled over the

edge of the pool, (3) dive from a semi-standing poSition with knees bent in

the starting position, and (4) dive from a full standing position with legs

straight. In some cases, diving frpm a position in which a student sits on

the edge or..the.pool with both feet on the gutter rail is inserted in the

'progressioa4before the semi-standing dive.
111

414, A practical means.,of progredsing from ongi step to another is to retain

at the step being learned until the student performs the dive properly. In

th4s way, mistakes can-be confined to minor ones and a poorly directed dive

most likely will not be,painful. If a mistake does occur, return, to the ..: ,

previous step and practice it a few more times. Although this proceauye

may seem time consuming, it JO a good process to'develop during early stages

because of its absolute necessity for safety reasons when learning to dive"

from higher Positions.
i.

,
Just as in_peaching sighted' students, the importance of tucking the

'head and keeping it between extended arms muse be emphasized. Ajolind'

student eannot_see these fine points demonstrated by an instructor diving

into a poo1710Therefore an instructor can assume vahous diving positions

on the pool deck and, allow the student to feel various politions of head,

arms, and bending of the body. The instructor must use cillear, concise

verbal descriptions of every movement taught:
,

Ark addWonal approach which make& ablind student more conscious of se

proper diving form is demonstration of.both good and poor dives. No special

skill is necessary to detect poor entry from the sound and splash made by

an instructor. Another methd of emphasizing proper entry is by telling
the student to think of the hands cutting a hole in the water for the body.

Since in,succession head, shoulders,-hips, kneis, and feet follow the arms

into the hole, there should be very little splash and the indavidua have

a smooth comfortable feeling as they body enters the water. However, if :

A rt
l
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the hands, cut a,hole In one place and the body falls outside this hole,
as when the knees. are'drdpptd, an parts oilPthe body -striking the water

outside thie original entry point have to cut hew holes. The restating
landing fas,more of an impaCt is less qomfortable, causgs'more splashing
of,water; and creates more noise-. Since' it is impossible to see various,
parts of the boll, thetpstructor may point out tactile points of concen-
tration'such asofeeiing inner edges of the feet touchingmeach other,
feeling knees and feet extending, ant feeling inner edges cif the knees
touching each other. .

, 4..
1

. ,.' f

Bounce or spring from, the edg of the pool should not be inttoduced
,

until a student cah successfully enter the water by standing in a proper
position awl leaninfoward toward the water until equilibrium is destroyed
and he/she plunges forward. Spring should be introduced gradually since
beginners often anoften forget many previously learned steps in effort to leap
higher an farther than for this stage of development. The idea
of following the,head up, over, and down 1,,S probably the most difficult
.part'of a dive for a beginner to understand. HOWeer, this is not a
problem because of lack of eyesight. A common techni,gue involves holding
a rod oi'arm in front of an individual and.iasking himMer to diVb over it.
The rod is at first held only a fetrinches above the deck and just slightly
beyond the gutter to emphasize going up and over before dropping into the
water. If previously earned steps are ragged and a diver seems to loge
-form, lower the hurdlTand reiterate the concept of following the hands
into one small hole in the surface of. the water,

Unlike most other dives the objective of a racing dive -is to travel
out rather than up, over, and down'. Because of this difference, it is not
usually as comfortable as a, normal standing'dive. Hckrever, a racing dive
need not be dangerous or extremely painful. The body enters the water
-almost hor4 41 rather than vertical as in most other dives: Itt reality

this Is a fied version of the undesirabla dive commonly called a belly-
flop, er, since most of the thrust is..forward, landing is not usually
as pain Advantages of such a dive are mainly that it gets a swimmer
Into the (later at and almost immediately into position for strpking; itf

also allows 2n extremel4 shallow entry.' Although a shallqw dive, it is
advisable to practicI in deep water--six feet--at first td011low for error
in case a diver decides not to make a shallow entry and sinks low into ,the
water.,

Alt hough thek are Several popular styles for starting
in general all begin with the body balanced -and the toes cu
edge of the pool:or starting platform. Legs are usually spr
width for increased stability. The body is usually bent Torch
waist with the head ditected straight forward and the eyes lo
the opposite end of the pool; knees are bent to generate force
pdsh-off. Depending upon whet* a diveeprefers'to start wit
sides, or whether hands swing arqund and back before the weight

a racing 4ive,,
ed over the
ad about shoulder
rd at the
king toward
during the:
hands at,the
f the body,

is shifted forward, the dive is initiated by simultaneously thrudtfng arms
forward and extending hips, knees; and feet to generate spring for the
forward thrust.

Although this dive may seem difficult and moresof a problem, it is ,

actually no more'dangerous than other dives even though the diver travels

'
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further out into the' witer7-approximately twenty feet; total. The instructor

or observer should be completely aware of this factor when giving a blind

, student an. all -clear signal to dive. The importance of this cue for whomever

is observing a blind diver cannot be over-emphasized. It is both false and

dangerous for iyai blihd person to assume that hePshe can tell when it is

cleariust by listening. There is-no Way any individual can hear an under-
water swimmer, especially in a public pool where there is more than the usual

amount of splashing and noise.
.

Pool-side diving is really no different for blind or sighted persons.'
However, a blind student may have fear or anxiety about plunging into water
and hot seeing where he/she is going. Presence of a spotter or observer to

give.a blind diyer in all-clear signal is an absolute necessity. Possibly,

the only other adaptations necessary to enable rapid learning by blind
students are clear, concise, verbal description of movements, and oppiir-
tunities to feel the body of the instructor in various diving positions.

Springboard Diving

. °

With the accomplishment of pool-side diving, a student who seeks a
greater challedge may tire of pool-side diving and feel that it is simply

another means of getting into the water. Entering the water from a greater

height sooner or later becomes an objective of most diving students. Since

most pools have some type of diving board as standard equipment, this
possibility s often brought to the attention of divers long before many
are real far the board. The springboard presents a whole new series of

challenges; .to a blind diver, it presents a few new problems as well.

Special Problems for ,Consideration. Two ohvious differences between
springboard diving and diving from the edge of a: pool are greater distance

the body.must travel and the nonstationary base from which-the diver takes

off. Part'of learning to use a springboard is in adjusting to differences.
Since the body is in the air for a relatively tong period of time, aware-
ness of body position in relation tq the water and to the front 'edge of the

board is extremely important. Without visual cues, a blind diver finds

it necessary to practice each dive many times to develop the proper feeling

for every new.movement. To prevent painfdl landings on the surface of the

water in the event of a poorly directed dive, most divers wear a sweatshirt
-or other protective clothing while experimenting with new dives. This does

not preventa belly-flop but reduces or, may eliminate stinging from poor

landings.

Am* Impact of a dive from one meter or three feet is not severe enough
under normal conditions to cause injury. However, practicing uncertain

dives without some type 'of protection can result in an unnecessary number III,

of uncomfortable landings. Before any attempts are made at springboard
diving, a blind student needs to become completely famklfar with the depth
of the water and the contour of the pool bottom, location Of the diving

, board in relation to the edge of the pool, structure of the diving board
itself, and other details to be part of a landmark system for orientation

to the area. If a board has an adjustable fulcrum, the blind divdrneeds
to be shown how to operate this device and'be made aware of its effect on

the board. ,

4
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as in learning to dive from the edge of the pool, a blind diver should

take several feet first jumps from the board to become familiar wIth,the

time it takes to travel from board _to _water: Bouncineup and'down several
times from the front edge of. aboard so that the feet leave the board and
then return to it tel'ain greater eight should be discouraged ftom the

,tieginning. While advisable to depress a'bOafd several times to keel the
srpring action, once the feet feave the front edge of a diving board, the
next point of contact should be the water. 'Numerous accidents occur among

divers who stand bn the front end of a board and attempt to gain additional*
height by bouncing completely off.the edge. Often they find that on

return they miss the board by a small distance which can cause striking
the head or body on4phe front edge or corners of the_board_asthey fall
toward the water. The'bounce which sends a diver up and out should be a

deliberate one which the diver=knows is going to initiate the flight path
of a dive. Once this thrust has occurred, make no attempt to return to

the board.

Special consideration needs to be given to the way in which a blind

diver mounts a board. Since a diving board is usually not much more than
eighteen inches wide, it it somewhat dangerous for a beginner to step up

and walk unaided to the front edge. ,Practical experience indicates that
it is very satisfactory for a student to climb on the board as close as
possible to the front of the deck or poell edge and then crawl on hands and
knees to the starting position at the front end of the board. Indtruct

students to take a firm grip on the side edges of the board while on their
way out. Since the board ismoltted from the edge of the pool, this method
eliminates danger of strikiftg, the edge of the pool if for some reason one

Blips of sideways. Actually, this technique almost eompletely Aliminates.
any chance of toppling over sideways since the center of gravity is'kept__

low until a diver is all-the way out to the end of the board and ready to
stand up to take the starting position for a dive.

Perhaps a few words are appropriate about attitudes toward this
method of mounting ardiving toard. It Is not implied that one should

continuously crawl out on a diving board, for all dives. This the method

to be used during instructional periods. As individuals gain confidence,

'let them choose to stand up and walk out on the board. An individual's

attitude_ma? conflict with this method in that he/she may think Df7cralilin
as,awkward and making him/her look helpless. While it may cause skinned

knees in the beginning, it has proved successful and has not attracted

undue attention, even during competitive diving. Instead blind divers 4
slave more rapidly to take their turns on diving boards. This ;method

actually creates a far less helpless image than trying to walk out slow
feeling the side edges of a board with the feet.

To attempt to hide blindness or a visual impairment when'using a
diving board is foolish and extremely dangerous. 'A spotter or 'observer
is absolutely necessary'to signal when it is clear to dive. If one can feel

at ease in this situation, diving can be more enjoyable and,safer as
attention is focused on the dives thembelves'Tather than taconcern about
physical appearance or behavior because of the condition. Experiences of

oblind participants in crowded pools demonstrate that once other divers are
award.,of a blind individual, they usually don't make anTssue of the sit-

uation. In fact they usually take extra precautions for the safety of all

N.
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USING A DIVING BOARD

4

,ADJUSTING THE,FULCRUM...In.diving
board has an adjustment device for
regulating the amount of spring, each
diver should be familar with the'device
and effect it has on the action of-the

ringboard. 'Blind 'divers may make

the r own adjustments and either test
the board by pressing it or by reading
the engraved markings as shown above.

-

I

off
0

MOUNTING THE BOARD WITHOUT SIGHT...Regardless of whick method an indivi-

dual uses after gain4.ng experience, a blind diver should first learn to.mount

a board as close as possible to the edge of the pool and then crawl out to

,the front edge of thelaoard while taking a firm hold On the side edges on the .

way out. .This keeps the center of gravity low and make's the diver more stable.

It eliminates danger of toppling sideways onto the deck-or into the water

and greatly increases the safety of the diver. as well as the. safety of otpers

in the pool below.- This method is fast, practical,...and has been used in, 1

collegiate diving competition with no penalty to scores of blind divers.-
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concerned. Their comffenes are generally not over-protective but designed

to help blind'divers. 'Since diving by blind persons is still relatively

new to most sighted persons, everyone is more at easeWhen:a blind person

is at ease and not self-conscious'about any unusual means necessary to find

the board or move into diving position'.

If a diving board has handrails extending beyond the edge of the pool,

it may be impossible or impractical to climb onto the board at the pool

edge. In this case, a blind diver needs to be shown how to use the diving

board ladder and towalk out between the handrails. By the time One has

reached the end of the handrails, fib/she is over water. To avoid a possible

miscalculated step and fall to_one side, the individual might have to go
down to the knees upon reaching the end of the rails and crawl the remaining

distance:

This is a learning technique which a diver may or may not wishto

continue. if one is willing to experience an occasional Surprise fall,

make sure that a spotter gives an all-clear signal before the student

begins to walk Out on the board alone. Otherwise, *ith the suggested

technique, one may procede'directly to the end of the diving board and take

a ready position while waiXing for an all-,clear signal. This method has

proven smooth, natufal, and takes little time and effoit. The longer the

time between an -all -clear and the time of a dive, the greater the possibility"-

that anothetraWimmer may move into the aria and,make it no longer safe to

dive.

, Diving from the One-Meter Board. Most special considerations mentioned

are for springboard diving in general' However, all of these considerations

apply to diving from a one-meter 'board. Assuping that a blind student has

become completely familiar with the diving area, knows the feel of the board,

and has an idea of approximately how long it takes to travel from board to

water, he/she is ready for the first real diVe.

As in pool-side diving, first attemOts are more JA.ke,head-first falls

than dives with thrust fromthe legs. As soon as a board is bounced, there

is often a tendency for the feet to flip up andover too far by the time a

diver reaches the water. For this reason, make.atteilipts,to bounce the

board gradual.

To some degree, a sighted diver can control the flight of a dive by

raising or lowering the head. While trajectory or path followed by a

diver's centen of gravity cannot be changed once the diver is in the air,

various.head and body movements made'ip flight can correct One's position

on that path prior to entry, Without sight these adjustments are a matter

of memorizing the feel of proper angle br aift from the board and developing

a feel for timing a dive, If a bouncing take-off produceg wrong results,

a diver should 'return to a less forceful thrust from the board and learn

the sequence even more gradual[y. All divers must eventually learn how a

dive feels. However, when one is blind, concentration On the feel of a

"divse is from the beginning.

16.
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If fear of pOor landings inhibits performande, a student'should wear
a sweatshirt whileoracticing; when one-can perform a dive consistently, a
sweatshirt is no longer necessary. Thig is no set list of types or specific
dives possible And practical for blind persons off one -meter board. Abilit?"

of each student is the deciding factor in determining how far one goes. Dives

which have been, successfully accomplished totally without sight from one-

meter boards, include:

Forward Dive: layout position (Swan Dive)

Forward Dive: pike position (Jackknife)
Forward Somersault: tuck position

Forward 131 Somersault: tuck position '

Forward Double Somersault: tuck position

Back Dive: layout position
Be9k Somersault: tuck position
Back Double Somersault: tuck position
inward Dive: tuck position (Cut-away)
Reverse Dive: layout position' (Half Gainer)

Reverse Somersault: tuck position (Full Gainer)
Back Dive with 11 Twist: layout position

4

Forward Dive with 1/2 Twigt: layout position
Forward Somersault with 11 Twist: tuck or pike position
Hand-stand Dive: head-first entry

.

Hand-stand Dive: arch- over with feet-first entry
Hand-stand Drve with 31 Twist:- arch over with feee-first entry

Dives involving more than one somersault, such as forward one-ana-one-.
half forward double, and back double, should be attempted many times with
a sweatshirl on until a diver can make a safe entry consistently. Because

of increased sued of rotation, a poor landing with no protection may be
quite painful. The major difficulty for a blind diver in somersaulting or

twining dives is loss of orientation during. flight. However, these dives

can be tried, tested, and spotted safely on a trampoline with use of a
spotting belt in which an individual can be held upright if landing is

going to be wrong. The greatest difficulties with using a trampoline as

a practice area ar ehat.no head-first entris may be practiced and distance

ES5

the bbdy must trave from board to water can in no way be simulated. How-

ever, A'trampoline
and

be extremely helpful in giving one sensations of
diving movements, and with,practice, one can accurately estimate adaptations
necessary when trying stunts from a diving board.

Single somelLaultdcah be spotted it shallow water. To spota somer-
sault in shallow water, an instructor stands beside a student in three to

four feet of water. The instructor assists the student to rotate through
the'air as 'the water assists in floating the body Up and makes the task of

lifting and ng easier. If water is too deep, a student is not able

to get low nough p-thrust upward with thelegs. r

To spot ack somersault the instructor places one hand on the shoulder
of the student and the other hand above the knees on the backs of the legs.
As the student pushes up with a thrust movement and throws the arms up and
backthe instructor assists by Pushing upward with-the hand on the legs 6
while suppOrting the shoulder with the other hand to prevent the student

$
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'from drOpping to the bottom of the pool. While this does not produce the

same feeling at doing somersaults in air, it does give a student art idea

of desired movements. This procedure also enitles instructors to evaluate

movements and determine when a student is ready to try the stunt from a

one-meter board. -
4,

In spotting a front somersault the shoulder still has to be supported.,

but the other hand cannot be placed behind the legs. Since the legs are

brought up into a tuck, the instructor watches for this movement, then

places the free hand on the front of the legs below the knees and pushes

upward 'Idle supporting the shoulder with the other hand. .

Which hand is placed on the shoulder and which used to lift-the legs

when spotting a beginning diver through a somersault in shallow water

depends upon direction of rotation of the somersault and the side of a

student from which an indikridual chooses to spbt. A spotter carefully

plans what is to be done and .mentally goes through Procedures while con-

centrating on exactly what is to be done with each hand at various stages

of every movement. tech spotter decides which is the stronger arm-anduses

that arm and hand when and where greatest leverage is needed.

An example is shown for spotting a back somersault from the Tight side

of a beginning diver. The spotter stands to the right of the student and

faces his/her right shoulder. The left hand is placed on top of the

student's shoulder and the right hand used to assist in lifting the legs

after the thrust movement has been initiated In this hypothetically

case, the spotter has stronger left arm leverage. If right arm and hand

are stronger, spot movements from the student's laLesside so that the

stronger hand supports the individual's shoulder during the heavy part of

the somersault'. In'a front somersault, reverse hand positions on shoulder

and legs.
_

Control of the Body in Flight. Since a blind individual cannot observe

visually various dive positions as they normally occur during flight, it is

necessary to know these positions as well as what to do to change rotation_

speed while in the air. the three basic dive positions--tuck, pike, and

layout--can be demonstrated on the ground. They can be accurately described

by mentioning specific pbSitions to assume or comparing positions to

situations familiar to the student: For example, describe the tuck

position as similar to a turtle-float in which the head is brought forward

until it touches the chest and-thgkriees are brought up to.the chest with

the hands around the legs-and grasped below the knees.

.Since normal impulse to make a corrective 9ovement in the middle of_

a dive if something feels wrong is usually not the safest and most practical !

thing to do, all divers, especially those who are blind, must know and be

,able to apply a basic physics principle -- speed -of a rotating body in space

increases or decreas6s4y shortening or lengthening the radius of rotation.

For example, if a bOdy is rotating, speed of that rotation increases when

.the outermost portion id brought in closer to the center. A traditional

experiment involves twirling pn a piano stool with outstretched arks and

weights in the hands. When the arms are brought in closer to the body, the

individual spins faster. This same principle is used by ice skaters to

increase or decrease speed of their spins. This principleeApplieS directly7.

-
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to diVIng as a safety factor as well as a means'-by which various dive move-
ments can be perfected. /

t

Another general.rule indicates that the body follows the position of
the head when external forces are applied. In performing a forward dive,
if the head is held higTi the body flattens out in air and landing will .

probably be in this position. Conversely', if the hea4 is tucked too far
into the chest, the feet may fly too high into the air and the body completes
a partial somersault so that landing on the back is a distinct possibility.
In free flight, if the head and feet arelraisad, the hips drop; If the head
and feet are dropped, ibp.'hips rise.

While these are examples of general principles which need to be
understood by all divers, they are edPecially important to -blind divers
to compensate for inability.to observe demonstrations visually.` It is
important that blind divers be made aware of head positions and that they
know when they are looking straight ahead. Otherwise, some may throw a
twist into a dive and, if not intended or expected, they may lose orien--
tation and be led by a natural impulseto bake incorrect and 'untimely
corrective movements. Since twisting is desirable in many dives,,it is
.important that blind divers become familiar with twisting movements and
how to initiate them. These concepts can be introduce} in a spotting
belt on a trampoline or on a tumbling

=

Stunts such as a hand-stand dive or hand-stand with one-half twist may
be practiced safely' with the assistance of a spotter on a tumbling mat. On
the diking board, na,pke sure that the arms are kept extended and locked
throughout the,hand- stand. If the body is then allowed to fall out of the
hand-stand an- nto the dive, there is little danger of the head or body
striking the ng board on'the way down.

.
40 The usual sensation experienced by most divers during their first few

attempts at somersaults, especially forward somersaults is a feeli,ng of
being completely lost while,spinning. This problem is greatly magAified
when one cannot, see the water below.ili preparing.to untuck and,enter.
Practice these dives at first with body protection from a sweatshirt.
In this way it is safe to practice somersault divds from a.one-meter
board while remaining in the tuck position until timing and speed of
rotation have been mastered. No eyesight or practice are needed to

.determine Wow a body enters water. One need only remember which part
of the body felt the impact:

Since twisting and somersaulting movements ate unlike anything any-
one experiences on dry.land,'it takes several attempts to Convince a
beginning diver that these movements, unugtmel as they.may feel, are
actually a normal part of diving. Eventually, they feel, natural and
comfortable as they become familiar-with various movement patterns
for each typeof

The Three-Met Board. The fact that three-meter boards are found'
at many pools many be enough incentive to ufotivate diVers to seek this
new chailenge.4 Bl nd or visually impaired persons are no different from
others in these situations. If.'they have ability and bickiround andsi
the will to learn, they can learn to use three-meter boards,donfidentally.



ta.",:'

.
Basically, procedures are the same'for three meter boards as for lower

boards. Divers apply the same physics principles and consider the same

.
safety precautions as in one-meter board diving. One obvious difference --

. the.board is more than six feet:1igher-7makes some adjustments necessaP

Since the body is in the airfor a longer period of time, corrective move-,

ments such as head tilt or lean; or movements to change speed of rotation,

have more effect on the body by the time it reaches' the water. If'a back L

somersault-is thrown from a high board with the same force exerted from a

/one-meter board,'the body completes the motion whileapore than six feet

above the surface of the pool. 'Unless controlling movements are made by

,a diver, he/she continues to over-rotate which could cause landing on the

back.

Best diving form is accomplished by completing-as much Of a movement

as possible at the top or peak of a dive so that fall is vertical toward

the water. However, a beginner needs to make movements more slowly so r

as to complete them just prior 'do water entry,. For best diving form one

should travel4P, over, and down as,close to vertical as possible. Hod'

ever'; for a beginhing diver without sight it is safer and more practicil,

to throw dives out a little further than normal to prevent any possibility

of striking the board on the way down.
4.

? The most practical approach in all springboard diving is to emph0.ze

safety"as the most important objective in learning each dive. After a

student has learned control of body movements and is master of the situation,

then, and only then, is it advisable to work on improved 'diving form. Since

distance from board to water is three times as great as in one - mater' diving,

mistakes_made from this height are greatiy-magnified by the time the body

enters the water. As compared to a velocity of opproxfMately eleven miles

per hour when diving from a one-meter board, the body is traveling close

' to twenty miles` per hour, at impatt-or entry from three meters or ten feet.

Since poor_landings from this height can be extremely painful,.practiCe with

a slpatshirt is extremely important. Lee may be'protected from slapping

against fphe water by wearing sweatpants during'eart, stages of learning and

'practicing dives from this height.

-Swimming with heavy clothing is usually more difficult thaq rEguler

'swimming. Therefore, students should jump into the pool while wearing

clothing they plan to wear during diving practice. This is designed to

held' students gain confidence and realize that added weight does noti

necessarily cause them to struggle in water. Since a wet sweatsuit may

pick up as much as fifteen to twenty pounds of water, amount of.thrust

needed to execute certain dives is not the same as-when simply wearing a

swiesuit.

Remembering that any changes in movements from a height of-three

meters must be made in a gradual progression to avoid unnecessarily

dangerou landings,a. beginner should consider the following plan for

changing from a protective training systemrto,regilar progress

Iroma full sweatsuit to just a sweatshirt and then to dry sweatshirt to

'make transition from a protective situation to a regular diving situation

safe and gradual.
- r
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vi As in learning to gye fr m a low.board, progression from one 'Skilato.

,

b .anot needs to begradual a d each movement practiced thoroughly before
,

going to the next step,. In ial attempts frOm three -meter beards are teet-
-74Xet jumps. so studefits b me accustomed to the -Heeling of traveliit *

greaten distande. ,Therefore, students should take several jumps from one,' .. .
--,. mew goArds`to mart sure that'they can maintain vertical positions from

7 . o.
1 ' boafd to *uter. The importance of correCtir-posit the head ism'

' ' critical,at Phis early stage. If' the head 41 s,forward, camping froni-
.,-. a-three-meter board, the body;tends-tp tilt forwakd and landing can be flat. A

. on the! water.
4

If the head tilts'up .1- back, the tendency is to rotate over
, backwards. When learning to jump fr.'. high boards, adding a- bounce should

.

, .-be even more gradual than fram'low boar. y mistakes made from,a,three-
meter bba.rd'are greatly magnified by the time a dive has been completes.

, Therefore,''Oragression4 for every diva should be planned carefully and
movem4t-frbm on step the 'next slight. ,

% ,As in One-m ng the nun*? of pogyible dives from a three-
meter boarby a b tson is. unlimited. Assu that a stuslent has
Mastered basin skills iii diving, degree to which o may advance in threy
mellirdiving is' grAitly influenced by'inAndividual s ability to adjust
AysiCally and7.psychologically to they height. Ability _to form
some type of mental:image of what vne-is doing whild perfofiiiing dives is. .

.....lessentfal. Some ;axes which hake been safelY.*nd successfully learbgd by
m

divers from.ehree-meter 'boards' c thout sight ihClude: . ,

N
ForOard Dive :. Iayout:positi (Swan Dive)
Forward Divei pike position Wacknife) --.,

. g

41;61' Bacl pillet layout position ,
4,-.

4. 0 Back Somersaul=t: tuck position .

4 inzi, BaCk Double 'Somersault:' tuck.P.osiekon. 4
. Back-Dive,with 1/2 Twist: laitnitiopoOtion

RevetseSomersault: -tuck position (FUll Gainer)
. Double ,Reverse Somersault:, rtuck position (Double Gaine)

.
. .

Habd-stand Dive:,warch-oyer with feet-first entry , . A s_ ..

elown Dives t ,ka .

. X ,Ik.
. .

. f_
i

Thus far diving has been rightfUlly treated seriously'and with special
ealdiasis on .safety: To, think for onetlownt that diveing is danger-free is

Ii - , 3

foo1144.' However, once proper safetyhabits have keen formed, diving can '

.0/'-;be furl of fun and enjoyment for all who try it. Fancy stunt dives which
loo,k almas?'like accidents., or crash landings should only be peiformed by ,:,

. skilled indivikals. 'however, with practice, confidence, and a thorough
. understanding of:diVing in general, Illind and visually impaired divers can

also Have fun performing clown dives.' ..
,

. . ..
,.- .

.
, .v ...A0 To call spme,of these water entries dives is StretcRing the deofinition

1 the worde!However, as in other diving activities, there is no reason
...

. to limit the degree to,which an individual may progress in this area. Before
discusting some/bi these unusual dives, it is important to mention.when and
'where they may ba used.

.

.. 1" '1' A .

t
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t
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Since .fhe usual-Objective of clown dives is to make-a bitopplash, the_P .

.

diving area must be -free of sweimmer-shot interested'in,this activity. A. '' '

sudden monthkul)of water cause*: by waves Aeated by a splash from clown

diVe can make an expolpiencea'swimmer panic.' For this reasolOthes yes"
$,

are not always. permitted at crowded public-pools. It is not co eous toe e

splash'large quantities of watervonO.thers.unless they mare. a part of the

activity.. This is similar to having water. fights; they can be'flp:but !... lc-

onlyonly if everyone involved interested,in pd-rricipanng. Assufaing that
.

one has opportunities to spfash"around in water',- the f011owing.are spme, '

stunt dives which have been acedmplished,by indiviSuals without sight.
-

a 4,

.'

t ,

Flying Seat-Drop Is actually a jump into the waier in which a diver.

j ds in a sitting position with the legs extended addthe toes pointed; f.

he arms are kept at the tides with the hands flat and, parallel to.the .....

surface of the watg.T. If a blind student wishes to feel this position,.>

,simply sit on the- -eb,.r Aescfibed. This is exactly the same position
Ir-

., as a seat dropon'tl, trImpoline. Since slaVping the legs -flat against

water can be painful, this stunt should be, performed-only wile gearing :.

-',. sweatpants or some other proteCtive clOthing, over the lower half of the

body.' .

: '.' . , ,
,

p

- A
.

- This'dive recommended onlY foro.ne-meter boards or lower. 43iici _

the major objective of t dive is.to get'a good laugh, what could b4 more

ridiculous thgt divin'otallmping-1,into a pop) fully clothed? Theeresult

of thit dive is a loud flap on the water and a good splash.- With protective

clothing it.is comOetq,ly painless. ...0

_,
. ,..(

i

7

t lt

4

The Preacher's Seat is also-a sitting diIlva.° Imagpu0a seat-drop -. '

k!
position that is tilted beet so' that upon taster entry "411e hips%entgrehrst"

with the feet And-heAd following and
enteiing.4t...apprbXityately the settle

-time. A method oblearning this positio0",eo.'ge,on.,the floor ilith the _

legs and upper ebdy rafted into a V. Variations includespreading the legs

lipart while'the hands are:folded in the lap in a.pra in pbsition. With

'$rdctice this -stunk.cark be safely and cOmfortably $er b ed without
..

...

-,_-trotective_cloehioi,__Itqsulting_noisd'and splash are i ar`to.that from.

the Flying Seat Drop. 'However, beciitae7the-b6-0 dabs nol,erite'r-th- ter

flat, the V shaped-position at entry creates a wedge eff.cl.t that its, --

.N.,-%

4..

i.

.
m

%... .

. _ , ..- ,_
.

The Can Opener is actually a Uodilpaeion'of a feet-fq_dE jump into '

a pool.'Thisgstent can tie done safely!frbm either one oe- three meter

,boards,' However, Since" they dive requires a set position of the, bcodY .'

- prior to entry, practice the stunt Several times from a log board eoltiastx ,A

...
ehe feeling of the midvemen't. Afterieavi.ng the behrd the diver brings or

knee up to the cheit and holds .it m positAn by gra ping with both hands

,4
.

arouniLAhe leg below the knee, The other le is e ended with toes pointed

juke et a hole in. the water for entry. Sin e a' arrow body segtlent enters

1AWRbe water followed by a wider mass Of the body, a fuonel effect is.creatad ;

resulting in a wide high. splash and. a load. ca-boom sound:,. Entry, is not

completely vertic al but tilted back slightly. Thiakbackward tilt:doesenot

e
,fake mugh.conscious effort on the part of.a-diver fro three-meter board;

. .

simply raising the,head slightly when starting down accom his. .

b

'

'
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Cannon-Ball is a stunt in whioh a divei Sumps from the boatd and while
on the way dOva tucts the body into a ball for water entry. In a regular Idarliik..
,cannon- ball the diver maintains an upright position and enters the water ..)

_while still grasping.....errtrund the legs below the knees. This can also be per-
formO'as aospinniag cannon -ball in which the,diver tucks tightly and
initiates a forward' somersaulting motion while remaining lucked throughout

. the entire stunt. Spinning cannon-balls should only
ol

be performed from oiler .

*meter boards or lower. Since landings are almost arrays unpredictable,
pea:Jo= cannon-balls only while wearing protective clothing.such as a
sweatshirt,

eThe Importance of isual Ima rye
..

.

All dives requ le- /earning set movetent4pattrns. However, the most
,important -factor in,determining ohe'g degree of progress_rn diviipg=-es-

)

pecially blind- divers - -is abilitylto fo some type oemental image of
/

' what the bridy is doing In .the a±r-aUd e*it is in relation to diving
board and water. Most divers agree t ead-first entries are easier
when the body is rotating - forward and -first entries easier when the
body iarotafing backward. This. is because divers-ctn'see their landing
areas'befOre preparing to eter'the pater.' 41though blind divers_Cannelit
*se* the water below, their awareness of body movements indicate directi n
of dives. Ability to perceive direction of dives is also much easier w en
rotseeing Yorward for head -first entries and backward for feet-first en ries.
Hdwever, this'islolt automatic, ./

'.1
, ,

Diving:isnot a matter'of simply initiating &thrust movement and
I i

waiting for water entry. Diversmust constantly be-aware of what they
,'are doing and where they are in relation to the Idater.- Even without

,0 ,..Sight it is often possib for one to make,
'
corrective movements to im-

prove entry of a dive. "Ilarrective movements are possible for totally
blind divers after they get the feel of particular dives'and are aware of

. what they should be like when done properly.
v '

.' ,

7,. Once a dive has been initialled, no-attempt should -be made to change

n one's mind in flight. If a diver leaves the;board and sudde y feels in
trouble, injury is more likely to occur by suddenly openin up and at-
tempting to break ,the fell than'by staying with a dive to s completion.
A diver ig most likely to face thisdpituation when attempting dives in
which tf& body is ..facing in one direction arid rotation ie,i the opposite

is facing foi!ward.toward the pool while rotation of the som It isLam
direction. ?or eiample, 4.n the, reverse somersault or full ainer the body

`backward toward, the diving board. Beginning divers are often.convinced
that they, are deliberately throwing their heads, toward the edges of '

divingsboarcla: Since there is as yet nq practical means by.which blind
divers can safely take'ruhning andhurdling'apProaches, thy are as
disAnce disadvantages" in these situhiiczns since they. cannot get added
thrust to move out and away from diving board?. t :.

. .

While the reverse somergault can be safely and ,successfully actomr
plished,by blind divers, it as not practical until one 90n form some type A

of mental image of idvolved movement, patterns. A practical method of
T .

i

-.. .
. ,
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demonstrating these movement patterns to blind divers is throngh.taking '

motion pictures. Wfth a-camera mounted in a fixed position, atkilled

individual.is_filmea-petforaing't4e dive. Then while projecting various

frames of the sequen;etdishow'significant
poSitiong-gt the dive,"an out=

line of the diver'sbody is traced onto cardboard." These frames can 'then

. be reproduced by paS'tipg cut-out'fOrms of the diver's body on a separate,,.....,

sheet which ablind spident can examine tgctually.

Since.the mot .ion picture camera Is mounted in a fixed pdiition, re-
.,

lationatips of diving board to water and tbdiver are constant. By re-'

producing...several frames in this fashion a blind student is ableto form' '

. a more accurate image of proper diving form And is able to learn the timing'

of various diving,. movements. After leaching tO perform a skill safely, one

of t tudent's own 'jives can be similarly photographed so that compari-

sons can made withthe original sequency and, areas of his /her dive

needing improvement identified.
..

-40
-..--__

o

.'

.

\ es ,
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' Safety Tips for the'Slind Diver . -9
-

.

!

While emphasis Has been given to safety'first throughout this chapter-,.

1 areas of special.dbn.cern are -reviewed
briefly at this time If these

.

points are clear'to both instructor-arid-Student-from the beginning, there
- ---,,

__

is no reason for excessive fear or anxiety in .keadh-ing--blind persons-to

dive. v..
.

,
0

Safety-in and the Pool:
, .

I

.
Be sure that a blind student is completely familiar with the

pool and -its, surroundings; give special attention,to both

permanenk and moveable equipment.. 1 .

. Be ,sure that as.bliqd
student.is_promptly notified of any changes

in,equiPment such is new ladders,,springboards, or rails since

these itemt are c9mmonly used as points of reference by blind.

-----,---- - --.persons, -%1..-_ ___:_-__,.
.

0

e

.
. -

.
Be sure that a blind student is capable of handling im/herself

in deep water before beginning drying instruction. . . .

.
it,

Be sure,a blind student is familiar with depth.and.contour oe the. _

bottom of tffe pool, where deep water starts, and how far out from

.--
' 4:

_the edge'of a diving board shallow water begins.
_

,-.. .. :' ,

,,

. . -
,---

.
Teadh!blind students toh

.

e aware of others in the-area to

..-- ----

minimise collisions in and around the pool.

.' Handle personal reasons a blind student does not wish to catry,a,s .

,cane or use'a guide dog around the pool area at an appropriate" N

. time with the individual. Be sure the student has some safe

, meansf navigating in the area before beginning an activity since
. -

..,-- collisions withothers who h e no way of identifying a blind per-

2 bonmay Desult in one's fa ing into the pool or possibly in some

more serious injury.-

-; -

.
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. Remind titind stpdents that they shbuld never jump or iv

a pdol =less absolutely sure that it issafe and clear-...- otter
9reobsewer to give'an all7clear_signal is a:necessity.

(I.

.Safety'on the Diving-Board

Be sure -tIllat blind divers are completely familiar with the board
.. and its parts'before 'allowing them to use it.

, .

Teach a blind stugent to crawl out on that portion of a board
tha.t has no protective handrails and to mount the board as clove
,to the ecfge of the pool as posjible when a diving board hag no
rails at all.

. Be sure that blind students Hom the begAning form the habie.tof
waiting for an all-clear signal from an observer beforrleaving.

- the board; dependence upon sound alone is dangerous as it is
impossible to hear an underwater swimmer.

4
. Meyer attempt.to return'eo the pool deck by climbirig back on thb

board'and down the ladder once reaching the end of a board. This
only increases changes'of falling and causes much delay in use -of
the boaid-by there'is -sufficient reason-for not
continuing a dive after unting a board, the spotter should_

e".upervise or assiSt,the individUal back-toigafety..
.

. Nev alloi.ira diver to take extra bounces from the end'of the
board a gait inovie.height; once the.feet leave the front edge of
the boa dthe diver should be on his/her way to water.

.

. Make sure a blind diver is awAre of the.safest and quicke§t
/ direction to move upon completion of a dive to clear the area.for

theipxt diver.

, . Allow nothing to prevent a dive fsrom continuing its flight%path
-once the dive haS been initiated.

Be sure 'that. a klind diver is not standing on the board itself
when_ancther diver is using it. A little concentration is all
that is needed t4istingOish standing on the board from standing
inline on'a ladder.

4'

Be absolutely certain as a, spotter or.dbserver that the area is
clear before giving a signal for a blind diver to go. Once a diver
haq left the'board a sliotter who must get the attention of another
swimmer moving into the area by'shouting hold it is also warning
the diver. The usual result is that the diver either looks up
er.turns 'the flea And 'changes, body position so that an unsafe
landingis possible.,

w-
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Summary
.

If onelPhrate could accurately describe the approatho be taken by
bath instructor and blind student learning to dives it would be common
sense. This includes ability to analyze each new situation with safety
in mind and to make ..3i,s e judgementsjUdgements not warped by traditional
attitudes toward blindness, or filled with uncertain and -uhrealistic goals

might result in po'ssible injury to a' Student . No skillful diver

has eve4outgrown need for safety. If safety is considered as much a
part of the activity as dives themselves) blind individuals- can look
forward to many enjoyalle experiences and a tremendous boost in self
confidence and self-image from Teaming to dive.

.
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SURVIVAL SWIMMING AND. LIFESAVING
. t

I've never let stereotypes- =like a blind
person can't do that -- stand in my way.

Bill Schmidt

As beginning swimmers gain c9fidence it new skills they often suddenly 1
oisrover that aquatics have newokeaning and'have expanded into a world of
oOportunity far beyond anything that had been anticipated. No longer is

recreation in water thought of as simply thrashing across, a pool or - playing

games in the shallow end of the pool. Boating, diving, and swimming in

deep water are only a few activities which had seemed forbidding btt now

Areinteresting and inviting.

It Wild be ideal if all, Beginners could change from shallow water to
advanced aquatic activities with na'serious problems; unfortunately, this

does not always'laaiiien. Each year water accidents occur to people who were
incapable of participating in activities being attecapte4. Accidents in

which nonswimmers get.tpssed from small boats or inexperienced swimmers

venture into deep water and are unable to make it back safely should never

occur. The most, effective. way to pievent,these situation§ from happening
is tor participants to obtain a thorough,kn6wledge of survival swimming

, 4 and lifesaving techniques. These two topics are discussed in this chapter'

to emphasize their values before exploring theyide'variety of aquatic ac-
tivities to follow.

of- 'suTvival swimming and lifedavingtwo questionk almost
immediately come to mind. IMA'exactly is involved in such training? tlf

what significane_are these topics in a book dealing with aquatic recreation

far blind and partially sighted. individuals? If it were not'for long
establishe0 attitudes. and misconceptions on the partof the general public";

answers to these questions would be obvious. To rod* people who have never

been trained, lifesaving and survival swimming deem to indicate courses for

someone panning to be a lifeguard or-expecting some day to be involved in

a violent, water accident in which he/she may have to swim for a long period

of time to gurilve -HaWevef;the three tajot objectives otaftsaving
courses are: .

o . Teach personal safety.
. .

.
Give an individual a thorough understanding of his /h &r capa-

bilities and limitations in water. *
. .

.

.
Teach one to make Wise judgemenea and to 'do the right.thing
to absist other swimmers, in. emergency situations. . -^

Knowing how to stay afloat and Survive in water for extended periods
of time -are valuable tools for any person who, enjoys recreation in or near

water. However, techniques, in survivafSwimming are especially significant

to one who is blind or severely visually limited. Annual reports of

numerous imnecessaryi water accidents are not reports about impaired and

disabled swimmers a6,such. For the most part these are reports about

people who used poor judgement, were improperly train or prepared for ,
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activities being attempted, and in almost case, individuals who were

careless.

A

Because of the very nature of visual limit4tiops, most blind or par
tially sighted swimmers often receive closer supervision in water than

sighted person. Yet we must face.situations honery and realize that
real-dangers exist. If visually Impaired person are to enjo.y safe par-

ticipation in.aquatics, such dangers must breli nated from these activi-

ties.

As previously discussed, a major, difficulty facing blind participants

in aquatic activities is orientation in water. Talk to blind persons about '

experiences in swimming and odds are high that they will41901scuss having lost
direction and being rescued from deep water at some time or another.
blind Swimmer with limited ability who is alone in deep *later in serious

trouble. If one bust depend on the scum gutter as d resting point and does
not know where but is though 'Only an inch out of reacht.that individual

might as well be out in the middle of deep water. /pchnically every time..%
a blind swimmer plunges into a pool is a survival swim: This is'not to Sail:

that a blind'person in deep water is always in danger or that one must ,

haVe somdbody with him/her at all times. Survival swimming sechniques should o'
*

not be thought of as an alarm system that is only.used in time of serices

emergency. These skills can and for all goodswimbeep do become part ok
_

regular recreational swimming techniques.

Watermanship was discussed in a previous chapter. The ability of an

individual to be ely at'ease in water is a major requirdment in

survival swimming. Most x erienced swimmers agree that security they had

while standing in 'shallow ter,during early experiences'as beginners can
in noway compare to confidence gained in deep water. The-importanceof .

this attitude cannot be over emphasized for blind or partially sighted

.swimmers. Since aquatic recreation often takes'place in rivers Or lakes

where bottoms may drop off suddenly with no warning, swimmers must be able .

to make it back to sgeety on their own. SwitMers who do not have to rely .

on a shallorw,bottom'for support do not have to be concerned abdul sudden

changes in depth nd Ean enjoy watersafely.without fears which'haveruined
- theSe-e,o4ivities-for-so many_others,

,Je

Forming-a Healthy Attitude Toward Aquatics

Sound training in techniques of survival and4Wersodal safety should

become part of everyone who enjoys recreation in water--impaited,

handicapped or not, It seems strange 4in ad activity which can be to

dangerous with inadeauute training and preparation and so enjoyable_and"

safe with proper training. It is realty a matter of developing prapir

attitudes. This is no different than.the common_sight of automobiles.
-with seat belts tucked under seats or hanging out unTei doors rather than

being used by passengers. It couldn't happen tome is theIdaual.familiar"

attitude.- Despite the fact that accidents continue to happentmany people
cling to this philosophy, Obviously. At is easier to have fun now and worry

'about safety training later! After all, it takes time to learn proper

water safety skills.

'
I
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With the exception of special situations noted earlier, most material'
in this chpater is-no different from what would be -pnesented, to sighted-

, persons. Again the probleni of'atitucVs must be faced. It is true that

blind and partially sighted persons have some special problems. However,
these are often built up completely'out of proportion. Most people can be

C6nvinced tilat-blind,individuals can he taught to swim safely; courses in
lifesaving and Survival swimming are another story.

By re-examining situations, more realistic attitudes can be considered.
If swimming and other forms of aquatic recreation are to be truly safe, they
should be as safe for,inaited, disabled, or handicapped individuals as for

noninvolved persons. If unique problems caused by one's physical condition

can be neutralized by an adaptation or introducinge4inew technique, then

everyone is on an equal basis and should be treated as such. ;

If this is the case, how and' why do blind and partially sighted per
sons'become involved in proper training for survival swimming or lifesaving

courses? The first step is to work on attitudes. A student should not

undertake this training simply because of force or advice. Individuals

_must want to train in lifesaving and survival swimming because these ac-
tivities make. them safe in water and enable them to participate fully in

aquatics. They buildrespect for water rather than fgar.of it. lilt good
swimmers or aquatics enthusiasts should think of watermanship ana sound
safety training as the most valuable aquatic skills they can ever learn.

f
, . ,

Training Programs

Courses in lifesaving and water
.

safety, such,as those offred by the

'
American National Red Cross, are excellent and highly recommended for blind

and partially sighted swimmers seeking such training. While various methods.

'of survival and rescue are mentioned, specific techniques for teaching these
skills to blind individuals are not disCdssed in detatlk Skills and reasons

for them are the same regardless of the student. Specialized or adapted

' methods for teaching blind students are discussed in detail in the Chapter

entitled'Who Teaches Aquatics and How. ,..

-It--
Ali-skilis requited in sbcviial Amming-andlifesaving -courses-can be- -

accurat;rely taught to blind students by applying methods discussed fa 6he ,

previous cnaPter. Generally- speaking, these techniques are not highly

4111*
technical and only require; the imagination and caiefully.thought out

lessOn sequences by instruc Ors, They involve such considerations as using
clear, concise verbal d&sctiptions and allowing'blind students to feel
demonstrations of movements as the.), are performed by other-Ttudents or on

themselves. In -4e1l orbea4.zeo 1,ifesaving courses student's usually choose

partners ana practice new skills in slow motion on dry land and then in
shallow water before atLempting them in deep water.

.

. .
.

.

This type of practice is ideal for blind students. In going through

maneuvers such as the chin-I-tilt', hold for across- chest- carry, or a front
head -hold release, there is.no,question on the part of blind students as to

what has to be done. Physical czteact with partners and concise verbal

4 instruction as to whether moves being made properly or improperly put,
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blind students on, an equal basis with sighted seh4ent ii the Class. This
is often apparent when skills are practiced for tAfi t ime in deep I
eater. As partner teams go through maneuvers, especiall b w the sur-
face, blind students often have little or no added difficult . Sighted in=
dividuals have reported that when practicing g swimming rescue with a
struggling victim they often have to depend completely on the sense of
touch while underwater.

Objectives of Survival Swimming and Lifesaving

Reasons for gaining knowledge and skill in s urvival swimming should be
clearly evident. For purposes of improving general safet; in or near water,
this book is concerned with thefollotAng,three major objectives in a sur-
vival swimming program:

. Improve watermanship.

Elimiqate danger caused when a blind person becomes disoriented
in deep water.

.* Eliminate possibility of panic wbeh.a blind person finds him/her-
.

self. in An unexpected situatipn in water.
,

It goes withouc saying that when the first objec tive is accomplished,
objectives two and free soon follow. Key to successful'accomplishment
of these objectiv,es is simply staying above situ ions; one must be relaxed
and at eage at all times in water., It is not pffsible to turn panic On and
,off as desired. Once panic sets in, it.is usually,roo late to do much
about it. We Often hear of need to teach swimmers to relax in water.
Similar to panic, you can't tell a person relax and,eitect it to happen
automatically. Fee;ings of confidence and ability to stay above situations
come with watermanship.

One question which is sure to'arise concerning this matter is, When
does one know that he/she possesses watermanship? This is something most
instructors_ cannot fully answer as swimmers know lonz blorg,ingtructors-.
HOWever: !ifele-ire soiedifinfte:Sf6se,whf011'teli swimmers they are ready
for deep water activity;

. Swimmers are%no longer concerned about how deep the watet is or
whether or not they are tired before making it is the other side

I
-of.the pool 3f-back to 'shallow water.

.- Individuals are.able tc swim for long periods of time, become
tired in water, and recoyer without having to touch the sides
of the'Pool or the shallow bottom.

They no longer think of- water as sucking them under; instead,
they hav the feeling that water is .supporting them. a
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. They no longer thrash,or tear at water when swimming'ot moving
about in it but move with definite purpose and relaxed move -
ments as they press or pull gently against water with confidence
and a feeling of complete control; no .longer is there a fear of

drowning or sinking as soon as motion stops.

. They are at ease with water and eel,comfortable and relaxed
in Lt,

. They are above' situations at all times and know it but do not
become over-confident or wreckless; they know to respect water and
work with it rather than against it.

With thecomplishment of watermanship the second-objective--elimi-
nation of danger caused by disorientation in deep water-=is clearly within

reach. Blind swimmers at this stage in aquatic training may still occa-

sionally become disoriented. ROwever, situations are different from be-
ginning stages as an individual's life or petspnal safety are no longer
at stake whenever one becomes lost in the poOl Since students no longer

have to be concerned with such matters as where deep water begins or how
many, strokes may be taken safely before it is time to reach for theside

cof the pool, one can face eaqh new situation confidently. A sur4val swim'

can be extremely enjoyahle-ra4her than a serious emergency. With Complete

control over situations,'one,can swim with head above water and listen for

orientation cues whenever desired. The end result is usually less trequent

occurrence of these problema.,

The third objective with which v are concernedelimination of danger
of panic when a blind or partially sighted swimmer is thrown suddenly into '

an unexpected situation in water--also depends to a great degree,upon

watermanship. Practicing some typical situations with a partner can be

helpful. Howevpr, this in no way results in the impact that an unexpected
situation in water has on a person unable to stand up or reach for a gutter

to rest until a problem is removed. Confidence can only be developed

through practical experience. Unexpected situations do not necessarily

imply a serious-emergency.. The'simple problem of getting splashed in the
face 1,5i-anOther-sWiMuir of by a wave just at the 'moment one is taking a

breath may be enough -to cause an inLxperIenced swimmer to_panic. Because

of the nature of d visual limitations, blind swimmers often become involved.
in many more of these situations than sighted swithater3. However, with

relatively little practice an experienced blind swimmer can take such
situations in stride and hardly think of them as surprise or unexpected

situations. 1

Other problems which are a little more.invokved include underwater
collisions'with a wall of the pool or rising to the suriace only t4,find

another swimmeh,directlyn,one's path. Collisions with other swimmers are

quite commonkard not linaled to individuals with-visual limitations. In

any case, procedures are the same.' First and Most important, take control

of the situation. Multiple drownings often occur because one person panics

and sets off a chain - reaction of panic among other. Many potentiaLdrownings'
have been avoided by one'swimmer taking control of a situation and calmly

and confidently removing the_probtem. The smooth relaxed behavior of; sick
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a person may remove most fear from inexperienced swimmers even in sudded and
unexpected situations. This action often enables the individual to resist
the urge to panic and thus-eliminates or minimizes danger.

This, discussion does not imply that becalise swimmers have the quality
of watermanship they will never again become startled or sHocked by surprise
situations in water. The very nature of ,these experiences is often enough

to shock even the most ualified swimmer briefly.out, of control o a'situ-

ation. If one can experAiedce a shocking occurrence, evaluate the:p oblem,
and immediately rise above the situation before panic sets in, that individual
is truly qualified to go into advanced equities, including survival swimming.

Objectives of standard lifesaving courses such as those offered by the
. American National Red Cross are in many wayssimilar to objectives just,

discussed, In fact. in some areas they overlap. However, skills are dif-

. ferent as to when and how they are used. Survival swigming as discussed
in this book is related to water confidence, or watermanship as opposed to
surviving serious situations such as violent. water.accidents. Types of train-
ing recommended in this chapter are mainly to'provide swimmers with maximum t

safety-skills for the wide variety of aquaticactivities presented in later
chapters.* These skills become a regular part of a swimmer's normal technique.'
Blind swimmers use these skills constantly although they aye seldom aware of '

them as methods of survival.

Lifesaving skills, on the other 'hand, are not likely to:be used daily
or for recreational purposes. Instead, they are learned, thoroughly under-
stood, and used ply for emergency situations by people whOtare qualified. ,

This in itself makes enrollment in a'lifesaving course particularly important
for blind and partially sighted persons.

Nobody willingly
.

stands by and watches a friend or loved one become in-t
volved in a dangerobs situation in water without trying to offer some type
of help. Often individuals are untrained so that help offered is more 10
harmful than good. Ilipaired, disabled, and handicapped swimmers are humans

with emotions like anyone else. As such they are likely to be placed in
situations-where tne)\01urrailtke imffiadiste TudgeMents 'regarding anotair-Pers-Onis

safety. The problem of attempting a rescue is serious enough for a person
with sight. Add 'blindness to the probleM and_dangets can be multiplied.
However, blind 'individuals with adquate training have been known to make
successful Water rescues.

43

Majuiligbjectives in liTesaving,are as follows:

. Teach p'ersonal'safety.

. Teach thupacgh unierv:anding 08 5pc:s capbilities end limitations
in water.

A

. Provide one with tie ability to make appropriate judgementA in
case of emergency situations, involving other swimmers sof*, to --

be able to do the right thing.

Obviously waterma4hip does much to enable one to attain these objectives.
However, this is not the complete solution as there is no..short cut in training

.586
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_of this type. Enrollment in a standard lifesaving course, such as that
offered-by the American National Red Cross, is the only sound solution.
Cenot/ledge gained from the literature, discussions, and practical experi-

ces in such courses cannot be separated. Knowledge, attitude, and ex-.
periende must be melded as a unit if an individual is to be safe and
qualified in this area.

O

Special,ProblemsfOr Blind Persons in Lifesaving

On the basis oi practical experience in standard lifesaving codrses,

,_---9

a few problems ha been noticed which are directly related to blindness.
Ihe first and mos robvi ,us-has been discussed several timeSprevious],y7-
orientation in water. As mentioned in preceeding sections, developing
Watermanship can do much to minimize this problem although it does not
.eliminate it completely.

. ¢ Another problem which can-be corrected with practice is the matter of
depth perception. In an.exercise involving throwing a ring buoy to a
victim in the middle of a pool, it was possible for individuals without
sight to learn to throw'a buoy far enough into the pool to be of use to
a victim. This was. especially true when the buoy was'thrown fiom a point
somewhere above the victim, such as from the pool deck. ,However, when both
were on the same level as in a ball-throwing exercise in which both persons
-treaded water, depth perception or.accuracy in determining distance to
one's_partner was sharply diminished. Although accuracy inletermining
the degree of left or right remained stable. The-molume7f a sighted
person'g voice was often deceiving and withott sight, it:Jwas difficult
to avoid throwing a ball far beyond or far short of the mark.

Another value of a lifesdving course for blind pers s,W!as dramatically

ilhistAated-with the development of another problem--approaching a struggling
victim. A qualified rescuer making a swimming rescue normally watches a
vi m and waits for the proper moment to make physical contact. Without

thisis impossible an4 a blind person maT often find him/herself in
the arm's Of a Struggling victim. This. immediately rlfleces on'two 6a"S'ic

objectives of lifesavingknow one's own limitations as well as abilities
in water, and be able to make an appropriate judgement. Ifa a blind swimmer

finds hlm/herselft in a situation where a swimming rescue is necessary and
he/she feels capable Of taking control of the situation once crontact is
make with the victim, the individual may choose to go ahead,and attempt
the rescue. However, even the most'qualified persons in the area of life-
saving never attempt a swimming rescue unless, there is no other practical
or posAble means. -_

Mather skill in a standard lifesaving cquiswhich prese'nts a problem
to b ind persons is approaching a'victim from underwater. The normal tech-

que to swim toward a victim, keep an eye on him/her; and then when in
-close ra ge, surface 44ve, open the eyes, and swim ;.oward thevictim from
below the surface. Without sight, this technique must be modified. The

approach is made on the surface;, sound rather than visual observation must
be the' reference,., When a rescuer feels close enough to take' a.line on the
direction of the sound, make a surfact dive. For personal protection, keep

.4(
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the eyes closed and swim in the chosen dir ction with the arms spread in ad

swan-dive position. The'Victim can be detected by turbulence in the water.
If a surface dive is taken within average rangesix to eight feet of the

, victim- -the arm spate does not gllow veer.the rescuer to er.off far enough to
4

c
a

miss the water turbulence caused by the struggling victim. ..

..
. .

. .

.,

-Students,:successfully completing a Red Cois lifesaving Bourse are

certified in lifesaving. These certificates carry with them definite

responsibilities; merely going through the motions of
have been issue of

of taking a course does

not guarantee certification. In a few cases cer
to blind persons but only after accomplishments o each individual were
evaluates carefully by the Individual, the ivtructor, and Red Cross offi-

cials. No certificate should everlbe issued.to a blind person with the
assumption that he/she is qualified to be, a pool lifeguard. Special prob-

lems discussed clearly indicate that this would.be impractical. Persons

who drown do not go down making noises tq indicate where they are locatee_ .

A question which immediately arises is Why then should any blind' person
JA

be certified in lifesaving? AlAbough the answer should be obvious, it is
1114%hnot understood by all instrucrorl. The answer is reflected in basic ob-

jectives of lifesaving. By enrolling in a lifesaving course, blind individuals

are exposed to types of experiences which emphasize the importance of per-

sonal safety and one's ability to make wise judgements in times of emergendy.
Most importantly, it dramatically teaches limitations as well as abilities

in water. If an individual masters skills and knowledge of ..e-Stands lifee

,saving course and is able to assist somebody in an appropriate way in-a
water emergency, this ability ,should be recognized. If no blind per!son

could be certified, border-line individuals might feel that certification

is only a formality and involve themselyes in situations for which they
are not suitably qualified. Because certification is a serious matter,

blind persons who receive this lecognition may more accurately evaluate '

their own qualities and limitations. If an individua] is faced with a situ-

ation in which help ill needed, one can be confident of being capable and

qualified to do the right thing in a manner expected by the certifying agency.

Practical Application of Technique
A

: ilk

Much has been said about the importance of safety ie wrier` and need for
skills to insure personal safety and the safety of othbrt. Final questions

include exactly what-And when does a blind persom.do?

As far as survivaleswimming is concerned, the highly technical skills

are covered in detail' in Red Cross courses. pie most v.aluable quality,for

a,blind swimmer as mentioned earlier is watermanshiptife ability to be com-
pletely at ease in water,and to maintain control of situations at all, times.
A water safe individual knows a variety of different swimming strokes so as
to be able to switch from one stroke to the other when tiring. -Techniques

of drown-proofing and treading Water should be mastered.

ff an individual is unable to move out of the way of 'a rapidly approaching
swimmer, he/she should be confident in any one or several surface diving techni-

ques. When involved in% collision or mix-up just4eng limp in the water. If An

60
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individual does nqt struggle, the.other person46,not likely to st ggle
'.

either. Assist .the. other swimmer to get under way .again when lie d.
/ ...

When swimmini.underwater do not wait until-completely out of 4,r,,betore

making ascent. In. this war,J16contact is made pith another swimmer, the'

indi4idual is 'able to relax and move to one side or the other.with tik
4-to spare before coming'to.the surface.

.. . -.
, .

As far as lifesaving is concerned, a blind swimmer qualified' in this,
'.;atk6a would more thanlikely offtx,,!ervices only to thosecirChis/her iMme-

A)diate area or tO those with whomne is direct* involvedin an activity._
In .asugervised swimming area, lifeguards are responsible for keeping the

are, safe. It is highly,undea.irable for any bwimmer to leap into a dangerous

situation and ,posilbl interfere with rescue effortssof lifsparas. A .

blind.swimmer,wit edge and propertrainini can be moseteffect.ivp byf ' R. -

assisting swimmers o oving dangerous siLattons before they become
.

large enough to require a life6ard:.
,

O".41

.
... :

, ,.kA situation in Which lifesaving training may ectio 'save the life of.

a'blind swimmer or.another peysqn involves .aNiolent lligion in water.

Often when a swimmer'} stroke rhythrpiis stopped momentarily and a few moutb.-
fulS of water are swallowed, one cots up struggling.. Ablind person may
break the hold and possibly assist ale swimmer until help arrives. Inf,,,,

b any case; skill ild knowledge' would certainly prevent2a potential double
:laroWning. 4.

c ,. ' ii.
"41. le -

Since lqng distance swims in areas other than, swimming poolS should,
only be attempted with'a pirtner', anotherlifearimg skillthe tired
swimmer's. Garry- -may, be effectiVely applied' wtirn one ?attnervtirts. If

the sighted partner is the,tkred victim, heist-16 provides visual instruction
and direction. and the blind swimmer-,d*s the strokes to bzing them back

safely.

There are_numerous til r situations in which lifesaving skills of blind'

swimmers'maYbe effectiv,ly ed& These situations are as varied as the

aquaticactitities people enjoy every day,, As mentioned several times,

much of the difficti in getting 'people. fully qualified for types-of

aquatic recreation in whichthey4hoose to participaterevolves4aVound

1
Attitudes. These not includenclude misunderstood interpretations of what

survival swimming and 1Vesaving really,are,,or a 11V/hg-dchgerously now
and learning safety latex philosophy,att involve attitedeS of visually

Af-
impaired individuals theillserves.

-' 1 :/'
.../r

Ak 1 -

In the case of blind ?iersons it often becomes a matter-of personal cm

.
adjustment. Unlesi an_indiA6a1 1.11ing to- acceptIblindness for what, ..' it is Ahd face life realistically,* will probably have much.difficulty
in qtalningskillskhat have been discussed. Fototally bilndaprsons,
therp is little question of, how much they carts,,. Though some mgyresent
being called blind,,there is nw-doubtabout usefuTision. o

.

-811

F

0 F.or partially.sighted individuals, the problem is more complicaped as
they must constantly face* diff4ult situati6nslm whiia tkrey feel neither

-,, blindlor sightedv% example,.For example many persons who have extremely good vision
,

. .

-:" ,'
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with glasses cannot
.since tidily of them-ar

asses-inewater and find themselves struggling

able to see mail more, than light.and'coior. Yee,

they fakt it as sighted persons. There is no place for this practice in

water/safety. in ch s

totally, bind persqn
`methods involving p
given situation
learned and unde
supplement racher
A problem arises.
safety technkues
established,,further ehlor4tion of the..eXpanding field

CI

olt

iivations it is better tolearn4lethods used by
o gain true confidence than to lehn unreliable
a 'vision which may or may not be dependable in a

er on, when more.dependable methods are cligroughly

ood, partial vision can bee>ftrerAly"bsefur as a
thapbeing acrdtch on which a studen leans very time
If one faces and conquers attitude P s and if
ahe procedures discutsed in this chap e' are firmly

of aqbatics it

possible.

;
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SMALL CRAFT SAFETY, AND INSTRUCTION

Fear is the main source of superstition
and one of the main reasons of cr061-t-y-- ,

To conquer fear is the beginning of wisdom.
Bertrana Russell,

o , 1 . .

40. Boating has long been end will probably always be a popular activity

-"among infrividuals who enjoy water recreational activities. Because of

various types of small daft used today, most every_ person interested., in

some form pf water recreational activity should be able to find at leaksome
one type of enjoyable small craft 'activity. The' tremendous increate in t

'popularity of motor-boating is evident from the number of new marinas ind-
yacht harbors with boat launching ramps springing up in waterfront areas.

a Howayer, motor-boating and related activities are special _categories in

' themselves. For the most part this chapter is concerned with non-motor

driven small craft: ...61,.,

4
.

. In addition to docks,,loading ramps, and other special facilities. for

power boats, many waterfront resorts have facilities where canoes, rowboats,

and other small craft can be rented. In summer camps conducted near water;

aquatic programs almostalways include canoeing, sailing, and rowing as ,

well.as usual swimming and water safety'activities: These activities ate

just as meaningful and enjoyable for blind and partially sighted perso,ns as

they arelaot sighted individuals. -While there are some specialized camps

for impaired, disdned, or handicapped persons, they do dot always provide

,
Opportunties fin- full participation and instruction in small. craft activities.

. .

During the relatively short time of most camp Sessionstwo to four

.weeks are common -1gome_campers'are'simply introduceeto various actiyitieS,

.
and alloweeto try them. :Campers with some experience in certain activi-'

,

ties.may be, given opportunities to become a little more deeply involved..

Unless a camriS intended specifically for individuals interested in aquavit. '
,.

_

activities available-time must be divided among hikiiig, campfite, crafts,..

I

,

-and .enupber,..of ofeTcamp functions, including aquatics.
...,

,

,e Other: factors which add to difficulties in providing enough aquatic

' ..opportunities for impaired -or disabled individualsificiude their swimming

' ability--or lack 45. it--and types of impai$06nts..disabilities, oibhandi-
.

capel'accepted intq'the pl-ograin. While many programs in which these in-

dividuals.participate ye imstructiqnal in nature, majoi emphasis is on

recreation. Many campers who patticipate ivAiie programs come with the
I'deite of having fun wIth'everyonetaig although some are unable to swim a

,ptrdlte. Otherq, joicnuSe of seveillrikatilile conditions,/may never be able

.,.,.--to 6wlm ,in conventional or usual ways,. However, with a fey adaptations in

equipment ana,technique, afl campers regardless of type or 'degree of

,,
.

.
thekl..conditions, can pgl,ticipete in someway with each other.

( .,

. .1 4,. , .

. Extra wide
e
canoes, rafts, and rbwbolts w hichdp not sink and cannot

be capsiied easily have been extremely Useful ih programs InvolvDg in-

dividuals with severe multiple conditions. Far some phystcallY involved

campers, unable to do muchmore than sit in a craft and go along for the

,

.,,. .ride,'elkuipmgnt of this tyke enableg,tham to par cipate and enjoy

. ,. .
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activities which otherwise wouiett highly impractical, if not impossipe
__ for, them. However, .for many indjvidu4s whose 9nly impairment is blindness,

the.problem is .a liRiedifferent. Since they don't really need highly
specializedequigment, and alike opportunities to use standard equipmento
are not as'likely to,be available, many. blind individuals simplilote

' interest. Theita&n agree that boating is fun but only if they have a
boat like the qng in which ,they learnedjat camp. It ds hoped that special-
ized.equipment id'always available for Individuals who need it and that
opportanities, to use sucl gquipm ent continues tq increase. However, our
major - concern in this chapter,IsdiOr bltnd or .partially sighted persons
wild can benefit fig* using standard smell craft , .

. .

t. .

_ lig

Getting Aquainted,with SmS11 Craft ,

.
.- .

.

To handle a boat or canoe safely requires understanding and''applidion
of certain fundamentals and procedures whichlMust be adhered toby everyond.
In general, learning abOntcanoes and rowboats is no 'different from learn-
ing about any other new equipment. For sighted persons, ihstruc4on"based '.,A,

on visual demonstratiOns makes it possible tp learn new concepts without
significant difficulty. However, for a totally blind- student,.a whole new
set of problems iq presented.. Without eyesight, a Slind individual depends
heavilyd'6ki hearing and touchL-auditory_and'tactile.kinepthetic input-=tft

learn about the environment..
. .1 .

1-
. ..

. . '
.
,

, ..

Canoes and itwboats are not usually Pound In plebes wher'e,blind per-
sons

le
can personally examine them. Therefore,. an individnal.who is new to : - ' 4

small craft activiiies y have.to rely on 1.4hat has keen heard ahout'cAbes .

0 ,

or,boats; irr.fact,,ma 'may.haye no accuratwoncepts about these craft,. 't

BOaiing termin2cilogy such as bow, stern, gunnels, thwarts; and mainsail maY

have ,little or no' meaning to an-tndividual who has always been tptally blind
and has never,Dandied a canoe, rowboat, or sailboat. Many individuals with
no previous experience have neither content nor mental image of size or

shape of small craft. Becaute Of this,
e.
iuttruction must be careful,detailed,

and much7given on an individual basis, ' *

, II ..,-
' \ ''

. ... . .

Generallyspeakigt, teaching techniquedlOt small craft instruction .

are no differentrthanwthose outlined in the chapter,on Who Teaches Aquatics
and How. Descri@tions.of steps, far Beaching, te of small craft to blind

.

boaters make it evident tirat individuals teachrng this activity must
utilize clear, concise.verbal.deicriptions and tactual demonttrations.
The only significant difference bvween'teaching approaches for swimming
and small craft is that,a new.piece of equipthent is. being introduced.
Condern.and coddideration are for both appropriate movements of the body

and proper handling of theequipmelk i

. ...
,

.

'anObviously, there are too many new things tp\Iiink about if individual

is introduce to small craft during a casual boat ride. To one who has.,

never riden in a small craft before, the boat kers unstable and likely
to tip over ak any moment. These circumstances make it difficult for any-
one to clorice trate on the fundamentals of handling.a boat Or'canoe. There-

!ore, it -is d ixable and practical^to give introductory instruction and ' ,

orientation ile the craft is oh dry land. Wter t eia is accomplished;
the stud,ent is ready to become tgmiliar with the fee ,of the craft in water.

.1 '. U'!
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SMALL CRAFT INSTRUCTION'. '
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LEARNING TO ROW...Principles of fiandling the.oar.S of a rawhoat may

pletely meaninglesSto an individual.who,has always been'blind dftWs

ties to examine the equipment have been provided. As Shown above, the

is seated in tie boat handli4 the oars while the blinaoaftman stands

water and tactually examineS (thetend of.en oar it'is takee through

comple cycles of.the.stioke, The,sccond phoebgrap4 illustrates how

tor-NipositiOnkhimgelf so ttet he can see the 'direction of the boat

the sate- time; give instructions to the,student

be comr
opportun/
instructor
in shallow

several
the instruc
while, et

.c.

--4:1125tre,

'CANOEING.;..The blind canoeist, may sit In eith

.e" above, thqp4ighted partner sits in the stern to.gi

technique of the' blffid canOeisi. ;

e

:

the bow or ste4tn. As Shown

-directions and Observe the

I
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Orientation on sand. .'GenerAlly speaking one of the most effective
methods of introducing a blind or partially sighted ind 1 to canoeing

40 or rowing is by providing Opportunities to examine th craftt givally
', while it is on.land. Of course, this depends upon the type of boars and AL

the environment in %MIA instructionis..given. ,Small boat and caribe.in-",
structilen is oftetegiven qpite effectively in a swipiang pool': ,These

bps are usually light ineight and constructed of aluminum, fiberglass,
or wood: If handled carefully, deMonstratiods can Jae giyen On podA.deck"
without damage to craft or pool facility. However, with large-rowboats
and.sailboats this procedure 3s not always.poSsible. The weight of the
craft plus added weight of an_instructoran4 Student moving-about inside
'a craft may result in damage to thAkttom of the boat. If instruction is

\.1given on a beach, this problem is nut as serio s. Howeyer, depending upon
size and shape of a boat, iemay be practical to set the boat in shalloW

:
water and allow a blind Atudenti towade into the water and feel the boat

4-

I
it-.

, t

4--k

while it is actually floating. '

1

/ '..

Advantages'of p inary instructio are sfgnificant to the blind'
.persbn thotigh.seldom thought of by sight dindividuals. Since the whole
concept of boating may be cOmpletely new to_a person who has always been

''hIlnd,.there.is much to learn, new shapewith hich to become familiar,,
and ideas the person.never thought about previo sly. . On pool deck or
.beach a blind student 'can learn the ISroperway to climb, in and - out-of a

, boat withOt being concerned .about lipping it over Or 5aUsing'dt to rock.
If a mistake is made.the frittructorocan easily point out the proper method
and not be 1./Orried about having to flab the student out of the water. The
mental image a blind student forms of a craft is especially Important.
Success or failure in handling:a craft depends greatly upon one4 concept
of the craft. This concept can be made accuiatqao highly confusing,
dePending upon type of instruction.'

. 4°
\ ''..;.....

,/ Many bli&individuals have reported beid !introduced to new equipment
.

-.,

by haying someone move them hands or fingers uickly from 'one pare to
another. ,Ttchnical names are spouted off without giving any relationship

;....-

- ',between one part and the part nearest to it: This-frustrating.experience
for blend students. is Lertainly not intentional\onithe part of instruc- .

.

tors. Though those with sight seldbM think of ft, they automatically .

relate parts of a new piece'of equipment with a uick scan-of theeyek
from one important'part.to the next. Ins.tru.ctor must spend time planning
and thinkin opt teaching procedures before intr ducing concepts or '
techniques to'blind st4dents. Instructors nee t recognize the learning
process /blind students go through when -they are introduced to new con- .

cepts or techniques. ,

...-

Unless an indivi al knows whese 6 given oble t is located, there is
, little value in tellin that a secoIld object is to he right, 'In front of, .

or nd that.iirst ob ect, Proper orientation, is not as,"difficult as it may

4 be al y sound. On of the most effective mesh ds ofelimialting
co caused when bli d individuals are introduc d to a new piece of
eq ip ent is simply to 61 w them to explore It in an way they wish. Thig

.

ma5;4*dde walking around therCraft, climbing in and ut of it, logatihg .

any part which seems familiar, an4 then exploring from thgt point to relasp .

other parts-to its Some indivialtalsipo,haye.always be n blind catch 2n.
'

,,, .1 -'",
..
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.quite quickly while others who have never ha'd opportunities to ermine such

°objects take a little longer. However, there'As no evidence whic% supports
a belief that. individuals who are slower to learn,cannot-be equally success-

-'') ful. Once an individual has forMed some type of mental image of.che craft,,,
the instructor can go over,it and point out proper naMes for various parts-,-

,.gunnels ,-bow,,ste'fn,and thwarts. . , I .

- . Orientation to.,,a craft on. land has another distinct advantage for one
who is -bliiid. To handle a craft properly in water - requires a thorough under-
standing of exactly.what is'being done.- There is more to paddling or rowing
than simply moving wooden handles back And fdrth. A sighted oarsman can
see the ends of. "the oars and determine whether they are pressing against

-" ' thp water. properly; a blind Person only has two handles being held. While
oar handles often hale iriegular shapes%which enable an_individual to know -

t. when an oat is cutting the water properly this may_havAlittle:ot no meaning -
unless'one knows' hat,the end °fowl oar looks like. Therefore, on land

indbl-students can Observe concepts which, are ossible to observe in deepI
.

.

water. A student/ can,sit in a craft and h dlk oars or paddles under the
supervision of the instructor. The'instructor can sit in the craft and,

, work the'ors as,the student stands outside and feels what the.blades'or
Ads of the oars'are-doing.

. ./.- .

, (
'

.-- -1.,

v The amount of detailed. instruction necessary valts with each student. N
Apweven, neither4Student nor instructor can take short cuts. If a step.in
the learning,proceddre is only assumed to be underglood, it should lit re-
viewed.to make sure hat nOthihg46 1pft out. If an instructor mak31 a
critical' evaluation' of the abilierof a student and the student is honest
and.'does not skip- details sinfply to stay up with someone else in f'class,
learning, is faster, safer, and there is less chance/for confusion once in- '

- .stxuctfon begins on the water:
AV,

' Av 4 ' , . .
.,.w

-Boating'Safety and, Instruction in the Water

Alethough boatineis 'often 'a popular activity in supmer camp programs;
. camping periods are often too"short to allow thorough small craft instfInc-

tion.- Many 'severe, multiple involyed individuals who may never be able to-
'Swim a stroke in...the usual fashio -have'opportunities to experience and en-
joy small Craft activities. However, this is only possible and practical .

.t %

..

becadse special safety precautions ae taken. -Special equipment, life
preservers, and careful su ervision are'esgential.

. ,

J%- -- . '
... ReAular boating and canoeing activities nece sitate no spe ial equip- 4;

atenti.. PrObably themost, porrant requirement fir participants n these
pr9grams is ability to swim. Aile life 'reservers should 'be ayaila'ble

AP for each pers in a boat, they are not ete complete answer. Even With - _. ll- 'I
thorough'kno edge'.of what do and with' complete confidence in water, a e

life preserver can indeecrbd ext,remely hdlpfnl, especially tf ohe is in--
'jured durihg'a water accident. .However, fOra non-swimmer or an individual
who'ifs afraid of water,41 life preserver might be of little value. The

.audden shock from being dumped into'cold water or the,feel,ing,of being
,- Struck-by an oar or the!hoat as it capsizes can--Cause an, inexperiencdd

,, victim to PaItic.' IrregAar thrashfng'and gr4sping'in water. may be enough
I

.

,



to offse t the,abi/ity of4a.life preserltr-to help a victim keep the head

above water-.
'NV

Attitudes Toward Boating. Don't ever go out in a canoe!' Canoes eat

small boats are dangerous! If you fool around with them long enough, sooner

or later you will get killed: Comments such as these spring up constantly.

and yet 'really have no s'ound Apes. They are often started by individuals

W ho have witnessed a serious an tragic boat accidentor have heard of one

from others. With comments such as these circulating, it is easy to se"

why opportunities for blind and partially sighted persons in these activi.7..

ties have been severely limited. If sighted persons are injured-or drown

each year, what can happen to individuals who cannot see?-

Accidents are indeed unfortunae. Even more unfortunate are conditions

tinder which accidents happen. Individuals with no knowledge of boating

safety, people taking careless and reckless chances in unsafe water, and

nonswimmers being tossed out of boats are a few of the obvious conditions.

Unfortunately there has always been and prohihly will always be a tendency

for a few individuals to get involved in something they kno is wrong and

extremely dangerouS simply to show their cour so'gc to btable to boast

of their experiences. Some never make it to\' he 'asting stage. Even

gorse are those that spread this wreckless attitude to others who similarly

shcfma negative attitudes toward safety and safety instruction.

.If'proper attitudes toward safety are developed before an indiyidual

ever climbs into'a boat or canoe, many inaccurate misbeliefs and miscon-;

30P ceptions about these activities can bbade to disappear. The best place

to start is with the philosophy that no one should get involved with small,

craft activities until after learning to swim. The only exceptions are

severely impaired persons who should not become involved either unless

it
special precauti s have been to n for them. Most, if not all of'the

above discussion holds true fore ryone Who enjoysboating; significance

# for Visually impaired persons is e en greater. A narrow escage for an

,individual with sight could easily. e disaster for a person who is blind,

Water Instruction. Once inlruction begins in water, need for knowledge4

of safety and for water confiahce become dramatically evident. A small

ctaft,oespecially canoe, reacts to every movement an-individual in it

makes.' Tilting, rocking, and bouncing seem much more violent to a beginnet

'than to one, with experience.
4

- 6 4

At this stage in the learning process instruction in a swimming pool

is extremely valuable and practical: A student and instructor can s

the craft in'a poplikand practice inageuverting, shift positions, noti e re

actions of the craft as they shift, and learn that they are in no danger .

- evert if someone makeS a mistake and the. craft capsizes. This in itself

can be an exciting activity in the pro.ective environment of a swimming

, poot;'it can also be surrounded by2many attitudes--most of them inaccurate

and frightening:, - ,

The thought, of a capsized, boat is associated immediately pith tragedy,

drowning, accident, panic, and being tkped. Yet to be bounced off an

inner tube in deep water or to be;skimmin ,plong on water skis and suddenly'

' take a spill. at twentyfive
milesrper hour is considere4 fun! Inoevidualt

41
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skilled in- swimming and lifesaving and who normally feel completely safe in
water have expressed deep anxiety about tipping a anoe over in the protec-
tive environment of a swimming pool. AlthOUgh ;a real boat upset often
comes with little or no warning, the swimming pool offers an excellent
environment to practice capsizing and rescuing maneuvers--even in-slow
motion.. After being.dumped out of a boat a few times in a pool, the only
thing an'individual is likely to lose is fear and misconceptions of the
past. Beginners soon learn that unlike heavy motor driven boats, a canoe'

076r rowboat does not sink, even when filled with water. They discover that
these,craft can become floatation"devices which can save lives in emer-
gencies.

§everal new things need to be explored as a craft floats upside down
on the surface of the water. Students can lose- the fear of being'trapped
under a craft as they discover that they can crawl in and out of the eraft
and breathe-air trapped inside. There is much more to this activity than
the fun of dOilig something new and mysterious. In spite of repeated in-
structions to stay with a craft when it capsizes, mammy individuals cannot
erase the attitude that an upside down boat is disaster so tim'invariably
try to-escape it. For blind or partially sighted individuals this can be
especially dangerous. If an individual escapes the craft, one has no
awareness of anything to return to for support and may also 4p strmpe by
the craft if it should be tossed toward him/her in rough water.

There is no 4eason.for anyone skilled in use,of all craft to be in
a situation where the craft has capsized. However, i can and sometimes
does happen; st5 be prepared. The-best possible preparatjon a blind person
can have for these situations'is thorough understanding of one's own
abilities and confidence from knowing how to handle any situation which
might arise. Although it might be easier in some situations to- make sudden
`decisions with eyegight, a blind pepp$1 must have confidence that what has
been learned about small craft make him/her as safe_as a.person with sight.
While an individual should not go out in a boat'with the idea that it is
going to tip over, one should:be concerned about capsizing that 11 riding
an inner tube. By ridding oneself of fears and misconceptions surrounding.
small craftactivities, all individual can be more relaxed and really enjoy
boating.

Learning Fundamentals. Although safety fundamentals can be thoroughly
learned and practiced in an enclosed swimming pool, these facilities are
usually too restricted for actual paddling or rowing instruction. This
instructionmust.normally be given in a place such as a lake where the'ac-
tivity is to,be conducted. Basically the process of teaching blind per-
sons to handle canoes or rowboats is no different than for sighted 'in-
divictuals. AdaptatioAs are so slight that they may hardly be thought of
as adaptationS by man observers.

Assuming that b4nd.students have thorough understanding and knowledge
of safety procedures, theiilost critical point is making sure that each
'learns proper techniques for hanfling paddles or oars. The most practical
and simplest method'is for a sighted instructor to sit in the craft facing. ',
the blind student. In this:way the instructor can observe the action and

/'make corrections as needed.' This also provides the instructor with an
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excellent position for maneuvering the boat if uneven Paddlinglor rowing

causes them to dri'ft off course. Occasidnally counting rhythm of strokes

is useful in keeping the craft moving smoothly.

,"

Adaptations for Sailing. Sailing is probably a little more difficult

than paddling or roving--but-it is equally as enjoyable. With proper adap-

tations and instruction, sailing is as practical for blind persons as any'

'other Small'cxaft activities. The most 'obvious difference is in the manner

of propelling the boat. When paddling or.rowing, individuals cart pretty

well tell where they are going by. the manner and direction in will-ehwater

ik pushed with paddles or pars., Sailing introduces a new:and not always

predictable factor--the . 4
.

Every earticipant in sailing--sighted'or not; -must have a thorough

understandiW. of the priqciPlAiof ieiling. Although many of these prin-

ciples are usually observed visually as they are discussed, each one can

be explained with meaning to an individual who is blind through careful and

clear descriptions. Small models can also be used. Effect's that wind has

on direction of a boat can be demonstrated clearly by sliding a small toy

sailboat with a movable sik over 'a flat surface. Raised arrows can be

Used on this surfacg to Indicate direction of the craft; wind, or water.

current,

Instruction in a small sailboat may begin by having a blind student get

the feel of sailing by going along for.the ridh the first few times. Later

on the student may take partial or full Control of the tiller and mainsail

with the instructor going along as a passewer to give instructions about

direCtion. Even a one-person sailboat usually has enough room'in the bow.

or the stern for passenger. As inrowing,or canoeing, the instructor is

positioned so as to be able tp see the direction of the craft, observe, and

instruct the student. If several boats are available; an advanced student

may take a boat out alone with the instructor Tiding nearby in a separate

craft to give instructions.

Special Problems for Blind Persons in Boating

It.should be apparent now why a chapter in this book has been devoted' ,

to small craft safety and instruction for blind and partially sighted per-

sons. Although participation, in small-craft activities has been hindered

by misconceptions,and poor attitudes Surrounding these activities, it has

,been shown that with proper instruction, a blind or partially sighted in

dividual has no,worse time learning boating fundamentals than anYongoelse.

In view o; all that pas been presented, 'only two areas require special

attention for a blind person. The first and most obvious has popped up in .

discussions about other aquatic activities--orientation. The second' is

knowing what to do in a sudden emergency--such as properly falling frOm a

craft when is is capsizing: --

Since it,is_not recommended that anyone go autalone in a small

crart, the orientation problem can baconquered siMply by'.having a sighted

- individual accompapy a blind Peron. This d6es not mean, hol4eyer, that a

blind person simply goes along f r the ride and takes no part in maneuvering
,

:4
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the craft. In small craft activities, especially canoeing, each partner
plays an important part in handling and steering the canoe. There are
situations in which the sighted person paddles to make course corrections,
and other situations in which commands are given -to the blind person who
makes corrective movements. Rowboating and sailing similarly require co-
operative efforts from both partners. It only takes one pair of eyes to
see where a craft should be going. Ability to direct the crat and keep
it on the desired course requires physical ability and mental concentra- f

'tion. If both partners have knowledge, of what should,be done, and botto,
have the physical ability to do it togethet, orientation and direction=
prbbleos cease.

,

The only other problem to be considered for blind persons is the
matter of,safely falling from a canoe or boat in case of an upset. This
i¢ 'not a serious-problem. Since blind persons cannot see when emergencies
are about to occur, safely falling from a craft needs to be considered so
that they do not find themselves in positions of being thrown out of
control with the boat coming down on them. Problems arise in that people
are instructed to stay with,the craft; yet, in a sudden upset they may be-
thrown frgm it. -I-f -a blind person is only thrown a few inches from the
craft, one mayls well be miles from it unless he/she knows where it is.
These problems are normally solved during preliminarl training in a swim- '.

ming pool or in shallow water.

Wile the following procedure is appropriate for anyone, blind per-
''Sons must make it part of their safety training. As.aboat begins to tip
over-in'slow motion at first - -grab. the lower gunnel, lean over cldse to
it, and roll into the water with the craft. Before going under, take a
breath and relax until the boat stops rolling. -While still holding the
gunnel ;dell one hand, feel the position of the craft, and then .calmly

`crawl out from underneath it. Avoid the urge to scramble out hastily;
think out the situation and take each step deliberately and with purpose.
If tossed to the high side ofhe boat during an upset and unable to get
to the lower gunnel safely, grasp the nearer gunnel and rol with the craft
as in the earlier de6tription. However, this time lean toward
side, crouch low, andlean toward the water to avoid being struck by the
craft as it tips over. If there is a forward seat or thwa4t which can
strike a person as the boat rolls over, grasp the seat or thwirt with
the free hand sg that the position of the craft is known at all times- -
individuals need to k w how to protect themaelVes from sudden impact with
the craft.

.

Most fear connected with this problem is associated with being struck
by the craft as ie rolls over or bein apped underneath it. Once in the
water, lack of eyesight is not really tie problem that might be suspected.
Since the individual has a hand on a gunnel, thwart, or both, one knows,at
all timawhere%the craft is and can avoid-beihg struck by it. Feat.of
being trapped underneath a capsized craft can only be eliminated with
practice, preferably, in a swimming pool.

4

4

'Effective practice activity is to capsize a boat'while sitting n the
craft and holding fi'imly to a sEgt, thwart, or gunnel. Walher than - trying
to scrambl,e out and get back to the surface as soon as possible, remold:"

e ,



seated as long'as possible in a relaxed position in the upside down'craft

without feeling the urge. to takg another breath. After doing fhiS a few

(//'

times, it becomes evident. that as long as an individual relaxes; there is

,
'morn than enough time to, crawl or

swim:out fromunderneath a capsized boat,

even if temporarily delayed by another person crawling out.
..

As discussed in the previous chapter, ability to keep cgiu:,.dirring

surprise or unexpected situations may be all that is needed to,ptevent a

drowning or p*ble drowning. To prevent surprise boat.upsetOom turning

Ito panic or 14saster,
takep control over-the situation by at llast one pe

son--not eyesight. If both Victims are in control, so much the better.

In spite of all that has been said, much determina,tion is needed,toerase

previous feelings about 'tipping over in a boat. Conscientiouspractice,

in a swimming pool if possible, may be the quickest fans to end this

problem. Upside down or right side up a small craft is a flotation device

that can save one's life if used properly. What better reason could one

have for mastering safety habits and obtaining knowledge before.going one

step,-further.

.

Why Boating for Blind Persons ?`

In this chapter emphasis has been on small craft recreatiod-as a prac-

tical activity for blind. or partially Sighted persons. The'4egree of

acceptance of views presented will.to a large extent be dependent upon

attitudes of blind students as well as attitudes pf Individuals responsible

for instructing or,sopervising visually limited perscins. In many.

c

cases

these activities are not encouraged for visually impaired individuals'be-

`ause of their lack of confidence or fear of water, or lack of. understanding

by instructors of the capabilities of blind persons.. 'major objectives of

this chapter have been td remove some of"the mystique, mystery, andmis-

conceptions surrounding this type of activity so that blind indeduals may

be able to expetience full participation in boating, and'think of it as

more than simply going along for a' ride with,someone else.
I

1

If material in this chapter is accepted as practieelthe next and

most oll.i.pus question is, why boating for blirkd persons? Small craft rec-

reation activities mean ma nx things to anyone Nato participate in them. TO

.a blind person who has been'Properly prepared ad discusised in the early

pages oft this chapter, and who is not handicapped by fear of a boat or of

water, success in small craft activities meahs another'boost in self-

confidenc4c-the most valuable tool a blind person can have.. It is not only

satisfaction of knowing that one is participating in anothr activity like

everyone else and, doing a good job of it, but having confidence that spreads

to other activities which one attempts. Asked indtvidual becomts thoroughly

in7blved andegains skill in boating, blindnAs is st1II there; but no longer

a cause.for.pmjor concern. As one's confidence and sttieude .roward.blind-

ness continue to improve, a visual limitation do longer exists as some-

thing which must be hidden. Blindness is dealt with in proper perspecEilip

and actually slips into the background - - forced there by all of thesatisTy-

ing aspects of the activity. '

c
A
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Candeing and boating themselves have many favorable things to:offer
blind persons. The peaceful environment while canoeing or rowing on a -
lake or stream is hard for anyone to disl-ike. Many sounds and smells
.seemtqcome alive as one npAlly'feels clote to nature. Even the feeling
of the ride is unlike any other experience. While a speed -boat ride,pro-
v si des another kind of thrill, it has disadvantages not present \in non-
powered small craft. While skimming alopg at higLspeeds, blind persons
are not .only without use of their eyes but,,hoilpe of the motor blots out
any value they may get from'hearing. fn,many cases spells:-of nature are
completely erased by the exhaust fumes from a motor. Though such a ride
can be-treiendously thrilling, it is often, reduced to a sensation,q-
zoomIng,Along with the feeling of a.blast of Wind and'the spray of water
against the face. Depending upon how rough the water, there may be only
jouncing and bouncing aa.the boat skips over ri$ ples. and waves. However;
motor-boating activities do havaa great deal to offer; some of its
val,ues and, contributions are.discussed in the next chapter.

;
For individuals who froth time to.time prefer a less wild ride in a

more., relaxed environmentnon-powered small craft offer a world of oppor-
tunity to relax and enjoy nature in an environment which cannot be de-

\eiribed by ,words. It, is a nature experience enjoyed by thousands each
year--and certainly, an, experience a blind person in aquatics'Should not
be denied.

4

J
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WATER SKIING.

'
.

toamuch reg ard, bumps on the forehead, rough
scratch Iiiord bloody mdses; even these may have their,
good,-influences. At worst they affect only the bark
and not the system-likq the rust of inaction.

Samuel Gridley Howe

Mention has been made several times that one of the most valuablelaild
important qualities a,blind person can have is self - confidence. In aquatics

few activities enable an individun. to develop this quality as quickly and
, dramatically as water skiing. This is not to imply that other aquatic ac-

tiNities are less effective. However, water skiing has a dramatic effect
on an individual becagse of the nature of bhe activity itself. Whereas in
swimming and boating, coniAdence and skill build gradually over a period
of time, this is not usually the case in water skiing, It makes little
6ifferenCe how long a beginner struggles in water to get into a.starting
"position, to keep clumsy skies on one's feet, or hal many unsuccessful
starts'ittakes before final success. During beginning stages little is
done to build selfconfidence. About the only thing that builds is
curiosity about the activity and determination to make it somehow.

I ..
Everything builds to that d special moment when,the tow-line tightens 1

and the handlebar pulls hard aga the fingers as a wall of water rises.

4.
in is`of the skier. However, is-time instead of falling, skis cut

.` through the water ache individual rises and suddenly is skimming along
the surface at approximately twenty miles'per hour. This is a-thrilling
moment and,memorable expkrience for any begidne:, impaired, disabled, handi-
capped or not. Regardless of hap/ many fliture ski, rides one takes, that

first successful climb Up out a1M-the'weeei'is never forgotten. _s

.
.

.
,

This particular experience can pe extremely valuable to a blind persod.
After all, skiing, motor-boats, and speed are'Aneralliassumed by most
people to be included in a category of dangerous'And daring activities usu-

r
ally not attempted by impaired, disabled, or handicapRed-tndividuals. To a
blin.dperson on his /her Hist successful water ski ride, it makes no dif-
ference'whether one has skill, good form: aft blether the individuq,1 staggers

i along with an urge to fall at any moment. The important thing is now the

. individual is askier; fine points gee be polished up later..

:./ ....,

4
As long as,a(blind person is introduced to-water skiing kith an atti-

ii
c tude of safety first, the individual is probably in no more danger than any-
, one else: Actually the blind individual i$ probably much safer than many

people in their daily'lives. If water skiing can be so meaningful and bene-
ficial to blind people, one wonders why it haS-not caught on sooner or,-been

1
prompted more. General preconceived notions of fear and danger held by the . -

general? public have been major factors. pnly_because of open minded atti-
tudes of a few special individuals has water sg.iing for blind persons gotten
started. Since the earty 1150's when water skiing began to gain popularity, ..
stories concerning' blind water skiers have popped up from .time to time in

lib . newspapers across-the country. These reports were at first, and are to Aome
degree toda,y, considered unusual. . -

.- 4
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, In 15B water skiing was the 'featured activity at a weekend camping

trip'held by an ()Aland, California, Orientation Center for Blind"Persons.-
Approxiptely thirrot-five students and their friends attended -;most par -

ticipant were blind. Everyone who tried to water ski had the thrill of

at'least one successful ride., Individuals who could not handle skis got

their exciti thrill ride on a circulr planning board behind_t,lie boat..
in,the wordgwof one student after its first successful water'Ski rfdd, "I

It

maybe blind but I'll, never -have to be' afraid to try anything now." A
similar trip Agas sponsored by the Orientation Center the following year

and several one -day, outings hare been-h94 sinew --al.1 of these trips 'have
resulted in theosame typit of success.

..

,' ,
444.

a
,f.-

In recent years several centers for b in persohs across the United1'

'States have offered wates skiing for members who had developed watermanship

and could; meet certain safety requirementS,,s Generally speaking though,

. opportunities for visually impaieed persons to lelfh to water ski at

specialized centers are limited. Each year more and more blind individuals

are learning to ski during otitilkgs with sighted friends. Problgems which ,

arise in these settingsAhat involve actual skiing t niques and pro-
..

c06-es. are not serious. Techrialues and skilas usually learned throvighN

visual observation, can
4
be-handiedwith.individual instruction on the `shore

,
or in shallow, water. ,

,

,. .

...

,

As ,in any
kactivtti, safety first is.,a taticai factory If water

skiing itself idAtruly safe, it shouldibe`as'safe for blind'as *for sighted

persons. Unfortunately, many people who water ski take short cuts, and'

...
overlook details which cannot ke overlooked by'an individual without sight.

- Sometimes these individuals get, away with .it, but in many-cases, they are
,

w r

, the ones who liye acCident4 On water skiing excursions sponsored.by-rec-
,

reatioh centers, judgements and,decisions are usually made by pers9ns (..Tho

arg,qualifiedin water safety4d'k'now proper.ways to handle power boats
,

and water skiers.. In.iniermal settings.this type and quality of super-

vision may or' may.not be pretent, Dtcisions and judgements should only be

rt\ci

' made-0 mature indiy dius'whO are Capable of makingiOaPpropriate deci- , .

.siocs) Rules and p cedurds to be followed-shoula be thofoughly uneer,
std by' all skiers befote the ,activity begins. ,

. _ '

,' .
.

-I.-
, 6- ,

_
, . ...

A list of essential safety puactices is not overwhelming. Most do's

and don'ts concerning safe.Wateioskiing sewn 'so obviously right or Wrong
..

that thdy are d(ften caltally passed"ier and assumed to be understood by

everyone; gnforrtu64tely, assuming thai the): are upterstood is only oll

r step from not putting theM info practeCit all, .At this oiAt Neter _

.skiing becomeslinsafe,..especially-for blind person. Because of the im-

. portance of this subject, safety procedures and reasons for themar%dis7'

4. impssed,in Aetaii dater in this,chaptor.; e
.

. , .

.

t, o 41 . ,
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The Equipment and How it Works .

''
'

v

' -To pighted petsons Abutto,learptO water ski, detailed" descriptions

- of equipment and hoW:eacb.piece works are not Usually,necevary-By, having,-
watched othets water sti, sighted beginners` have some id",ea of ;chat is.aL ,

' pected by simi,ly examining the equipment. HOweVer, water''skiing and all.;:

; ; .
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. A ,
the-rerminologly associated with it may be little more than words to-an in-
dividual who lies never been able to see. Bec-ause of the nature of water '

-.' skiing, a blind person'has no opportunity to observe techniques of handling
equipment and,'therefore,'has to rely completely oh what is told to him/he,
by others. Careful verbal descriptions and individual-instruction ar'e
necessary.. Much-time can be saved and confusion avoided if a blfna person
is allowed to examine the equipment' tactually before, actual ski instruction
begins. After an individual has been able to form mental concepts of such
things as life preservers, skis, and tow-ropes, explanations of how each
piece of equipment is used are much,more meaningftil. ThiS Walso an 1.,.

opportune time,for a beginner to practice putting on skis, life jacket`or. .
? belt,:and to learn how Fo adjust each one properly. *

Skis. It is difficult to list all types of available skis since they
are really a matter of choice. It is more meaningful xo list various 4arac-
teristics which must be considered in designing and choosing water skis

. . .

length, width, type of curve at the front end, thickness, taper or shaping,
type of fin, and type and positioning.of bindings or boots. With all of
these features, one can conclude that there are probably as many styles of
skis as skiers. Although no special type pfeskils necessary for blind
skiers, certain characteristics of water ski dei4gn are more favorable than
others. However, as suggested earlier, it is not equipment that causes
Problems for blind persons in water skiing. 1,Methods by which.individuals
Are taught and ways in which.proper safety precautionp are'observed-or not
Bbserved create most problems for visually limited water skiers. '

0- ,

mi. In general, most beginning adults do quite well with'skis approximately
.five feet long, seven to eight inches wide, not too heavy, and with long

. shallow fins. These ski's cio not create as much drg or faill against a
skier as those that are heavy'or mith deep fins. Whereas an advanced skier
may prefer tail ends od skis to be roundeA and tapered much as the shape of
a heel, beginners are isually more stable on skis with 'squared off tail
ends. SqUared of tail ends and long fins,do muchko ?revent.skis from
zig-zagging, especia ly during the starting phase as a skier is pulled up I

band begins to gain silied in the,water. Many skiare now designed so that ,

long edges running the length of the skis are beveled,inward from the top
surface toward the bottom, much in the same fashion as sides of a boat.
Thid prevents the spray of water passing the skis, blasting agaAnst.the
.feet, and causing rritati'On or discqmfbq. =,

.

In consideringlcurve or bend at the front,of:4kis, no special type
, is rkommended for blind skiers. However, certain factors make ski:smith,

good noticeable curves more practical and easier to learn with than flatter
skis. Skis wittimbre abrupt curves over shorter distances--fifteen inches ,
.back from ski tip for instance- -cut sharply when skis are pressed into
water at the front end while the individual is leaning to one side._ A
gradual curve 'does ubi react as quickly for sharp cutting or turning; it

. ,
. is also not aslikely to zigzag if ,a; skier lets the ffdnt ends. of skis,.

Couch.the water while heiShe.,is not standing straight. If a ski is laid
.

on'a flat surface such as a table,' and tips are approximately four inches .
. .

%
,abovetthe.turface, these ski :quite satisfactory. for a blind persal to ° ''

. . uSe in learning to ski. A m. re for suggesting this daign is that

4....tw
In indi,,fauaI withvt sight is not awar

..
,. of rough water until already in

..,,.

4 * ,, ,
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it. A ski with'a shallow pr.loW rise at'the front end is more jiorelikel to,

dig into waves, trip the skier, and cause adforward.fall:' A ski with'a
higher mbre defi to rise, strikes the waves and rises above them.

, .
.

. ,
. 7 .

Weight of skis is not. topallyIS critical for beginner o doublestoor

two skis'as for persons beginning on single'ors1nlom skis H wever, the

lighter 4 d less clumSy alpailor pf kis, the more likely.A c for a
'beginner. In using a single ski, one of the' mdst critical actors for .a

successftil start is keeping the i from wobbling and zit-zagging out'of,1 ;

proper direction during this-p se., This problem is minfmiza if a ski
is not'too heavy, "ppet 'ski weight, size, and shape depend upon a skier's

ability ,to control movement with his/het legs. .

Ski Tow- Ropes: Although,thel'e is an endless variety of-handle designs

on ski tow-ropes, there are basical,ly two kinds of towrlines---ylosE%with a

single handlebar, ofted used when'skanvon doubles dr two skis, and those
with two handles usually Used for the single or slalom ski. Somelines

some equipped with interchlhgeabi:e handles for.poth single and double :

handle grips; bdth types are often used for singles and doubles skiing. A

double handled ski ropehas one speCial advantage fora blipd skier. When

suddenly faced with choppy or robgh water, a skier may Oull.kinevenly'or
jerkily against therope and create slack in the line; this can result in

it
a spill. By spreading the!dlands apart with one handle in ch hand, an

,..,

individual can easily, remove most of or all black. One a antage of a single

handled rope is,oeffat when a skier wishes ttrlet go with one hand'and pull-

hard against the rope to cut arply.oNer a wake, he/she is not suddenly

faced with the problem of won tug what to,do with the other handle.

The, Life Preserver. e,vaille of a life preserveefor water skiers
should,be self-evident. 'Yet some careless individuals_choose to disregard

life preserVets. Some'nop-swimmers have chosen to water ski without life
.

preservers and never lived tn.tell about it A safety feature kuilt into

water ski bindings is that during a spill-skis fall off rather than causing
..

" strain or injury to an ankle or'foot when there is resistance against'the

ki.S. A falling'skier naturally lets go of the rope to avoid being dragged

un erwiter. A non-swimmer, suddenly ep water with no means, of support,

\ e,than likely, would become panic=s n'arndsli.p below the surface ..

fOre anyone could return to pick h r.upt °Whereas use-of automobile

seat belts is .matter of personal c ide1 ws in the most/places require.-

that all water skiers wear some. type of appr ved Tile preserVer. However,

threat of'a,steep kineor violating this lew should 'not be the motivating'

factor for abservihg it. ,...
,

..
. 1

,
.

\ Thrftwgene'raltypes of life preservers are used in water. skiing. Any

4 of several types'of CoastGuardapproved vests Or lifejackets Can,be-used t.

safely in water skiing. ,Watr ski jackets fit much in th same way asa
,

_sweater or vest but aie 'less bulky than Standard life preservers.. Water "...

skibelts, usually made,of a buoyant material 'such as Styrofoam or foam
rubber, fasten afound a skier" waist. 'Vests or life jackets are required

-fon koard'eyeey'bpat for each person bn boa'rd. Coast Guard approved, they

are designed to keep the face of an unconscious victim above water. -Water

'. ski belts, though safe and approved for water ' skiing, do noc Meet Coast

- .Guard standards for life preservers; it it possible to use a.ski belt and

,float face down in water. . CY
ro''
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Althoughlnot a'requiremAt, all persons who ledigt to water ski should
know how to swim. Each year many individualswho cannot swim or who swim
poorIy'learnto ski although it'fsobvous that they'face Additional prob-

.

lems. Although falling is simely pattipfwater skiing, it scan be a frighten-:

ing experience for an individual who does not havd confidence in water.

, Learning with fear can be extremely difficult and mush pleasure.of-an ac-
4. . 1 1. .

ac-

tivity lost. , . ,

. V
.

. ,

The familiar. problem of orientation and loss of direction in' water
'laced by'blind or part ally'sighted persons,can only add to this fear.
, Without swimming abiii y, 'an individual must know withoutany doubt that

a
t
life preserver will old the face above the'surface of thewater. One

way to improve confiders e in 'a Iife preserver for the benefit of inexperi-
fenced or noh-swimmers is to, be sure that they practice floati,pg.alloswimming
in shallcawaterbefOre attempting. to water ski., Vest life preservers or

water ski jackets are recommendedfor inexperienced swimmers. 'If an in-
dividual chooses to wear a sk'Oelt, it should be fitted carefully and
checkecrto be sure thatit cannot"glip over the Maps without being un-

, ' 4 ...fastened.

The Water Ski Start

.One of the most difficult pafts of Iearning'to water ski is getti.1,1g up
onto the'surface of the water, Conversely the best lesson one can have in

water:skiing is to make a successful start. Actually,:ancy stunts performed

lik by advanced skiers are more:diffiC'ult. However; unless an fhdivrffual is

able to pass the critical period frdm,standing motionless on shore or
sitting still in the water through the adceleration phase to skiing speed,

4.
4

--74-,,

bne,will ngver be able so.achieve,any of the stunts `later on. After ex- '

.perienFih_at least one successful start dr. ::titer skis, a beginner knows
....-

the feeling and attempts eo attaip_that same feeling the follOwing time.
Although there,are several variations, wear mainly concerned with two
types of starts-rthe shallow water Start and the deep. waters start.

. . . .

%

. The advantage Of Nrting in shallowwaterdS that a beginner can let, .

the skisrtouchthe lake,or river bottom so as.not to be, rolled *around by

movement of the'water. This is a more. stable, starting position as tpt boat
pulls -the individuhl away from shore and toward the skiing area. Fuirther-

.
more,,an.instructor may walk al,Ong with the-individual during th .first few '

.feet,and assist in$any'way necessary. The only disadVantage.tp, type

cof start is tptPwhen a,skier makes a _spill in deep 'weeer, ther s'no', .

shallow water from which to Ztart agalt Iri many cases, beginning skillets

must be piOed'uP by ihe boat and brougWbakk to shallow water to start
again. , ., 4 A ...

. ' , i .

On other hand,
,

an
: i

individual 'who knows
..

how keep w %../4

. ,

ateraow,to ma

start is no limited. The ohlyditailva age of a deep water start pecomes; -."

... ,dramaticall. evident to a'beginner on s e first attempt% Skis -are buoyant: ,

, and have.a endency to, pull in one dirt.clion; a life preserver is bso
-bUoyallt and seems to pull-in they 6oppOsite direction. Then;there is the

.
- ..._

Vroblesq of egping the skis on the leet and staying'il.a,starting position
`while the-boat operator swings .the tow-rope arbmnd ah4,attempts to bring it 0

a, . '
,

.

,...

,. , -,
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THE SIMULATED START LN WATER SKIP -NG

. '
_,

. .

RISING AUTOF THE WgTER...Whether'pra ticed on dry land4orgainst the
scum gutter of a swimming pool, the instr ctor pulls on the'ki'towrope as
the skier braces his:feet against an immovable object and.pnilis'on the hapdle
'grips. ,The instructor may pdint out important steps along the way as the. '
ent re movement can be done in slow motion. , t; 1 .

.- ..

.

...
.

..t--- -...-=-4, 47771,-
''. --',--1__

a
0 i ,.. 0.. . .

, .. /
..,'

Of GerTING.READY TO SKI..-yith.he knqwledge of what to do, during he start,

the beginner then'kactices putting on skis in deep water and Attempts to remain
in.proper position and control his mOyements.intille water. Then'with the tow

.
.

rope handles in his.hands, he continues to.maintain position as the instructor
..pulls him slowly through the. water from one end or side.of the'pool to the_other.

- A EftAllner who can keep skis in 'a shady pesition.shquld Ile able" to start behind

a 64at with no-difficulty or:.,falSe starts.

.
_-

;. .
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toward .the skier. The iolling.motion'of4the water adds to the contusion.

many cases a beginning skier becomes exhausted simply tryitig to get

intoOstarting position. Fortunately, this is only an introductory and

temporary experience. With a little practice, a deep water start is hardly

thought of as.a problem.
$ 0*.

Without sight;-starting procedures can be extremely confusing as mUth4,

of this learning_is usually done through visual ubservatioh. Numerous Un-'',

successful starts are and often test the limits 01 one's #

patience. Additional problems created by lack of eyesight can cause un-.

necessary disruption of act' 'ti S if apt considered properly. However,

there is no real reason is-o this; with /proper instruction and adapted

methods, a blind skier need not take any mare time to learn then anyone '

elge.- Occasionally beginning ,blind water'skiers are successful on their

very first attemptS. This was.ihe case for two individuals,on the first

water ski excurSion held b the Orientation Center fo; the Blind mentioned

earlier in this chapter. e of-these first-time skiers was totally deal.

as well as totally blind. kt.

In,a large group, more than one pair of skis and'ont life preserVer

are usually available. Restruction can be given on an individual basis to

a blind skier in shallow water while others take turns behind the boat.

begintlers can initially benefit from learning to handle clumSy and
awkward equipment in shallow water. This is especially meanirigul. to
blind person as ziany,of the usually visually observeleaspeets'Sf water
skiing can be explained tactually and in slow motion. .

Another extremely successful, technique has been to practice fundamentals

An-a swimmi4,4001,,,if,a,bliwiandividull has ens igh advance notice of a
watet', skiing outing'andthe individual can gain access to a facility with

an instpdttor,-basic Water, Skiing fundamentals to the point of an actual,

',start can be thoroughly learned and practiced in 'a swdmming pool. This has

several bdvantagds. . First, water in a pool is usually warmer and_calmer

than ina lake or other water skiipg area. Seapndj the indiVislual usually

117-is control °r etie depth of ,waxer in which to wok. The instructot.bnd

.° Student ,Cankbothstand in shallow. water for practice or they can move to

the deep end of the pool for dgeff water starts,. Practice in putting on

skis in deeP'water and maneuvering into position to.piek up a tow-rope
thrown by the. instructor from the pool deck help the individuad learnthe

....usually time-consuming aspects of starting on water skis. t

G .010

The' Simulated tart.. After a beginner has learned 'control 'of-body and.
. ,

skis Wilkie fJ- oating i ter, half the batt,le is wou.4 However,. as Pointed.

rout earlier, the critical phase in water ski start is-that moment of

acceleration whenAile skien is suddenly pulled through the Cater tnd

onto the feet in A plain position oh'the surface. This phase of :the

start reallydicficult for a blindperson. Ther,is one possible

exceptibn,and that is in knOwing when an individual is44.0 proper position ,

or whether leaning -too Thy forward or baknard.,,.7As speed increases suddenly,

a beghner,spon learns wpether'the position is raytecttor not. At this t

point an individual, either skitis-tiong ate surfAie Ortaktg a spill and has

to reanalyze the sttuati.on. By the time this happens, the idaividual is

more than likely teo far away.fiod the instructor oalready in water chap' .

,is .too deep for the instructor to be a,le toassist.

s
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One technique which' has been used successfully in eliminating false
starts, and is especially useful for beginning skiers.whoiare blindt,takes
place either on dry land or at the edge of a swanning pool. To'simulate a
start on dry land, a beginner sits on the ground and fades the instructor
with knees bent. Feet are then bracedeagainst an immovable object such as
A logstakes driven into the ground, oT possibly the instructor's foot-
placed firthly on, the ground sideways in front.of the student. The student
sits in the starting. position and takes hold of the, ski tow-rope handles
.while the instructor holds onto. the rope a short way beyond the hand grip,
section. The instructor pulls on the rope as.the student is lifted into
the proper skiing position.

If'this technique is practiced in a swimming pool, the beginner first
puts on a water ski jacket or belt as in a real skiing situation. The

student then Sits in the-water with feet against the scum gutter; the in
Structor stands on the pool deck and braces firmly. If,the student floats
away from the ecile of the pool while reaching for the ski tow-rope in trying
to get into'poSition, this is added practice, as it- 'is quite likely to
happen in real starting situation...in deep water. When the skier is in
position ith feet on the scum gutter,ahe instructor pulls and lifts'as
in the dry land procedure just discussed. To avoid toppling.into the pool,
theinstructor keeps the center of gravity fow and pulls backward away
from, the pool rather than upward. 0

This tecHnique,.whether pgActiced on .land or in water, has a distinct
advantage over trying everyt'hing behind a'boat the fi.rst time. The in-
structor can observe every movement a student makes in slow motion. 'Tull
`onthe rope can be,stopped at any time-to point but mistakes. Similarly
for the student, 51/5w motion gives more time to think about what is happen-
ing and whaf-sHaTird'be done to balance in assuming a propel skiing
:position. .This techniqueis especially commended for blind skiers as.'
they are unable to observe other visually.andhimitate their actions.

To avoid starting too close to other swimmers or skiers in an area, a
' boat operator eay drag 'a skier slowly through t ,water for someslistance
to make-sure all is clear7and safe before accele etin4. Maintaining proper,

*positIon'dOring this phase of the start often) ui es a little practice, '
especially if waves or large ripples, are in he wate ,,Thrs'procedufa can
also be practiced in a swimmingpool. As room allows, thelinstruCtor un-
ravels as much of the frill seventy-five feet,of ski tow -rope as possible;
seventy-five feet is fhe complete length of a standard swimming pool.' The
student enters the pool at the deep end and puts on skis after entering
the Water. The instructor then throws the tow-rope to the student, even
if it is necessary for the student to maneuver around to catch up' to the .

handles to take hold of them.. With the skier at one endtof the poolltand
in the starting'position, the'instructor takes the other end of the rope at
the opposite end of the pool'and pulls the skier through the water.' -Tile
pull through the water may be slightly slower than an actual boat pulls
in maneuvering for starting position. lidever, the two experiences are
surprisingly similar and this practice-is extremely valuable for, a beginner,
'especially'one whd is blind or partially sighted. Inthe controlled en-
. vironment of a swimming pool, the instructor has ereiter opportunity to
point, out factors which may be Overlooked by blind persons. Emphasis can

4. 1! 83 9i,
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be giyed to keeping the tow-rope between the skis, a necessity fo a
successful start,'and to keeping the skis from spreadingapart while trying
to maintatp,the starting position just before accelerating.

)

.

The Blind Skier -Behind the Boat
....

.9
FerJ people'question that all Presented thus far in this ch6ter can be

thoroughly understood and learned by a blind person. However, when it comes ,

to actually skiing,tattifudes again Creep into the picture. At one edd of '.

,
the scale-are individuals with extremely, negative feeliRgs. NO under any

conditions; water skiing is extremely dangerous and should not be attempted

by blind or partially sighted person! At the,other end of the scale are in-

dividuals with extremely pb,sitive attitudes. 'Blindnestin and of itself
is really nothing more than laCk Of eyesight; if water skiing is possible

and can be done safely, why, not gi 0 i it a'try? 'Because of 'these positive

and favorable attitudes, a chapter' n wafter skiing is included in a book on

aquatic recreation for blind participants, "
Between'the extreme feelings mentioned:above are attitudes expressing

various degrees of caution such as, 'Yes, a blind person can ski, but only

in restricted areas," or "Yesmaybe, but he must remain within the limits

of the wake'of the boat." If individuals wha subscribe to these so called

in-between attitudes feel that they would not have control of a situation
beyond these conditions, than imposing sucb liMitations is 'an example of-

wise_judgement, not over protection. However, water skiing need not be as

limited for blind'persons as may be first suspected, Here the first real
1 departures from standard proceduresappear. A 4w adaptations in pro

cedures or techniques not only enable a blind persa to ski as normally

as anyone else, but presence of blind or partially sighted persons in 1

regular water skiing excursions often result' in slfer'and,sounder +practices

by everyone involved. When sound safety habits are' established and prac-

ticed by everyone, and everyone is familiar with water skiing in general,

'there is gikely to be only one 'more source of trouble--communication or .

lack of it between boat pilot and observer. , '

ii. \-

- . t . ,-)

It is not too unusual to seea boat skimming along with. a Auer ,.

frantically:yelling and waving anlprm irr very direction. The.observer

sits in the boat'with a puzzled look; 1, andar4signals apparently mean -

little, the noise'of tle motor is sud for anyone to hedi the voice

of the skier. The obierwer getsthe at tion of the boat pilot who turns 7

aroudtllo see if there is a problem. Mea ile the boat zips over the water

at about twenty-five miles per houu With nob y really watchin where it'is .,

I going. T
,

ew people try this in an automobile on the, highway;,yet both

_situations are similarly dangerous. . ,

.
/

t Without eyesight, 'visual communicatiop with boat pilot and observer:

is impossible and voice Communicatiafi almost always ineffective above the

roar of the motor,. Ir not other system of communication was)obsible,
blind or partially sighted skiers could heidextreme danger especially if

a sudden'emergency arose. Another skier, an approadhing swimmer, driftwood

or other debris floating in the path must be avoided. Fortunately other

means'of communication are quite practical and suitable for ell skiers, '

,..
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r especially visually impaired individuals. Regardless of
-

which method is
selected, skier, boat pilot, and observer must be in complete agreement
befote the boat motor is started as t6 signals to be used.

.

Skiers should have a few simple hand signalsicioihich can be used when
.they wish to go slower, faster,,or stop. Use of ahese_signals is standard
prRcedpre and though there are variation's, signals usually are as follows:.

) . Raise the hand with palm upward and flat--pick up speed.-
At

. Slice across the throat with the edge of the hand--c u(O7speed.

. Hold the hand up with the flat palm forward toward the boat.
stop.

I

. -

Commands from the.Boat-Operator. 'If a boat has a loud. clear wtt tle
or horn,. actions of a skier can be direc;ed by the pilot or boat operator.
Commands should be simple so as to avoid confusion. Examples iqcluae:

9

. One ,blastgo left.

. Two blastsgo right. 41'

. Thr-q"Slastsstay within the wake or rOugh:water ahead.

Even these simple signals need further clarification so as to avoid
*A confusion. As the boat turns'left, a skier must swing slightly. to phe

1 right to stay within the wakes Therefore, it must be understood by skier"
and pilot whether bne blast on the hbrn for example, means "1 am turning
the boat to the left," or "You--skierr-go left."

.

. Commands Given by the, Skier.. 11n some situationt a boat whistle or horn
may not be loud enough for an individual to heat while skiing seventy7five
feet behind 'a boat. 'Some boat pilots prefep for skiers to tivrcommands.as
to whatis to be' dope. Blind Or partially sighted skiers can take control4
of such situations ith no increased e'sks. .

.c
.

Not knowing wh t'Is ahead in'the surrounding area can make iim-
practical for a blind skier to direct the b . However, accurate commands
can bg given as ro-TJhat movements tare pl. For example, if a skier

,.
chooses to swing out over the rl'AX. *eke, ei. ndividuals points first to

.

Whim/herself and then Off to the right.,-- WY ns, "I Kant to gotq the
right." The skier waits approxitAnt44 f ,e nds do.thaethe'observer
.cah give the message to the boat operatox4Wt,41. pilot feels the Move is
unsafe at that time, the power is but b4of.,6 they are inItolved in any danger.
However, if after the five-second wai,e,ttlie boat iS%still moving along
smoothly, the skier is freeptoMake .the Maneuver. ,

This technique of comMunicati, tisedalellondor in combinatbp'with phe
...

horn signal method, is especially useful for an individual who has Some.ex-
iperience on skis; tHose with little, or no experiefice.are not likely to be

11

cutting back and forth ctos wake. Ho ever, a beginner is usually'better
. o'f'f usiOg.lhe'horn system'an lettdng t4e.boat operator direct movements.'

r . , 1
0
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This way -the skien.ca-: n-concentrate on staying up qn skis and gaining control
.

.

over therm.
-.

.

- ..
. .

-

An example of how the horn system can be effec tiNiely combined.with han

signals is illustrated in'a situation.*rn which a skier signal ahat he/she '

wants to go'-over the right wake. . If it is not safe at that moment to do sot

the pilot AiveS'the horn signal which means stay within the wake rather _.
than cutting power and making another start necesary.

.

.
P .

Regardless of which system is used, never have so many commands as to -- ,

cause confusion. The..1s complicared,.the safer for everyone, and the more

Willing each individual is able to follow specific directions.

Skiing with 6 Partner. After fin individual has gained control of skis,

one may wish to try skiing.with.a partner. Naturally, one who Skis' with a

blind person`must be aisle tb handle -Trim /,herself well on water skis. A blind

individual is not able to avoid collisions with,a partner who staggerA or

wavers out. of control, Some extremely capable instructors prefer to ski
44e right along with their students from the beginning and give initruction

along the way% to a blind individual skiing ath a partner can make an

already thrilling experience mucIlkore enjoyable. Although a blind skier

is relatively free to do just about anything while skiing alone, the in-

.' dividual must remember that he /she is without more than eyesight. The -

'skier i's unable to communicate with anyone except pat pilot and observer

alp thig communication limited to essent4ial commands. With the noise of

wfnd, water, and boat motor, hearing is greatly reduced,. Many sensations

ofwacef skiing, such as bouncing, rocking, and swaying,'may become dis-

orienting and in many cases similar to' riding a long strung-out roller

coaster. Without eyesight it is often difficult for individuals to know

really where they are going or Where they have been: This does -not imply

that water skiing should be any less enjoyable than other aquatic activities.

'VE simply acc7unts for a.little confusion from tithe to time. '

. .

. .

When skiing With a partner such confusion 'disappears; suddenly other

senses come back into play. Communication is significantly improved. 'An=

other pair of eyes is available to observe the. entire -area and to'add visual

,communication, with boat pilot and observer. Voicecombunication between

skier and partner is now possible. Unless skiing into a strong wind, it

. is often quite comfortable to talk back and forth even though partners may

be riding on opposite sides of a wake.

Visually impaired skiers can always -be made aware of where they are

going and of interesting point, along!the.way. They can receive advice

from partners as to whether it is safe to cross over wakes or whether to

stay within the,J:imits of the wake,- Thb sighted partner should only give

a go-aheip signal for maneunrs which are clearly within the capabilities

of.the pair. The sighted partner must at all times take full responsibility

to avoid 'colli'sions with the blind skier, befablfe-to evaluate the ability

of the blind skier, and make judgements accordingly. SwinglOng wildly across

.a wake without ant' idea oZ how accurately one can maintain direction when
04

given a command is extremely dangerous. However, if both'skiers have com-

plete control_ over their movements, it is safe and quite enjoyable to ski

side by ide outside the wake in smooth water as well as directly Hehind

t
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the boat.. When confronted with tough or choppi'Water, skiers should sepa-4'

_ rate so that ither can fall safely without getting in the way of the other.
. ..

. It has been mentioned that skiing with a partner greatly itproves corn- At
munication during a ride. HOwever, a partner. is another 'person to be con-,

sidered in.the communication agreement before skiing begins. Both skiers.

, must agree who i to give commands to the boat and wheh they will be glven,
especially the starting command. ,

, . .
_-
_.,, . .

.
_./ .

. .

All persons concerned must undefstarid procedure to be followed if one
skier falls. 11 is usually sound practice for the remaining skier to let '.
go of the line and stay with the person who has fallen. Thig's1Ves time
in locating skis and getting in position for* another start. It is als6
safer to have two people close together in the water thanspredd out where

te
they may get in the way of other boats. The pilot Can alwa circle around
'to protect two individuals when they are close together in t water. On

the other hand, if both skiers are down in widelh separated areas; it is
v'.

impossible for the boat pilot to protect both of them at once. ..

The Starting Command. ,When -getting ready for a start, major duties of
an observer include being sure that the ski tow -rope does not 1.1-,i;d any

snags or loops which can catch on the skier and seeing thAt the skier is in
proper position. However, a start should not.be.initiated until the skier
gives the command. In many cases the rolling motkon of water or an uricom-
fortakuleor unbalanced starting position unnosiCedby an observer can cause
several false starts and much wasted time.,

Another cause for confusion during a start is misUnderstandifig of a.
command given by a skier. At a distance-of seventy-five feet from a boate
the voice of an individual who is bobbing in siateT can easily get lost when,'
competing with sounds from boats. The starting command should,be one which
cannot be confused with any othei command. One of the most commonly accepted.
commands used in water skiing foi the start is'Hit-it:- This is. effective
because it is unmistakable wits othePcommands,which might 'be given. OK is

often mistaken for No, wait': Go,is .easily heard as No. Whatever commapd is

decided upon, a skier must realAe,that tO,pepple in a boat thi sound of a
voice is muffled And leSs Ostinct' than at his/her end of,tbe tow-line.. To
avoid confusion and a false start, yell stAtingcommands'loU'd and clear. ,

4,

Variations in Water Skiing. Since discove?y of water skiing many 16-
aginitive people .have designed,andiettated all kinds of devices on which,, ' pw

they can ride while being towed behind a boat. These range frogisimple *

boards which may plane the surface of the water to pairs of skl mounted on
11

brackets with a seat for a rider. SOme of these devices, just as'"water' \*.

skis themselves, must be pulled .phrough the wate*r to.remain an thelirface.
Others, such as water rafts, air mattresses, and large inner tub, are
buoyant anrusually support body weight even when notin motion.-

Some of this equipment, necessitates speciarskiIls beyond thoge re- '

quired for regular water skiing. Other devices are designed for indi iduals
who normally may not be able to handle .rater skis. ,For beginners it s

ape'tally advisable to keep equipment as simple as possible. It is gen-

erally recommended to have the riderhold*the tow-rope retWer thn haying *,
A 2\ -

,.
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the rope attached to a piece of equipment. However, if a tow-line !is

attached directly Co a device as is usually the case wit
rider' should be instructed to take a ,position, which alio complete'free-

.,
.

dom if one falls off. In this way riders do` not have t be concerned with-- -----.

water sleds, the

'the dangerof beingtentangled in,a bridle or tow-line.

This type A . equipment should have gas simple design as

shOuld be no excessive sharp covners, edges,'or oynings whi
a rider or part of a life preserver as one falls off a sled.

prefef slower smoother rides, .flaling type of equipment is
siince there is no need.rb,worry about building up a planing

on the surface.. .

passible. There

ch can calteh:en
For rhos who

recommended
speed to stay

ti

Safety in WaEerSkiing

aut'earlier, in this chapter, a liet of essential safety pre:

cautions ake water skiing truly safe for blind participantg is not

"whelming. Many point& appear to be,g90 common sense. If all,of these.

safety precautions could be put into practice tiy all water skiers, there s

would be little reason for concern. Howeyer,.as seemingly less important

points zre one by onelteglected, water skiing-becomes less.safe. What

seems to be an innocedt.and convenient short cut bran alleragg skier can

mean 'instant injury to a blind person. In considering the_followihg dis-

-cussion of safety precautions, the most impdrtant point to remember is

that without- eyesight there is rib short cut to safety. ,

re-*

Safety in the Boat.
,"

. t

. Consider
.

the safety of other swimmers of skiers near the boat
before starting the engine when starting out from shore prY-in

-deep water. Choose a distance which yloA feel is Absolately safg

and never start' the Islor if anyone is within that distance.
Once the motor has-sirted and its noise ineerfEtes with hear-
ing, a bl,ind persdfi. may not be warned in time to avoid being

caught in thepropeller of a motor. ,,-----

._

. .1ways completely shut off the motor wheel assisting a skier

into the boa&in deep - water. Sudden movements of water or

rockingof a boat dftencaUse:an iadividual's legs or feet to
drift underneath the boat id preparingto climb the boat ladder.

, % .
.

ell
.

Nevekattemp,to puli_water skiers when under the i uence of

alcohol. Opeating a 19atdis different from drt ingan

automobile:whill'it tomes to drinking, and driving. Towing water 4

skiers irivolves.constant decision-making with an alescmind.

lb

t
In motor-driven-craft'

.

such 4s those usually'irsed for water-

"skiing, mators'and gds tanks are often exposed,and at times

tome's from these tanks and motors'can bedangerous. ,If equip-

me9r is kept -in good ATorking order and an open flame is pot i

' -brpught near such equipment, no problems should arise. POgsibly

theliest. policy to estabbish irom thp beginmmg.ia-No:. SmokinA.

88
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While smoking habits are often-quite care;Ess anyway, a
blind person can ,innocently place a'Aigarekte near a gas
tank reali ,zing it until it is too late:

. .

Making the Start.

0/=Before making a star on water skis, be sure of sound agree-
:, ment among skier,..obtervert and.boat pilot concerning signals

and all other aspects of'communication. Obt.erverg:must

realize t)4 they serve an important purpose and are knot
t) . simply along for.rides.

Before notifying a skier,of being ready for a starting
command, ptlets should be absolutely sure that all "pas--7

sengers are seated,-hplding on to something an*are at 'least
warned that you ar'about to start and speed up suddenly.
It is not ancommog to hear of an unexjected start in which
everyone on board is suddenly sp5awled on the deck while

,trying to regain balance. Some individuals simply laukh
this off .as a comical incident, but serious accidents can
result. A person unable to see followe, a natural' impulse
to reach for something for support. With nothing but open
space, a person can easily topple out of a boat and fall
dangeroUsly close to,,,the propeller br into the path of a skier.

general Safety Habits.
P.

Ski only in approved areasi Usrng areas not commonly known'
as water skiing areas invites trouble. Without sight, an
th-TI NIts. llow-Areas-m-avold-tree
trunks and other debris sticking up above surface. In

,

effect, the pilot is driving A'seventy-five foot trailer
with a t.atgo which' is even More critical- than the boat itself._

4

Avoid skiing, close to shores or in excessive boat-and-skier
'traffic which increase dangers. Since many boatg chop up water
in every direction, skiing is-not usually pleasant for anyone-

, in these circumstances. Normally, there is enough water and
free simCe foreveryone if usedwith-,,courtesy and with commoi

A sense.
1

I

Never'ski without an observe't=,in a boat - -the pi or 'boat

Aerator does At count as an observer. Presen e of an ob-
server in a boat is required gy law in most pla es where water
skiing As done.

.

Ski only with individuals capablepf taking cO"rge,oT such
activities and of making Vise judgements and mature decisions.
Special attention should be given to their attitudes toward
safety.

Q.

Speed and Failing.

Avoid excessive speedswhich are no mote practical in water
skiing than on highways. In either tase one may get from one

,,
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point to another in a shorter time and look more daring ip the
process., However, this alsoincreases dangers involved and

chances of serious injury if an emergency arises.

Suggested speeds. For beginning skiers speeds of eig teen to

twenty miles per hour. are adequate. At these speeds an individual

may fall forward, backward, or atpractically any angle to the

side with no probleft. While an awkward fall may feel a little

unc mfortable as a bad entry in diving, likelihood of injury is

re te. 4 speed as slow.as fifteen miles'per hour may be

su iciene to pull'an extremely light or small 41cier up onto

. th surface. However, in most cased, even- a light person will

be uch lower in the water than.practical and plow through the
w er with much strain Aal the arms. As a skier gains confidence,

peeds up to twenty-five miles per hour are safe and almost
necessary when skiing on a single ski. At this speed an awkward

fall can be painful. While a boat may maintain the same speed
going into a turn, a skier at the end of a rope seventy-five

feet away speeds-up significantly in a turn. This is especially

true if the skier swings to the outside as.the turn is'initiated.

. Swinging into a wide turn and feeling speed increase suddenly

are enjoyable and .thrilling.' However, the boat operator should

understand that without sight a skier is unaware of sudden wakes '

or ripples in the water which can cause a fail. while a skier is

in an extremely awkward position and traveling at increased

speeds. A boat operator must always give careful consideration
to the ski area, surrounding problems such as shores or other

boats, conditions of the water, and speed the boat is traveling

as well as-Thea-tircit-y-cirt;rie`Wier'WO`FrWrirThr'grgir11
that all is clear to whip or swing out 'around a turn.

. Most experienced skiers tgree that the faster they'travei,'the

harder the water seem§ during,a fall. If a skier wishes o ski

at speeds greater than those suggested or plans to experiiment with

whip turns in which speeds sharply increase for short intervals,

wear protective covering such as a diver's wet suit to Totect

from the stinging sensation during an awkward fall. F lling is

part of water skiing but need pot be hazardous or unpl asant.

4
1,

The Equipment-.

. The very nature of water skiing dictates that all
, equiIpment be

kept in goodcondition at all times. Frayed or worniout life

, preservers or water ski belts must be replaced.

, Deep cuts or scuffs in skis should be sanded off and repaired

.to avoid possibility of gdtting' splinters from handling them.

% The importance of keeping a boat and motor in good working

Order should be obyious. However, each year many potenti.4

ski fides end 1n disappointment because a malfunction' develops

in a boat or motor. Problems can be expected to developfrom
_
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time-to-time in anythicg.mechanical. With proper care,. me-
. dlianical breakdowns can be held to a minimum. Furthermore,

a properly cared for boat and motqr are much safer.

Summary

In this chapter water skiing has been shown to be a highly practical
activity that can be ex'tremely, enjoyable for blind and partiallf sighted

. individuals.' Heavy emptitsis on safety` is not to create an image thtt
danger lurks aroundg just waiting chanceevery turn and is jut iting tor a ch to strike.
If water skiing is truly a safe activiey ,then it should be as safe for

4,blind persons as for sighted individuals.
,

Is water skiing really safe? The answer depends comple_ ly upon
attitudes and habits of participants. If proper safety habit are con-
sidered above everything else, the answer is a definite and emphatic yes.
Since Short cuts can be tempting, one may question i,the value of water
skiing for blind and partially sighted persons. There is certainly enough
evidence to support the philosophy of learning to water ski safely and .

refusing to take short cuts. A blind per can absolutely not take
short cuts and knows it from the beginning. -or many visually limited
individuals, water skiing has been a thrilling a njo6rable experience
that hAs been a significant turning point in their lives. These ex-
periences have illustrated`dram%ticallyto them that blindness need not
be a life-long handicap bpt instead something which they can conquer as-
long as they are willing to face the challenge.

ttl
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SKIN AND SCUBA DIVING'

Far away there in the sunshine are my highest aspiratio
I may not reach them but I can 1pok up and see their auty,

believe in them, and try to follow where they lead
:41.

.
...Louis ay Alcott

Swimming, exploring, and simply maneuvering*abo underwater have
probably always aroused curiosity among individual seeking adventure
through aquatic activities. While swimming belo the surface of the water
with eyes open can be quite comfortable, use of face mask enables an
individual to see more clearly what is going below the surface--the
dnderwater world truly comes alive. A snor .enables the individual to
breathe comfortably while swimming with th ace below the surface. The
underwater view through the mask window 1 no longdt,disturbed by splash-
ing and bubbling from breaking above the rface for a breath. With use
of self-contained-underwater-breathin aratus--scuba--possibilities
for underwater exploration seem limitl The time a diver can remain
below. the surface is only limited by e amount of air in a tank and the
rate at which air is comsumed. _With_ i cuba diving equipment a diver can
go deeper-afkruMain longer than poslble in skin diving.

)
,

Quite often we are exposed'tothe'bau'ty and excitement of skin and
scuba diving through"films and to ,vision. However, there is much more
to skin and scuba diving, than simply taking a supply of air and plunging
into the deep, Besides Che obvi yes danger of going too far for the amount
of air that remains, inhaling c pressed air while underwater, especially'
at great depths, has certain phieical and chemical effects on the human --

bOdv which must be thoroughly understood and calculated before Attempting
such a dive. It is not t e al ot nis c . he -physiolegy,

physics, and chemistry of scub- diving. These subjects pre much too com-'
plex to cover in a single chapter/of a book of this type and should be
learned only Under careful instruction froth qualified persons. This topic

is.mentioned again in the section on safe0. InIrthis chapter major .con-

terns are skin and scuba diving as practieal activities for blind and o

partially sighted persons. By concentrating on special prakems faced by
visuallyimpaired partitipants in these activities, typesof.gdaptations
necessary for her success c n be more fully understood.

s.

Why Skin and Scuba for Blincj Persons
t ,

r 7

Skin and scuba divit 'as practical, activities for blind and partially
sighted, persons hale prob h1.9 never been given serious consideratign on a .

large scale. "Photograph , movies, and television programs featuring skin
and scuba diving show that visual experiences arp significant in these ac-
tivities. Seeing the underwater world through the window' of a diving mask
isOn undeniably beautiful and unforgetAble experience. Yet other senses

i are also important-dim making skin and scuba diving so popular. This can be
Lilustrateg easily. If vision were the only means of enjoying skin and
Scuba diving, individuals could,simply send color movie cameras doWn in
:diving,bells and then view the underwater world on a screen withotil ever
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being exposed to any of the underwater mysteries or potential hazards. Need-

less to say,, skin and scuba diving would nUt be as popular if this werethe

Maneuvering about underwater is unlike any other experience an individ-

ual has any place. While inan almost weightless condition a diver is free

to move in any desired direction. .Although voice communication below the

surface is impossible without special equipment, the underwater world is

filled with new and different sounds which are mysteriou, exciting, and in _

general add tp the,pleasure of the activity. Blind divers can become so

involved with the lew environment thatthey/Often forget they cannot see it

vitUallyf By tactpally examining rock form4,ions, underwater plint life, 1

or even the b4to, itself, blind divers form mental images which can make ,

the picture as real to them as to divers with sight.

In 1970 a group of blind-Swedish scuba divers toured the Upted StatA
with theirinstructor to give demonstrations of. their prowess.. These

demonstrations showed that blind individuals can adapt readily to this,
sportas they are not as likely to panic in dgrkor murky waters and not
as sUbrlect to fear of being trapped or closed kin as sighted divers. The

feasibility pf open-water diving was also proyed by the Swedishgfoup.
They were,invited to recover lost articles from a sunken ship in the Black

Sea and were rewarded with wine bottles over 21000 years old.

Learning Skin and Scuba Diving without Sigit '1

In the preceeding chapter mention was made that when water skiing be-

gan to gain popularity, reports of blind individuals attempting this ac-

tivity were unusual. However, as time went on, the imagination of a few
specia.1 'irdiuid..ipls _tempted them tb introduce this activity to blind per-

sons. Today water skiing has 'been proved to be a practical activity, a
tremendous builder of self-confidence, and one more sport which blind perl,

sons can enjoy right along with their sighted friends. Skin and scuba

diving similarly 9he going through the sane stage that water skiing went

through a fee year,,ago. Both activity areas seem obviously sight - oriented

and have potential dangers which can be very real if a participant is not

cautious. The success of the blind scuba diving group from Sweden is only

one example of the importance of open-minded individuals who are willing to

explore new ideas to broaden, opportunities for blind persons.

In the United States instruction in skin and scuba diving is offered

to some blind individuals who have passed specific swimming tests add met

requirements set forth at special recreation'centers. Since'the number of

these locations is limited, it seems apparent that if blind persons are to

become involved in these activities, many will have to enroll in standard

classes sponsoreeby private organizations or in classes offered in schools

and colleges Blind students enrolled in schools where such,classes.are
______c,offered will do i41.1 to take skin and scuba diving when there is an oppor-

tunity. Blind students can benefit dolibly from enrolling in a skin and
'

scuba' diving courses. Physical education credit can be earned toward

.degrees or gradbation while at the same time new and exciting aquatic ac-

tivities are learned.

'10 1



$kin and scuba diving courses taught completely or. almost completely
in swimming pools are non-certified courses- Still, they are extremely
valuable as they allow students to learn skills under complete supervision
in controlled environments. They also allow students to determine whether
they wish to-go into the activity before facing expenses of a certified
private course.

The Certified Course. For an individual who chooses to go into scuba
diving,seriously and uses personal equipment, a certified course is a neces-
sity. In most potential scuba diving areas, especially cities or towns
located near the ocean or other open water, It is impossible to purchase
air for scuba diving tanks unless ithe diver is certified. To be certified,.

an individual must enroll in a'course which includes experience in open
water or ocean dives- These kinds of dives are not usually included in
introductory courses offered through regular p ieal education curricula
in sch5ols and colleges. The value of being L tified should mean more to .

the individual than just a means of hping legally able to get air for tanks.
It is just common sense that an individual who intends to make deep-water
dives should learn to do so in the proper way and with professional instruc-
tion.

The Non-certified Course. Generally speaking, instructors who,offer
skin and scuba diving to blind persons at special recreation centers are
accustomed 'to working with this population so there are few if any sig-
nificant problems they cannot solve. On the other hand, when a'blind
student enrolls in A standard skin and scuba diving class,,Xuch as ones
offered in schools and colleges, the situation is quite different. This

is not only a new and differentAlexperience for Ehe student but may also
be the first time the instructor has ever had to teach a blind student in -

a class of sighted individuals. Demand for places in such classes is ex-.

tremely high sothat a blind student must be prepared to help the instructor
' overcome some pLublems that may be- the student's blindness_ The

attitude of Here I am--teach me may work in some classes but there is no
place for itWe. Quite often insAuctors in academic courses with little
or no experience with impaired, disabled, or handicapped personsbeiome
alarmedwhen they suddenly discover a'blind student in a class. After a

period of wondering What do I do now?, studedt and instructor usually work
out solutions to problems or the student is transferred to a class in which
the instructor has had experience in working with blind persons. In a skirl)

and scuba diving class an instructoi more than likely has not had experience
with blind persons. If the student is not prop y prepared and willing to
help.solve problems, this student may be refused admittance to the class on
the grounds that there is ,boo much demand for th course and not enoug
time to deal with these special problems. 1

Since.most probleMs likely to arise are associated with standards
classep--as oppos to specialized skin and scuba diving classes offered
at recreationrten ers'--the .followingodiscussion.is'Concerned with types of
problems and situa ions which come'upin typical college skin anTscuha,-
diving,tlasses. Al techniques discussed in )this ohapter hav'e been tested

. . and prove¢ successful in an actual class in which a blind student enrolled
along with sighted classbates. Upon conclusion of the course, instructor,
blind student, and other.students rn the class decided that this activity

95 ,
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is indeed practical. for blia4 and partially sighted persons. When time is

taken to prepare blind students adequately, their participatibn in these
.courses in no way disrupts activities UT hinders progress of others.

Preparing for the Class. Practically eve'y skin and scuba course be-
. gins with some type of swimming test. This is done So that.the instructor

can determinerwhich sfudrhts need work in swimming or if some students are

not qualified to take the course. These tests vary from swimming a set

number of lengths in apool to continuous swimming, for one-hlf hour or

more. Therefore, the first and most important,pleans of prepaTing for the
coursecis to develop watermanship which has been discussed several times '
in previous chapters' Before deciding to sign upfor a skin' and scuba
course, blind individuals should practice and master suleral strokes' so

that they can'switch from one stroke to another when tired.

Ability to swim underwater and adjust to being 'down ,in-deep water so

as not to be botheredby increased water pressure must be devgloped. Al-

though this ability is not related to visuhl limitations, it can become a

prOblem for blind divers. Blindness 84uses enough problems later on ,so;

that if students are to have fair chances of staying up with classes,
they must do everything possible to eliminate as many problems as possible

both before and during classes. Blind studeits should learn to feel as .

much in control of situations when swimming
i

below the surface as wherk,

swimming normally.
. -

The next step in preparing for a course is getting to know the instruc-

---1,tor. Realizing that phys4a1 education instructors may have little or no
-previous experience in working with blind persons, the student will do well

to take time to meet with the instructor. In this way the student can make

known the intent to .take the'course and discbss types of problems and
situations which can be worked out ahead of time. The instructor should

give instructions with clear meaningful verbal descriptions as described

for other aquatic activities. However, an instniclii-ifird-rnot-=b e-atrusd--._

to doing this unless one has worked with blind students previously. In=

structors should be reminded to say what they are doing _as they are'doing

it. They should also mention any equipment that it being used rather ehal,
saying such things as This gets, attached over here and strapped on over
here:, This minor'adaptation in teaching technique does not' disrupt a

class or make teaching aoy less easy for aniattructor. On the basis of

use its other classes, instructors have reported that learning to say'what
they are doing while doing it, rattier than,simply doing it, has made them

more effective in, their teeing.
. -

Adapted. methods Of study and handling class assi\ nments becorbe normal

and natural procedures fot blind college students. However, these tech-

oiqUes may be completely new to an instructor who has never had a blind

studentin a class. An instructor should be interested in knowing how a

blind student would handle such matters as examinations, reading assign-
ments,. special projects, and other class work. The decision as to whether

class assignments will be handled in Braille, orally,.bytape recordings,
through typewriting, or by other means must be agreed upon by student and

instructor. Such agretments are usually based Oh which adapted methods a
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'blind student knows best and how easily the instr tor can work out details
of a particular method so that the strident can ac mplish the greatest
amount with minimum ex enditures of spe'rti_al effort'and additionpl time.

Another important step
.

in preparing to take a skin and 'scuba diving
course is related to handling reading material. There is Mucb more to
learning skin and scuba diving than putping on the equipment and beginning.
Regardless of whether a blind seudentchooses to work wit& a sighted reader,
use Braille notes, listen to tape recordings,,or use some other means, ;
written material must be studied. Whenever possible, a blind student
should obtain textbooks and other written materials beforehand so that
these can be sent out to be tape recorded 9,1- the student can do advance
studying with a sighted reader.

, I

One last suggestion for preparing to take a course of this type in-
volves getting with an instructor or someone else who understands the
equipment to have a chance to examine regulators, tanks, masks, and snor-
kels tactually before class begins.; In this way a blind student is able
to visualize mentally the equipment as the instructor presents it to the
whole class.

Special Problems in Skin Diving_. Learning to breathe through a snor-
kel with the face submerged in water, as well as adjusting to other equip -'
ment used in skin diving, are not significantly different for a blind person
than for anyone else. Possibly the only exception is that with the.ears in

the water, voice communication is reduced significantly. Three general
problem areas. should be considered at this time--allbwing for overhead
obstacles during ascent, avoiding violent collisions in the pool, and water
orientation. . - .

...

le

Unlike scuba diving in which a dive may remain beldw the surface for
extended periods of time, a skin diver t kes one breath at the surface,
submerges for a dive, and then when in ed of air returns to the surface.
Although numerous maneuvers can be used to teach skin divers how long to
stay dOwm before returning to the surface for air, blind skin*"divetsmust
.allow additional margins of safety. Whereas sighted divers can see above
them and make a direct line for the surface, blind divers must allow for
possibilities of other swimmers or obstacles being above them as they come -

up for air. If a diver has waited too'long and is desparately in need of
air, one can be in serious trouble or panic if feeling trapped.below the

.
surface. 'By learning to ascend when in need of air but still feeling com-
fortable, an individual can bump.lightly against ad overhead obstacle and
still have enough time to maneuver' safely around it before approaching the
surface. .

The proneh of violent collisions is most critical during,early.stages
. -of a course and until the student ,becomes familiar with the new equipment.
Yet, violent collisions are always a potential threat and must be considered

A
at all times. In the chapter on Swimming: The Foundationfor Water Con-
fidence and Safety, this problem is discussed as related to recreational
swimming. With new and different equipment, which takes time to adjust to
and understand, this problem iseven more critical. Most beginners agree
thathe fiise few times they put on swim fins, their feet feel sluggish
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:and,clitasy. As.soon,as trey begih to use fins, they suddenly rellize that

&even with a smooth and easy, stroke their speed through water is dramatically

increased. A head-on collision with the wall of apool of with aribthee
.

,$
swimmer at this speed can result in/eisiops-injury.1 Therefore,' is is ad-

,

visable to swim with caution, especially when neat;walls, and always use a

stroke in which the hands are the leading parts of the bOdy.
.

r

The probleM of%mainiainiug orientation in water has been discussed

previously.. The significance of orAentation in skin diving'is gA4ter than

An other aquatic activities. Since itis always advisable to skinlor scuba

dive With a partner', there is not as much concern over knoWing w h e t o n e *

or straight ahead. Tapping the left or ri t shoulderis going left, right,,

0/he.r.

of a blind swimmer or using, a certain number of Caps for each direction are

bases for effective and simple communication systems. Angther means for ''.

eliminating this problem is for the, blind swimmer to touch lightly either
the trunk or back of the sighted partner and follow Along using the feet .

for propulsion. The free hand is kept forward of the head for stfety, and. r

can be used in a modified stroke for additional speed. This hand is alior

free for exploring. The real orienta*ion problem which demands special

consideration during sic, diving is knowing which way to go to get back to

the surface. . - .

'

1

. . .

Unlike recreational swimming, presence of skin diving equipment-7
main4 fins, mask, 4nd snorkel--often give a diver the sensation of being.-

suspended in space. The face mask keeps water out of the eyes and nose so

that the diver feels comfortable whether facihg upward, downward, or at any

angle An between. The wide surface of swim fins provides much resistance

against the water so that he usual tendency to drop the feet 'below the

body. is vciftliy reduced dr completely eliminated. Because of this re-

sistance against the legs and feet, it is entirely possible to swim straight

down toward the bottom and,f4e1 as comfortable as when swimming upward or
-

,

horizontally. Beginning skin divers with sight often express this same
44f-firulty until they become familiar with the,equipment and the sensations

'.involved. Without visual cues for orientation, thas prob1m can become evert

more of a nuisance to a blind person. In either case--visually limited or

sighted--this problem is'temporary. Several approaches can be used to

solve this problem; all should be tried and tested before attempting a dive

in deep water.

One'melhod involves slowly blowing bubbles and feeling round the

head with the hands to determine which way the bubbles are raving. Then

swim toward the bubbles as they go directly toward the surface. Anothtr

method requires swimming at'odd angles to the vertical or horizontal.

Suddenly tuck the knees'to the chest as'In doing a ball or turtle 'float,

/By bringing the feet in toward_the body; the heavy resistance against the

fins is cut to a minimum and ete feet drop to the under side though slower

than without fins. As soon as the feet swing arqund and indicate which ,

way is down, raise the head and swim toward the surface.

-41"
,

. One more method of maintaining orientation., to the vertical involves .

making a simple device which only requites use of t'tiny cork, a.short piece

of string, about five inches long, and i rubber band. Run the string

through ,the cork and tie a knot at one erfd to prevent the string from

981 0 5
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'Ailing all way through the cork. Tie the other end of the string to
the rubber band which is large enough to fit loosely around the wrist of
the swimmer. Regardless of the dangle of theitswimmer, the cork always i

points toward the surfacew This device is small, light'in weight, and in
no way interferes with ,derwdter maneuvering and exploration.:

f

' All of these methods of determining direction belqw"the surface seem
obvious now but when a diver is sudEenly striken with the realization of
being lost add running, out of air, one often overlooks the most obviou
cues whi-c may help. A hlind skin diving student)shlld try, ell of these

it methods plus any others an instructor maysuggest:. , Practice all of t.D.em

dntil the most meaningful and practical ones are learhed. Finally,
practi e the favorite methods over and over until they are automatic.' If
vertic 1 orientation is temporarily lost later on, a diver's methdd of
rdgain ng it should already be in use before the individual ever thinks
of the possibility of being in trouble.

.
,

,Problems in Scuba Diving. Several special and uniqu e problems associa- 11,

ted with sclba diving increase as the activity moves fr5m the prOtective
environmentiof a swimming pool to open water. All of these problems are 4
directly. related to one major problem-,-coMmunication. The blind Swedish,
scuba divers mentioned earlier in this chapter communicated. with their in=
'structor by radio. This seems to.be an obvious,and effective means of
solving the problem. However,, specialized audio-communication equipment

,-.oi

for underwater work is expensiNie and not always available, especially in
typical school or colrege skin and scuba diving classes. In some modern
pools where skip aid scuba diving courses are taught, instructors can view '

classes through Linderwater windows and speak to students through an under-
water sound system 4unt into the pool. Allother method irivolve4thanging
a metal pipe into the pool and tapping simple instruction& to students
underwater. Sounds of ametal object striking against a pipe carry

1

throughout akpoOl. Regardless of. methods used, practically all scuba diving
classes use a buddy system in. which students work most practice dr" is in
groups of two. While one nartndrls working underwater, Ghe other partnerlit

watches and stays in communication. with the instructor. In open-water
dives, need for a partner is especially important! Without someonF present
to warn of sharp 'objects or other approaching dangers, especially unex-
pected'ones, a.lone blind diver would be in serious trouble.

1
,

SimRle messages.such as, Let's go up, Let 's stay here, Let's go deeper,
can be written in Braille on small sheets of plastic Braining paper .1
These same messages can Be painted on the sheets in waterproof paint or
ink. Water-does not af4,dct plastic so the Braille dots are not damaged
when wet.. A blind dive can fasten a group of these messages together in
booklet foam and attach them to a shoulder strap. To communicate with a,
partner, the diver locates the appropriate message by reading the Braille
and then hands it.to"the partner who reads the message.in print. Similarly

, the sighted partner can choose a message written in print and hand it, to
the blind diver who reads'the message in Braille. Communication in this
way is stilt somewhat limited but 411ows moft%d,exibilityfthan simply mem-
orizing a series of taps on the boq

P
-4 . ..-

. .
..

Other problems which are likely toJoccur in scuba diving can he simu-
/ latvd in a swimming pool. In case of malfunctioning equipment, the value

99
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ti eof a buddy system is. again illustrated., Unlike shallow water swi m ng in
which a diver need, only lift the head above the surface when in trouble, -

partner teats practice in deep water and adapt to emergencN situations

without coming to the surface' for help. Buddy breathing is a technique
in which both partners.share the same breathing apparatus while repairing

or examining defective equipkent at the bottom of the pool. These practice

maneuvers present no significant. problems to blind divers except that with--

out radio equipment, communication is limited, The sighted partner can .

show.the defective eq ipment to the'blind diver by placing his/her hands
on parts which are ap aeently br4en,..With a thofough undersiandingof
the equipment, it is pessible to,wmmunicate part of the.peoblem to a

blind diver. ,

/,

Without
..

ithout specialized equipment, reading clocks, pressure gauges, and .

, similar devices must be done by *le sighted partner. Althoughlnost prob-

lems in scuba diving can be related to each other,' generally speaking they
can be divided intothrde maljpr groups! aspects of the, activity which re- .

quire eyesight, problems associated with communication, And problems re- ,
lated to the effects of the under -water environment on a diver. Difficult

and confusing as these problems may at.first seem, all can be solved com-,

. pletely or reduced to a bare minimum with a few simple adaptations and by .'

preparing adequately.- %
:. `'i

. . /
Situations which require eyesight are handled by sir* using tffe buddy w

3

sygtem. This is standard procedure and strongly recommended for all diversit

vlsuaily limited prnot. The sighted partqer can take charge of all aspects

of the activity which 4mand eyesight. Safe and prae.ical scuba diving is

a*cooperative effort fo any buddy team. Giving visual responsibilities
to a sighted partner is certainly practical and-not a'flability to oie's 4

ability to function underwater. -

.

.

11
,

.$. In the absencje pf radi,o'eqbipuknt% communication problems' can be .

handred by deciding whether message cards or one of the signal systems

mentioned earlier is to be used. Thesystem selected must he practiced
c 7 o di es before divin ire in in

deep waper. There'can be no doubt on the part'of either partntr as to ,

what a signal teens. Acatimunication' mix-up in deep water can create a .
'situation in whicf, it 11 too late to remove potential danger by the time
two diverA discover the message each3is trying to convey. '

Problems related to the swimmer and the underwater environment can
only be solved by adequate preparation and acquisition (4 watermanship:

The greatest danger this area is panic wpich,can be caused by any

,number of unexpected situations. A swimmer who has develqped watermanship
is in control of.situtions at all times and does not allOw unusual or On-

expected occurrences or sensations [o panic.

Practical Assignments. During a course in which ideas presented in

this chapte/-, were put to the test, the instructor demonstrated tremendout
creati've talent and imagination. In less than one hour before one meeting

of the class, he turned an entire college pool into a simulated underwater
environment. Floats were scattered aboutthe surface of thd pool and
large heavy weights lowered to,the bottom. Guidelines were stretched at

att -:41W
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various angles'from floats to Weighqa Pipes, bamboo poles, and qther ob -,
stales wereeaktac'hed"to,0t firibme 'dangled freely:in the water whilb i

others were fixed securely to /in:a.,:'Lang strings Fitt? many plastic pennant'
flags were attached to qbstacle,Ofi.,.%afloOs place, throughout the pool. A

, .

large' metal
....--

frnM °ae ge
P
dorma.rly-u,sed as pewater polo 'goal Was also lowered

, ., .to the bOttom'of. tpe..i000l. ,
6

c, '"'' %.
0 . % a

skin diving assigp5A-Q,%=istp0 of sWir'uningin, about, ad&-around.
obstacles, sometimes over a` pr ibed rotte and'other timektin any manner
in which the.Swimmer de.slred. Spate. between obstacles oft0nbecame small
and required precise and delicate movements. The long streamers with. /
petulant flags often whipped and wrapped themselyes around swimmers' ankles
and ermsmuch in the same manner as seaweed. ,StydentS were constantly
faced with the problem of making decision0,as to- wileier/ they should go , .

around another obstacle or Come to thesuffacelflor More air.. This was ' ."
especially true in an assignment which invo..lee:Swimming,undetneatipand
throdgh the water polo cage.':_ Snorkels often'became entangled in obstacle,s ''

1
which pulled divers' masks away Prom their faces and caused water to, gush

\,s
in under she masks. This.meant that divers otice again had,to go through
the procedure of cleAring their masks; this is gOodpractice fgr any skin' . 1

'I
diver. Once free from underwater obstacles, there was always the possi-
billEy of coming up underneath one.of he small rowboats floating in the
pool. .

v

.. -,
.

.

*1 .
,,..:

Without slat, the only practil 1.pproacheip maneuveting. in this con-
fined environment was to touch lightl/ lite trun; the sighted partner
who did ali directing through the obstacle course. Thelonly signal...used, ."

. two taps on the baertef the sighted partner, 'meant come up fur ali. _Though
moving Ovough all obstacle's set 4' throughout the swimming pool was av
little aWkwari, all assignments were cempleted

. _ .

Upon,the 'conclusion Of,this class section, most students felt that
the entire experience had been extremely realistic. One student jokihily'
commented that'only 'ice cold water and ,a few sharks were missing.- Dangling
strings ef peal-oats rf.pc4-tPA by most students 6A',ex.ttemalyac.torate

imitations of seaweed since both had exactly the same effects upon swim-
mers:' Individua s who moved thrbligh them Slowly and suipothly had no dif-
ficulties. .11owev those who strugglSd or made violent movements through
the water caused the strings to whip an.d.found personal motion's rest ;icted *

by flags wrapped'sfound their pnkfes-of s. 4

= 1J 7

During another cllss Session,.still nother creatiy,e and effective
'approach was used tb teach students the a unit of time ttej, could safe y
spend underwater on one breath. Ten large metal washers,were randotpi5t

placed from one end of the pool1to the other.arong he bcktoill of each

swimming lane. Each swimmer was given an ()An torn-buckle, asked to dive
to the bottom, and then swim along picking up only as- many washefT as
'could safely be put on the turn-btckle while still havimg,enough time.to
screw down the open end tightly before cominz up for air'. Temptatton to

;'Cry for all ten washers caused many studentT.to come scrambling to the
.)

surface with Am open tdrn-buck14. This dramatically convinced them that
they had over estimated the amount of time they could spend below the
surface op one breath:

*
1
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Without'sight this assignment requiredonly.slight adaptat

. 'blind student was told thdt.all washers were placed on the inlaid t

stripe.,on the bottom of the po61. One hand was used to search for washers

"sailing the'stripe while the other hand was used to hOldthe turn-buckle.

With swim fins, the feet provided adequate propulsion through the water:

Other. skin-diving exercises, as well astypiCal scuba diving, practice" ',

drills conducted in standard classes,'are practical lFor blind.and,partially

.,sighted students and, as.in those cases mentioned, Tequi're little or no

adaptation,

-(....
.....

Summary' . .

,
.

The

0

From the very natur of, these wetivitieS, it should be evid t that ;

there is no short c,ut safety=in skin and scuba diving. Ev ' of.
...

'skin and. scuba diving, including written materials and cal e-7 .,

quires careful study andi_understandipg;.onfy4with profesei s uction .-. -'

.can,they,be Learned proper*. Unlike mistakes, on school mathematics tests

which may result in poor. grades,, Careless mistakes in skin and .ScUba diving'

can be-fatal The purpose of 'this 'chAptei- has been. to poiizt out adaptations

' necessary for blind or pertialty' sighted Persons to participate in skin and

scuba diVing, With Itnowledge and an attitude that it can be done safely:

and with careful consideration evento thOse,aspects,of the activitie's ,

1

which reqtgre someadaptations or modifications; a blindpeAwn is ready

to participate in wstandard instructional program:

..One mean,df preparing fora 'course is to becothe familiar with some

of the equipment before actual instruction begins. However, this does not'

mean} going down in deep water With a friend simply because an individual

highall previous diving experience. Such prdetice'is,eXtremely dangerous

as even an experienced diver may not be preparedto handle'a new diver who

suddenly becomn4panic-striken by atem and'unexpected experience for which

preparation has not been adequatb.. Skin,,and scuba courses are designed ;,to,,

introduce'newcomers step by step tgoisual problem situations in an environ-

ment where mistakes caused by inexpebience are not as critical.

% 1
.

. '

7

Uponcbmple4ng the course,each student knows exact safety precautpns'

which apply to-every phase of the activity. One additional rule .May be

. followed which is advisable foi. all'divers but eSpeciglly Important'to .

blind divers'due to problemgincommunicatiOn below the surface - -never at.- .

, tempt anything whith you and youx,partner cannot be in complete control of

at all times. Spend enough time tb plan each,dive thoroughly and'leave out

ll
no details. Make e you have enopgh communication signals or messages to

cover S le.situati2ns expected in the dive and be sure to have

.
adequatVsispals or message cards lor emergency situations.

W 7

o

,- Now we have additional aquatic actiVities'nOrmAlly thought of as yisual

sports to think about as possible, practical, and ektremely enjoub4.Or
blind and, partially sighed persons. Skid 9d scuba diving are grobabiNhe

most critical of-ell activities discussed in this book from a safety stand--

.point:laT./ therefore they are NOT recommended for anyone who-Chooses to take
, f

short cute to safety. With common sense, sound safety habits:, ad pr9per

preparati0n4 skin and scuba diving'can Open doors to thrilling experienc0,-

senjoymento and unlimited adventure in the world, underwater.
.

4. '.. ..
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RECREATIONAL SWIMKMI,AND WATER GAMES .

. .

41.
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Life's prizes are not won bythoseglo are endowed with
..

napre's,giftg.-.-they ate won by tho with a will to win.00 0 %

If one,word were selected asmpst important single wo in this entire
)40_ book, it would have to be watermanshiv. Its valde has been mahasi,zed riot

only for general. safety in water'but as one of the most important qualities
.abAnd.dwimmer can pogsess for 'salving many problems 'faced in water.
Watermanship is significant in still another way--it is 'the one quality
which makes recreational swimming really possible.

II. ,In,an ,earlier chapter swimming 'was referre9 to as the buildyr of water
confiderice.. With the variety of aquatic activities that have been dis- .

,6uSsed the importance of swimming skill should be r. Even if'swim-
, ,.

ming is not a.direct part of an activity, it has al sibeen recommended. '

E as an additional safety measure in case of emergenci sa A fisherman wtio

.cHooses to confine activity to the security of a fishing dock still flirts
with danger without swimming ability. Each year many fishermen become so
involved in the fight to keep the big one from getting 'away that they slip
on spilled bait or wet surfaces'and fall from rocks or fishing piers into
the water. ,

0 A
. f

.
.

.Considerable discussion has been given to the importance of swimming
as means of survival. In ,this chapter, concern AS for swimming far fun-- ''
Aswimming because we want to; not because we have to.

Swimming in a crowded Poal
.',

Mast'public swimming pools regardless of size or shape usually have
one thing in common, especially in the summer- -they are almost always
crowded. Swimmers with confidence seem completely care--free as they 'move

.

in
...,,,

1 in virtually every direction n a pool. Individuals with ability
usually more cautious and can often be foUhd congregating near the walls
of the pool and especially in shallow water. On g warm summer day swim-
ming isona.confined,to the pool itself. Sun bathers seem b5j0e scattered
everywhere around the pool deck and surrounding area. Noise 4evels are
usually higher thgn they would ever. be duSinga swimming class. Beach-
balls, inner tubes, and other flotation devices seem to be everywhere and
the water is extremely choppy at most times as pdopie splash and move .
about in the.pool.

The environment if general seems almodt too challenging to be enjoy-
able. Blind'or partially sighted individuals with limited swimmils ability
who have preyiously been in such environments would have adequate feasohs
for avoiding these situations again. Such lively settings can and should
be as inviting to visuallr-impaired persons or to other impaired, disabled,
or handicapped individuals a). for anyone else.. To individuals who shave

overcome the usual problems and developed real water confidevce as well as
a healthy attitude toward their physical limit'ations, swimmifig in a standard
pool during regularly scheduled,programe,can be most satisfying and,enjoy-
able. In the described pool, activities or confusion, skilled blind Swimmers



easily find themselves in the category of care-free individuals who can swim

in any direction they desire.

These swimmers already have the physica l know-how to perform success-

fully in pool activities. However, this is only part of the problem;an-'

other part is metal It 'is one thing to know that you can participate with
others in standard pool programs; having motivation and desire to do so may

be.altogether different. Unfortunately, temptation to avoid these seemingly

confusing situations and remain in the peaceful and protective environment

where skills were learned probably only with other blind individuals--has
caused many' individuals to stop somewhat short Of the goal of full par -

ticipation.in standard aquatic recreational programs. Adjusting to and

accepting a physical limitation is not something a person'can read about

in a.book and then do. This process takes ime-,--no't the same amount of

time for each person. Hopefully, developing new skills in. daily living

techniques as well as aquatic skills presented in this book canhelp vis-
ually impaired individuals over this final hurdle.

4*

'Ruch of the feeling of inferiority experienced at times such as, phese
is due to thoughts that the individual may not be able to do as well at

something as sighted persons. A little success in just one swimming ac-

tivity is often enough to get an individual on the way to a.healthy adjust-
ment in solving.a problem.. Once blind swimmers accept themselves 'as they

are and recognize both their limitations and abilities', they, find little

or no problems in getting most individuals who use a swimming facility to

accept them. In countless cases blind''persons express that when they 'are

at ease around others, others are at ease with them. This brings about

further confidence for blind individuals which in turn results in still '

'further confidence for others in their attitudes toward visually limited

persons. The cycle continues until eventually reaching a point where
sighted persons consider a blind individual as just another person. Visual

limitations are recognized in norial proportions, no as something to be

dealt with in an oveiprotective falhion.- .

dit the other hand, individuals who are.feartul or feal self-conscious
often bring about a feeling of uneasiness among others wit) whom, they inter-

?"' act. This uneasiness is4reflected back to them as the negative cycle con-
opposite to the'positive cycle just discussed. A blind sttmmer

sfillnd not feel ashamed or embarrassed about asking for assistance in

getting to and from the locken room or pool area. When approaching the

pool deck a blind individual is not expected to know of irregular patterns
of sun bathers and their personal belongings scattered thrOughout the area.
The 'simplett solution to this problem is to approach the pool deck' cautiously
with white cane, dog, or partner, and by_no means attempt to hide the fact

that one is blind. Althougi swimmers and sun bathers may seem a little
overprotective- at first, this attitude is likely to vanish quickly as a

confident blind swimmer begins to participate in pool activities.

4
SwAmming and ygrticipating in aquatic activities with d buddy tr group

not only make the activities' more enjoyable but help to eliminate usual

pool orientation problems. When a blind swimmer is with others, feelings
.of7self-consciousness which may otherwise interfere with chances of success

in 'adapting are not'likely to-be noticeable. With other participants to
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Olt ..4. I'.be noticed instead of jest oneself, a visually limite
1

swimmer can become
* solinvo4yed in recreational activities that one is pot over concerned about

his/her own performante,
'-' -

. IP
,

el
.

, ..

Diving down and swimming below the surface are other enjoyable and
relaxing experiences. Jr' addition tel giving an individual opportdnities_
to break away temporePfly from noise and confusion on,:the surface, they?
also provide a little more vviety to t4 day's event4. In a crowded pool

. a blind individual should relax and swim smoothly andIslowly through the
water so as to avoid-miolent collisions with peol walls or other swimmers.
A swimmer.should not wait until completely out Of air before. returning to
the surface since anotherzsWinswer may bediiectly,overhead. A blind swimmer

4. should begin ascent a few shon,ds ear ier than absolutely necessary to have
.

enough time to manaver around soAdo

..-

who may be tempplarily blocking the
approach to the surface.

.

. , ..

At many-facilities,'swimming.and diving are both done'in the same pools
4E.diwing boards are being usiol Sin Such-a pool, the divil:?area should not

- ,vo. f/ be4,- usect. for leisure swimming,'etpeciaIly underwater.

.
_,.... .

y
Using the Diving Popsy and IrtEqtipment. Decid.ing-whether or not tX

use a diving pool or springboards at a standard swim center is not seig-
nificantly different from deciding wtether an individual should paiticipate .

in a standard recreational swim ,prograri. Since diving does appear to be
more dependent upon eyesight than ?ecreati'onal swimming, some blind in-
divl,dUal4who have the' abilimight feel self-cOnScious'about their
.appearances on diving boards, be ditcouraged, and turn away from this,ac-
tivitY before giving it a'fairchance. ,

Whe.ther,indkyiduals have had previdus practice in diving or simply
want to learn, they should be encouraged to use the facility. Blindness
does not necessarily mean that a person wi,11 make more mistakes or, have'
more poor dives than anyone,p1se. If an individual uses a safe and .

practiCal approach in lelrftingtwhei-e things are and a realisticifrapprt00
is introduced for using diving bpards (see chapter on-Learning to Dive), -

a blind' diver in no way disruptd or interferes with activities of others
using the facility. ,

'-
.

As in adjusting to normal imming 'programs, the matter of a blind
,

individual fitting into a rega diving program is also'strongly affected
by attitudes. If a favorable4mage can be,presented to others, they will
be more than happy to accept the indivi'dual'and offer help:only as necessary.
Efforts to hide blindness or deliberately ignore the fact that it. exists
are never successful andquite often dangerous.* The most practical approaches
involve concentrating fully On skills that,have been taught and emphasiking
techniques to be used in perf6rming theseis1411s. Simply let the degree to
wtiich blindness is noticed or unnoticelttike. ofcare oitself.-

,- .

The'mosE common reason people use diving pools during recreational
swim periods is that they enjoy diving. A blinddiVer should also be there .e. P

for that purpose. If an individual is constantly,preoccui4ed with worfy I.

or self-consciousness about,blindness, one can hardly enjoy an activity:
A philosophy which lips bedn'applied to many situations and is effettive

'
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here is simply be yourself. Blind Or partially sighted individuals with

'water confidence who can take control of situations and have formed good

healthy attitudes about themselves and 'others should have no difficulties,

in adjusting to usual actiyities'at diving pools.

It is, only normal to expect other divers to stop at first and take

special,notice of a blind individual on a diving board. After a diver has

demonstrated ability a few times, uneasy feelings which may have existed

`.soon disappear. Blind divers can help their own cause and eliminate feelings

of nervousness from the start by beginning with something simple which'each

one knows can be performed successfully. The awkward image of stumbling

around trying to find the ladder to a diving board need never be created.'-

Since a blind individual more than likely,willknot be using n diving pool

alone, one should take a few minutes with other participants to become

familiar with the equipment and its location. This familiarization,period

need not be a.tormal..instruction session. Since-glie purpose of being at rt

the pool is fun; it is not difficult to slip in necessary points during

casual conversation.

Blind persons should nqt fear attitudes lifeguards may have toward

them because of addpted procedurts used on diving board's. Actually this .

is one aspect of Cuying which may work to the blind diver's advantage. In

most diving pools # few recklev people,dive,p any direct 'ion and at any

time without much concern for what is going on below them. A blind diver

cannot take such chancesana knows it from the outsex. As soon as other

divers learn that this individual 'always waits for a verbal allcleaY before

leaving the diving board, lifeguards as well as others using the pool
; develop feelings of respect--not sympathy--for the concern shown for both.,

personal safety and'the safety of others. Several lifeguards have reported

dor.
that if more people used the caution demonstrated by some visually impaired

divers, their jobs would-be a great deal easier. _Knowing that such a favor,

able impression can be created by simply following good sound safety prac,

tices, properly trained blind divers who have a respect for safety should

never have any reason to be concerned about what a lifeguard thinks of

their using diving boards at community or public swim. centers.

-I

i Stunts,and Water.Games

General appearances of most swimming,facI.lities suggest that tht most

common activiti4 es taking place in them are swimming and diving. This,A

assumption is only partly true. Swimming pobls can be used for instruction

in aquatic activities such as elementary water skiing, skin and scuba diving,

anti small craft safety even though they are not usually associated with

swiliming pools. Many d .ferent stunts and water games can become part oft,

. aquatic' recreation prbg s and and Variety to activities of a ,day at the

popl. Many of these activities are directly related tO:swimmilig and diving

while others are standated games adapted for a pool.
.

. y

Types of games and stunts that are, possible in a pool ate as limitless

as*p- e's imagination. Whether fun or: the challenge of compeAlon is desired',

sp6nts and games can be pleasing to all regardless of an indivjdual's capar

bilities in water. Many of these activities depend in varying degrees upon

o'
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eyesight while others seem Almost tailor made for blind participants. It

is impossible to list all adaptations which enable blind and partially
sighted persons to participate in every water game. HOwever, a few typical
activities and adaptations are dilscussed. Hopefully this will arouse the
imagination and interest of readers who seek ways.to solve problems that
come up in other activities. Difficult as many of these problems may seem,
t4ere is most always a solution; with a little imagination and time, solu-
tions can bet found.

,

-

Diving for Objects. Something about exploring beneath the surface of
the water captures the interest of all who try it. Diving for objects
has no set or standard rules and regulations. 'Rules are usually'goverAets
by where an activity occurs and who participates in it. Non-swimmers may
be limited'to shallow end-of the pool while experienced swimmers use
pie deep end. When combining aarticipants with Varying abilities, stand-
-ards should be set around the abilities of the least capable swimmers so

lrthat they are in no danger during the game.
must

Foidered.

First, someone
r blind or partially sighted

persons only &o,minoti adaptations must be cons
be responsibje to see that an inexperienced or mon-swimmer does not drift
into deep water while below the surface. Second, 'to ecidalize cbmpetition,

everyone should be instructed to dive with eyes closed and to explore the

-"' bo completely by touch. ,

.
-Object's pied in diving sfiplild be small ;and simple.with_no sharp edges.

ii

RoCks and large heavy objects should,never be-used as.they can be dangerdup
to pegsons who walk through the -area and can damage the floor of a pool.
Most commonly used items f9r.diving are coins; even more'suitable are'flat
metal fender washers. When thig activity has been concluded, washers'are
easy to locate And remove from the' pool. Furthermore, they may be placed
over akolt and stored neatly of future use.

Diving for objects can.pr vide interesting and - challenging competition
-/

for experienced /swimmers and b a"tremendous confidence builder for in-
dividuals who are still afraid of ducking their heads beneath the surface.
Water depth for'non-swimmers should be sufficient that they cannot touch
the bottom .without submerging,andshalllay enqugp that 1114'yscari stand up

and have. their heads above water. Beginner's ofteh find that they become
so involved irsearching for objects on the pool bottom that they forget
about their fears of going underwater. This is'often one of the most
,critical points in teaching non - swimmers to swim.

. - . Marco Polo. This game was originally designed for blind and partially
sighted persons.. Because of new and different challenges, Marco Polo. is
'played today almost any place people gather

.,
to Iwim. This issimply the ,

l
standard game of tag adapted. to water, Besides the fact that players swim
end splash at elach other rather than runni9g as in tag on the playground,
the only difference is that players search for each other by sound rather

..

tbao sight. ' - ,

.

.
Theerson who is IT must keep the eyes

i

closed at all times. Depend-.
.

.
,

., , ing upon rule as decided upon for any game,.other players may or may not
have,t; keep Car eyes closed. ,closed. To start the game ',IT usually counts to

,ten to give.other players a chance to scatter about in the pool. In
. 4

i
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searching them out, IT'calls Marco; everyone 0.se must reply, Polo. Search7

ing among voices and splashing sounds in a pool is challenging and exciting

for swimmers o all ages. IT continues to call out Marco as often or as

seldom as desi ed. Each time IT call Marco, others must reply Polo.

Though the are. variations to thi

remhined:stapdar everyone must reply

Ak one can hide under' water; everyone must
area; and no-one c'n leave the pool to

. .

,

.
As in diving r coins and objects, this game can be'modi.fied to suit

needs and abilities of individual participants.' Experienced Swimmers may,
set up boundary I' its which keeep., them in deep water at all times. They

may or may not b allowed Ib'hold on to scum.gutterS to rest. 'Such a game

is extremely ' od practice for survival swimming'though usual purposes,

emphasize ecreation and fan. If it is too uncomfOkable for some sWimmers-

tv swim and tread constap,tly allow them'',to touch gutters when necessary.

or non=swimmers on those 'with limited'ability, confine,-the game to- water

shallow enough for all swimmers tq stand with their feet on thh LOttom and

their heads above water. If any 0..ayeirs are blind or severely Visually

' . limited, a responsIble person should see that they do not drift ,ideo the

deep 'end of the pool., Another adaptation.for non-swimmers is to have all

parrIcipanrs fotm a,pirCle with LT in the center. When ;he game starts,

thpse forming the circle mad -bend or 04..s0im any dire6ticAbut, must at all

times keep one footin place on the bOttom of the pool,
, .

.
,

. .. '
. . , :-

, .
if , ...

Walking on the. Walls.' 'This stunt, pe. ormed in deep water

;

is helpful',

:for teaching an individual to controrbody ;movements underwater. ,The 'bi3sc

'principle of movethenw.in water requires that'foz the body"to'mavein'ope, .

d.ireceion water must be moved' In the opposite'direction: This is especially
,

'true id"Idaling., on tile Wells. While "the feat .ctually move- in a.walkidg

motion up, dowel, and plongethe.walls dnd flodar'of a tool, they 'doAnot-push

with-the same. type of force used.on, a srdewalk.: Illgtead, they, feel along,

mainly to keep eontacIt with the walking surface. Most of theepropuIsion

.comes from movements of the hands,. Following the basic princtp1001.move-

ment meptioned'above, the hadOs pull water away ttom.0e,wall. This causes

,the body,t6-move clbse to the wall, and since the feet-ate 'touching, they

remain in place. To stand ,in pTece,against a wall wlthlhe body.at_right 'i

,/angles to the wall and facing tivvirtk, downward or sIdeward, an Individual '

'need only be concernedoith Oeping the feet against the wall. . Since there ,

is a tendency to dKift outyway'ferom the si.de.,o the pool, this force must

be balanced by pushing or pullingywater away from the side of thi pool%

This causes the body to floaf back and cling.td.,the wall. f
,

s game, a few rules have always
Polo ever); time E Says Marco; no-
remain in,the designated playing
avoid being caught.

When a person wishes to travel up or down,, two.fqr.ceS instead of one

must be' dealt with now. To travel,downwdt.8.', t..Tater mUst,bepushed up.4 to

travel upward,' water must be,pressed down. StPre.the feet still have a

tendency to float away from the wail, some pressure against the`water.by ,

theliands must be away, from the wall sp that the body stays' in,close.

An easy starting'practice is to stand ht the wall facing the'gutter?

then push down toward the .bottom of the pool: From this point, place the

feet against the wall and lie back. The pulling motionof the arms "shbuld

z
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be downward toward the poolifloor and hack away from the wall: This keeps..

the feet in clos'e in a-walking pos4tion. With.the usual help of natural '

buoyancy, espelttally,when beginning the stunt with a full breath ofAair
the lungs, movement of the body is up toward the sin-face even if hand move-
ments are noee'xact. With a little practice and mere understanding of the
principles,of Movemstnt beneath the surface, it becomes easy'to detect what ),
'the water is doing In what steps must'be taken to move about in it. As

control is gained over.body movements beneath the surface, walking around
on the bottom of the pool becomes 5ust,ps easy as walking up and down the
walls. As an individual becomes more familiar'with this activity, less
enerd js used beneath the surface as one is more relaxed and able to stay
below the surface much longer on one breath. As in skin diving, return to '

the surface somewhat sooner than absolutely necessary to allow for the
posS18ility of someone being directly ovf

\
A final suggestion for learning to walk around beneath the surface is

to think relaxation while underwater. The most commoRreason'for,lack of
success in this stunl,is that an individual tear or thrashes at water
. .

rather trying to pull just hard enough to off et forces which float
.

is
him /her away from the wall. With true understan ng of wha't,is being done

and why it is being ticne, an individual can walk'completely across a starid- .

and width pool of do complete figure eights on the Wallsall onone breathy

Another rsonal Challenge is possible in a pool, with floating lane

lines for compe itive events. A swimider with control over body movements
cyan actually k upside down along a lane marker much in the same ways

1.--

a tl.ght-rope walker. Since water enters the nose much easier in an inverted
position, the individual should keep the mouth closed and hum during the 0

stunt. Air, must be expelled through the nose.for hUmking to be possible;
,,,,eas long as air, is being forced out of the nose, water cannot enter. Strange

and unusual as these stunts may seem, theyc..4n be, extremely valuable in
building underwatet confidence and watermanship,

t

$laying'Catch,. All types of ball games are posible in water. Some N A

of these games have been degigned speCificafly for water While 'others sdch
P .as baseball and basketball are simply modified and brought to the pal. A

leisurely gaMe of catch clt be a lot' of fun and'may be more practical in
many pools which are too cirowded to allow for more competitive games. Soft

playground balls or beachballs are practical for this purpose.. For non-
sOimmers or those who have not gained confidence in Water, tossing:a ball
back and forth'in water appKAmimately waist-deep is fun aR,0 relaxing. This

often helps them overcome fears of water and become more.at ease, in it. A
,.blindparticipamt can enjoy this' activity with only minor adaptations as .

much as anyone else. The blind'player must first be told or shown where other
pfgyers,are located. Thiecan be done easily by having each player Sneak
or make some, type of noise wheh in position And ready to play. Kone should
throw the ball to a blind person without first letting the individual kfiow
that it is his/her turn. When this activity is under way.and cptatign of
turns is established, this procedure becomes automatic. The only other mod-

.
ifipation necessary is'the manner in which a ball-is thrown to a visually"
impaired player. The most practical method'is to throw the ball so that it

splashes in front of or slightly to the side of the individual. This is not

only'safer but gives the individual a chance.to train the sense of hearing
. . and challenges othets in-the game to improve their accuracy in throwing. .

., .,
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, Alerever people gather to play catch, a game of Hot i'otato almost always
develops. This is simply'a fast. game of catch in which players get rid of , 5-

,
the ball as.sopn as they receive it. To'keep the game moving rapidly, the ,

player to receive the ball after the blind person calls out as a direction -

1 .

,

fir&ier as soon, as the blind player makes contact with the. ball..

Ar capable swimmers, the deep 'end ofthe pool provides a relaxing'place
to play ball and can do-much to improve an individual's water confidence and ',

,'endurance. Ball games cannot be played in deep water'while it is being used
t

for diving or when the pool is crowded, When playing catch in Z eep water,'

more skill and accuracy are required. Whereas in shallow water play each
plgyaT stands with feet firmly on the'floor of the pool and the head well
above `theksurface,'in deu water the body is suspended wick -the swimmer's
ears just a few inches above the surface. 'While determining left and right

'may -be just as easy by listening to'voices of other ?layers, determining
distance to a bell receiver.is more difficult when listening from the surface
of the water than when standing in waist -deep water in which the ears are .
well above the surface.

. s.
.

.

.

Anothbr difficulty in deep water is maintaining accuracy in throwing-
after deciding upon the direction to throw. In deep water there is nothing

fir
P

standto tand on like the bottom of the pool in shallow 'water.' Since an in-
.` 'dividuel will more than

.
jikely be in a treading position, ther-e-is a tendency

to fall backward as the ball is forced forwltd. Principles.of movement dis-

:' cussed in a, preceeding section are clearly evidesit here. i.lhile useful in

walking on walls, these.principles provide -a little more challenge'in thIS' 4

situation. los-solve tire problem, eithef lickin the opposite-direction or,
pull with the free arm to keep the body in balance during the thrusting
motion-of throwing the ball. '

This activity has done-much to help many less confident swimmers gain
control of body movements in water and has been especially effective in
giving,them greater confidence in their ability to stay afloat for extended,
petiods of.time. In numerous cases swimmers who thought that they could
only tread water,for a:few minutes without resting have played catch and

' chased a ball around the pool for as much es.thirty to forty-five'minuees
only to discover later that they had never once -stopped to rest at the side
of.the pool during the gAMe. Eves though chasing a ball that weat slightly
off curse demInded more energy and work than was comfortable, swimmers
immediately went into g relaxing stroke while waiting for the ball to return.
This again illustrates the importance of exerting, just enough force against
,thewater'to maintain position or move to a desired location rather thah
thrashing violently to keep the-head, hfgher than necessary out of the water.
By swimming or treading with smooth and gentle strokes-whenever vigorous
activi/y is not necessary, most swimmers learn that prolonger deesp-water
swimming is not really so much a matten.6f physical endiffnce as simply.

'-icnowing how to relax andwork: with rather than against wAter. If it takes

.a ball game,_t,oyelp anj,hdtmldual,slose the. fear of>deerwater, then the

. game is worth the time and effor,.,.!
° '

.
Song and Rhythm Games., For small children, especially those who are -

be.gtnnersoin swimming, numerous games usuplly played on playgrounds can be .
, brought to a pool with little ot. np adaptations netessary,for blind players.

. s . ----4---
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Amolig these are song and rhythm games such as, Farmer in the Dell and Did
You Ever See a Lassie? 1f children enjoy these games on the pthyground,
playing them in the water tan be even more_interesting. Such games are

easy to supervise and can do much to help small children overcome the
worst problem in learning to swim -- getting peed to the feeling of water.

.A Diving Stunt. This stunt, combining skill end accuracy in diving,
underwater swimming; and performing an underwater task, can be performed

o from the side of the pool or from springboards. The only limitation is

that the stunt should not be performed in over-crowded areas, especially
where many people are diving. The only equipment needed, is a sweatshirt.

Put on the sweatshirt, then dive from the,edge of the pool or from a
springboard, and continue downward until the bottom of the poor is touched;
level off and then stop,c Rerve the sweatshirt,'lay it in place on the
pool hottofil, and then return to the surface. Now try the same dive again
and after leveling off-on the bottom, attempt to locate the sweatshirt and
put it conipletely\on before returning to the surface. When the,stunt be-

comes easy and is no longer challenging, try it.from a diving board rather
than from the edge of the pool, or try swimming for some distance after
touching the bottom rather than stopping as soon as leveling off. Another
way,to make the stunt more challenging is to perform a somersault dive.

Without sight, a little more than the usual amount of Aactice
needed to achieve consistent performance in diving, especially from a high
board. AtteMpting, th.tome down and land on a sweatshirt on the bottom of

the pool is.added incentive for a blind diver. A blind diver knows without

any doubt when consistency is achieved in this stunt.

Summary

In previous chapters of this book special emphasis was given to learn-
.

ing new aquatic skills. This chapter has been concerned with puttirig some

of these new skills to use. 4 Ideas suggested earlier for full participation
in standard swimming or diving programs at swim centers are by no means the

Only possible approaches. Similarly, suggested games and stunts are not

the only ones possible. These few suggestions are designed to Air the
imagination of the reader. Water polo, water basebitl, and water basket-

t ball can all be easily modified for blind and partially.sighted players.
Relay. xaces and individual competition are always popular and practical in

pools which have roped-off racing lanes.

With the exceptionsof ovar-Crowded sonditiopp and particular facilities
which may be available, the variety of swimming pool activities possible is

limited only by an individual'sstudent and instructor alike--imagination

and creative talent. If some usual games do not at first seem practicer
for blind or partially sighted persons, a few extra momenta of, thought can
lead'to adapted methods which may not only make thes mes possible but

result-in the invention of completely new games. Enj t of such gamea

is not limited to visually impaired persons: A good ple of what a

little creative thinking can do is development of Marco Maio from the stand-
ard game of tag. Althoughgthe game was originally designed for blind and

in 1 i



partially sighted players, people of all ages--both visually. limited and
sighted--n6w enjoy it...So when participating 1.n or planning swimming podl
activities, blind participants as well as sighted providers of services
must face the situation in terms of What would I like to do? instead of

What can blind people do?

4
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ER GOALS 'FOR BLIND PERSONS IN AQUATICS'

, Some men see things as they are and say,'Why?
-I-'dream things that never were and say, Why Not?

Robert E. Kennedy
s(.,...

'As we begin to thinkof,mhe ma* acts sties offered in aquatic piograms
today, we suddenly realize how much this field has expanded in recent ye4rs.

Although many of these activities are not completely new, until recently .

they were not routinely included as part of standard on -going aquatic pro-

grams. School, college, and pecreation center aquatic.programs which in
the past consisted almost completely of swimming and lifesaving pow include
instruction in such activities as small ceaft, sailing, synchronized swim-
ming, and skin and scuba diving. With increased popularity Of motor-boating,
'water, skiing has also found its place among highly popular aquatic. sorts.

All of these developments are.i4extreme contrast to aquatics as'dis-
cusscd in the 'early pages of this book. Especially significant in these
comparisons were limited opportunities in the past for full participation

of blind persons in aquatic activities as contrasted with the tremendous
potential for their participation today. Traditional beliefs and miscon-

ceptions about blind and partially sighted'persons are with us today'as
they were in the past. However, today open minded `approaches enableius to.

recognize the truth and separate facts from fantasiles.'

There are no real reasons why blind persons could not have started
water skiing, skin and scuba diving, and participating iris other aquatic ac-

tiyities. earlier than the late 1950's and early-1960's. Had it not been,

for the dedicated efforts of a few imagiPative individuals wbo believed
in blind persons and refused to accept traditional beliefs, the first break-
through in these areas, might still be in the future. The significance of

these imaginative efforts has been-tremendous. Goals of visually impaired

persofts need no longer be limited to swimming across a pool or passing a
beginners' swimming test to earn the privilege of paddling in a small boat:

Now we can think about new "horizons, higher and mormattractive,go4s,in
a full range of water activities; These are the same goals*which attract

sighted participants to aquatic programs and activities. The goals are

there and-opportunities waiting for blind and partially sighted individuals
who are willing to face thee challenges.

Reviewing Progress'

Before taking of on new aquatic adventures, this'is a good time to

review progress made by blind persons in aquatics and to reemphasize'oPpor-
tuntties available for them to advahme in different aquatic,activities.
This might be thought of as a state of the art inventory--what do we have
to work with, where have we beep, and where are we going? %lthough it

would,be difficult to mention all aquatic activities possible for blind
persons, subjects covered in this book are sufficient to keep us,busy for

quite some time into the future,.

e. ,. 120
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Just as activieies,such as skin and scuba diving remained hidden.in

isolated parts of the country for same time before being brought out into
the open by newspaper articles, other aquatic activities being done by
blind persons in other parts of the world might still be unknown to us

today. As we begin. to evaluate sityations, we.must remember .that the greatest 4,
determiners of success andparticipation in any activi.ty'by impaired, dis:-

.'abled, and handicapped persons are attitudes -- attitudes of these individuals
themselves as well'as attitudes of those who teach or work with them.

. It was pointed out in the beginning of this book that visual
limitations should be recognized and dealt with in proper per-

k spective.

%. Special swimming facilities'need not be built Tor.blind persons
though some'characteristics of pools and swimming facility design'
should be'recognized in terms of their effects or individuals
with visual impairmentp.

. If new activities are presented fq,blind persons in meaningful
and practical ways, ehlere is no reasda-why visually impaired
students cannot progress right al'ong with other students in regu lar

classes.

. Svimming, the foundation for:water confidence, Is undoubtedly
the most popular of all aquatic activitiles in which most groups
participate, including groups of visually impaired persons.'
All basic strokes are possible though sofne more practical than

(1) hers in given situations. Swimming can be4tremendously enjoy-
e and is definitely more than simply',a Means of getting from

one side of the pool to the other.

. Diving is another standard pool acti vity which certainly should
be Opento blind and partially sighted persons. Both simple and

complicated dives from pool side and springboards, including high
boards,'are enjoyed by totally blind divers as well as individuals

with lartialyIsion. Participation and instruction. in diving are-

sometimes limited dile to lack of qualified-instrutcrig.'s, Some-

times a blind individual may be'a little shy about king a

spotter or someone to give an all-clear before one leaving the,
.

diving board.

Lifesaving and survival swimming techniques are not as pdpular 'as

recreational activities among blind and partially sighted swim- ,

mers. However, they are known and practiced constantly by in-
dividuals who spend much time in and around water. Some knowledge

in this area is essential and should be promoted in all aqdatic
programs for blind swimmers due to their. special orientation
problems in water. Por persons wishing thorough knowledge in
these areas; standardqed Cross; courses in lifesaving and water
safety instruction are pen to them. Blind individuals have been

certified in lgiag'aving and water safety instruction by the Red

`areas

with the understanding. that they are qualified in these
areas and have knowledge to assist whenever their services are

-.414
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needed. For, obvious reasons, blind individuals are not eligible
toserve as lifeguards. Whether of not an individual chooses to

. .

work toward earhiig a certificate the greatest objective in these'
areas should.be development of watermanship--true water confidence
anlircontrol of all situations in the water., ,.. t $

.
,

Boating and canoeing'have always.beep portlier, especially-in camp,
programs. However, in many cashs, either dile to lack of facilities
or prevalence of traditional attitudes tow* gin persons, oppor-.
tunities,for visually impaired individuals in smalj. craft instruc-
tion anoPparticipation haye been limited. Special non-tipping
rafts ale desirable for persons with multiple conditions and /

special problems. An individual whose only physical limitation
i.,s blindness should be encouraged to participate in the full,
range of standard sjnall craft activities.

' ° r 4

'w '
Water skiing is one of the; relatively <new activitieswhich was

. .
tried, found-to be pr'aCtical and enjoyable, and has grown rapidly,
in popularity ever since. A limited number Of recreation centers
for, blind participants offer, water skiing_as regular activities;
Yet eacti'yeeir more and more bAnd And partially sigfited.yersons
are learning to ski at camps, resorts, and on infOrmaI outings
with sighted groups. 4

1 PC

Skin and Icuba diving are'probably the.newest aquatic areas .

enteredby blind persons. in and scuba diving instruction is

1k personoffered at a limited numbe of recreation centgrs for blind s

throughout the United States. Because of increasing popularity of ,

this sport, -instruction in skin and scuba diving is now offered at
many schools and colleges. Blind college students can take ad-
vantage of, opportunities to learn a new sport and gain physical
education credit at the same time by enrolling in such courses.*
Skin and scuba diving seem to,be filled with adventure and oppor-
tunity for visually impaired persons. A dramatic -illustration was
seen through a group of blind Swedish scuba divers which in 1970
Mired the United States demonstrating their skills. Members of
this group had previously salvaged,items from a sunken ship in the
Black Sea.

ft

With swimming ability add wat nshi considered to be the most
important prerequisites.fof al aquatic activities mentioned, a
swimming pool takes on a whole meaning for confident blind swimmers.
In addition to swimming and diving, almost unlimited numbers of
stunts and water games are .poSsible to provide fun, Competition,
and an endless variety of activities for swimmers of all ages and
with varying degrees of skill and ability.

ebtting New Goals ,

After having reviewed some of today's possibilities in aquatics for
blind and partially sighted persons, all kinds of new and exciting goals
immediately seem passible. Though specific goals may vary greatry from
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one reader to the next, one thing,is certain--..there are 'more activities to

-chdose ftbit.than, most people ever dreamed possible. ,To some the most invit-

.-b ing challenge might be to go sduba diving in deep water; to others, the .

. ..
greatest goal might be to master a single water. ski. Still others may wish

. to 'swim fast with a 4png range goal of participating in competitive swimming
.

. events. . .' .

. , '
. %.

They lift continues to grow.. There are as memy-different types of

goals in as many areas as there are people participating in aquatig ac-

tivities. With strong emphasis throughout this book on staying above

situations at allaimes in the Water,, ft should be clear that the most

important goal toochieve is watermanship. This does not mean simplyply being: ,'.;-

'able to pass,- elementary swimming test's to qualify for something else in

aquatics ba attaining a real feeg of bei4lat ease in water, at an'times.
. . -

.0.
,

While watermanship is valuable to everyone who.participates in aquatic -

recreation activities, it is 9specially Wortant to blind and partially

sighted persons because, of their special orientation problems in water.

Though all of-the new *possibilities in aquatics seem especially inviting, '

they are.more enjoyable, safer, and easier to accomplish when .on individual

possesses watermanship. Fear of water is removed and an activity truly ber

comes an enjoyable experience. rn"activities which direttly involve swim-

ming, watermanship allows an individual to learn and participate with the

greatesb possible degree of confidence. Where swimming is not directly

involved, watermanship is added safety insurance.

ti

Thinking about the Future.

So here we halie'aquatics, much like a tree with enough bianches to

reach out and touch just about everyone with even the slightest interest in

water recreation.- In fact, there are ptobahly several branches of aquatics

which will reach out and aroute interest among individuals who up to now

may have never had a chance to become involved. To readers who alrepady

know what it is like to Rerticipatein aquticyecreation activities and

to enjoy
%v the challenges of hew experiences, a few ideas may have already

begun whirling'aroUnd in your.mindg. To many individual's, just the at-

t.vities presented will be exciting ark' challenging for a long time to '

come, What 'about the.future? ,Where db we go from here?

c
It was pointed,out earlier that this'boOk is not the complete story of

aquatics,for'bllnd persons. itis reaIly.only the beginning. Some ac-

tivities of the-future are almost here today- -they. simply need to be intro-

duce& on aslarger scale. As they become accepted, they will gain,in -

popularity. Although some areas of aquatics. foY:klind personsay still

be in experimental stages, the fiuture looks promising as many aquatic at.4"

ttvitiesrseem.to be highly pratI/al for blind and partially sighted.pe.t.-

Sons. Sort14*ef these new ideas are discussed in the following sectiong:.

Synchron ed Swimming. A well petformed synchrodiied swimming act 'is

4 was beauti 1 to watchq W.ith the wide variety'of stuntsand movements

normally included inthes routines, it is surprisIng0tHat blind swimmers

have *ot'Veed encouraged-6 participate in- synchronized swimming long

. I



before now. As with many other activities discussed, a few problems must
be solved. Most tools and techniques necessary for blind and partially
sight6d swimmers to perform'well in synchronized swimming are already
available.

The major problem for blind swimmers as expected is knowing exactly
where one is in relation to other participants. In some modern pools where
synchronized swithmingis taught, music can be piped into the pool through
underwater speakers. Swimmers can listen to and concentrate on their
rhythm while below the_surface. In, some more elaborate facilities a coach
or director can osbserve a group through an underwater window and speak to
swimmers while they kp,below the surface ofithe water through a separate
sound system which cando,t,be heird'On the surfice. Such'a facility is made
to'order for a blind swimmer who id learning or performing synchronized
shim routines. While the audience at the surface is listening to the music
and watching the swimmers below, a blind swimmer below the surface can Also
hAr_the music' and concentrate on rhythm. . In addition, the blind swimmer
is able to hear instructions- and corrections for movement patterns from a
director in an observation window. Learning synchronized swimming at such
a facility would be a pleasure and quite a luxury. However, all of these
modern devices are not necessary for synchronized swimming to be fun and
beneficial to,visually impaired persons.

With many aquatic activities now conducted at recreation centers for
blind persons, surprisingly enough many individuals today already have all

tools necessary for success in synchronizerswithming. However, they probably
have never used all of these skills together. For example, the first and
most obvious reqdirement is that an individual know how to swim; many blind'
individuals already have this skill. Another requirement is ability to mi5e
boa}, movements in rhythm to music. Dancing was a popular activity among
blind persons long before more active sports became popular.

About all that rethains is developing the ability to dance or move
about in the some rhythm and in the same fashion.as the other swimmers.
This is one of the most critical aspects of synchronized swimming and the'
factor that makes "t.ht'actiVity'sobeautiful. ,In fact, mquing, working,dand'

''.performing.tbgether is what synchronized swimming.is all about. Many blind,
persons have these skills also! In numerous stage productions'Igratip's of -

blind persons have-performed dances .involVing synchronized movements.
Chorus line activities, drill team routifs, dances involving groups or
partneeS, and other rhythmic activitres'depending almost completely qn
each Member of the group doing the same, thing at the right moment have all
been presented with, tremendous success.

Once an individual has learned the part and knows what should be going,
on during any given poinc,during the music, such activities become simpler
than reciting a memorized podhs. Music constantly reminds a performer of
the rhythm and _tells whAt should be'done. While some groups of all bill-id
participants have.perforied successfully in this area, mixing blind and
sighted ;ersons can make these activities a little easier. In partner'

- '`'routines, a blind swimmer hes little or no difficulty working with a
sighted person. Rouinee4performed completely on the surface are easier
for a blind swimmer who can maintain orientation by concentrating on the
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direction and location of a music speaker and not be bothered with such

problems as swimming, the wrong way or getting out of line or formation.

When.un4rwater speakersare-not available these problems are a little

more difficult but not impogsible. A swimme simply mast maintain orienta-

tion with a speaker before going below th- surface. Even more important,

all swimmers must concentrate on the d or rhythm of the music so that

they can keep it in mind whil$ performing underwater and still be in

rhythm when returning to the surface for the next phase of the routine.'.

Based on the tremendous success that'groups of blind individuals have had

in synchronized dance routines on the stage, there is no reason to feel

that performing synchronized stunts in the water is too difficult or chal-

lenging. The only thing different from performing on stage is the environ-

ment itselfvater. This preSents a few new problems but solutions have

already been discussed in previous chapters. For blind or partially

sighted swimmers with water confidence'and desireto perform with others in

various types of group productions4 synchronized swimming is an extremely

rewarding activity which provides many opportunities for expressing creative

talents.,

a Aquatic Competition.Involtring Blind Athletes. Flitting blind or partially

sighted athletes in competitive aquatic events is not 'simply a dream - -it is

`already reality. Unlike other activity areas, this does not involve learning

new or specialized techniques. Instead, we' are, mostly concerted with

attitudes =attitudes of blind athletes toward competitive aquatic ac-

tivities and attitudes of coaches and, officials who handleothese,events.

4If an athlete has developed skills necessary to make aquatic competition

possible and practical; eyesight or la9k of it should not be the olpterminin

factor as to whether or not one should compete.

In specialized programs for blind persong at summer camps and recrgation

centers, competitive swimming events have been conducted in which all par-

106., ',4cipants were eitherblind or partially sighted. 'Pet/ people evet question

!that these activities are possible. However, we are no longer concerned

with limiting participatioJ to specialized or segregated programs; we are

talkin about blind athletes in standard'competitive events:

From tiie to time articles appear in newspapers across the country,

about impaired, disabled, or handicapped individuals who have excelled in

certain sports. ,It is, easy to assume that if one part of an individual's

body is impaired, that person shduld be put in.activities which emphasize

use Of other parts, of tie body. While this is one way out, it often rules

out possibilities that with a few adaptations an individual dad,gain much

satisfaction and confidence from using the impaired part of the body.

There is also the very real.possibility.that rdgardless.A what beneficial

effects an activity might have on'an individual's physical condition-and

his/her adjustment to it, that person might simply 'have a strong desire to

participate4r To other reason than the sheer enjoyment of the sport.'

Who could have a moth difficult problem to overcome than Peter Strudwick,

rationally knqWn marathon runner who was born with no feet?' He competes-in

the- same races and by the, same standards as.able-hOdied distance runners

and often-finishes well ahead'of many of them. This is a tremendous accom-

plishment in any foot race but even, more impressive in view of the fact tHat
/ A
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these are.official maratems. -Ourses may vary as to the number andktypes
of hills and level.stretches.butithey all 'measure twenty six miles, 385
yards, the accepted worlcytandAd for marathons.? There are many other
success storied of OlySically impaired persons who have conquered their
problems and overcome seemingly overwhelming odds. The story of Peter
Strudwick is but one example to discourage thoughts of avoiding partici-
pation and competition'withpthers in aquatic activities such as those
presented id, this

1

* M

With the abgfve example'of success and determination to think about,
'problems a blincrindividtialmust overcome-to compete in aquatib activities
do not seem so diff.j.cult after all. There are_jiume-rAms competitive oppor-
tunities for blind persons in swimming as most of these events are conducted
in poolt with roped off racing lanes. The problem of loging orientation in
a pool is almost complet;ly nonexistant. The only critical factor is know-
ing when and where to reach for the wall at the turn-around point. If an
individual is concerned abbut shaving off seconds or tractions of seconds
fromraciag this.phoseof the event must be thoroughly practiced.
For athletes who have the confidence and wish to participate, but are
reallypot strong enough or fast eno,ugh to compete with a particular swim-
ming team, othei,oplitunities for Competition exist.

-411.

Often in dual meets at the collegiate level, complimentary entries; in
addition to Awimmers competing for points, are allowed to participate in
various events. Although this is a common practice, complimentary entries
are not there to accommodate individuals with physical conditions. These
swimmers usually participate to practice an event, gain experience,wand
compare their times against those who are competing for team points.

Putting a blind individual in a diving event as a complimentary entry
was first practiced by Ron Buil, formerly the swimming and diving coach at
California State College at.Hayward. The experience proved to be highly
practical and most.rewarding for everyane concerned. It did much for the
confidence of the diver and provided him with a truly competitive athletic

experience.,-.Even more significant, this demonstration did much to break
down some of the inaccurate traditional beliefs concerning blind persons
and their activities.

The diver was judged and scored on the same basis as everyone else in
thL'competition. The only 'difference was that as a complimentary entry,
scores were 4tot added to the team score.- This is the usuallprocedure for
all complimentary entries in any winning br diving events included in
meets of this kind.

The attitude of Coach Ron Bull shall long be remembered and should
stand our as a shining example of what Can be accomplished when coaches,
Officials, and pine' athletes themselves are willing, to explore new and '

adventurous ideas. Without these attitudes, countless talented blind and-
.

partially sighted athlttesem-ay never experience the thrill of athletic
competition in official events such as collegiate, swimming and diving,
meets.

Blind as Instructors in Aquatics. In an earlier chapter lt was,men-
- tioned that blind individuals can'noTibe certified in lifesaving' and water

4
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safety instruction. Since these are difficult standards, simply earning e
certification is an outstanding achievement in itself. However, for a

qualified.blind individual with imag tion,,this eed not be the limit.

Why not'pu' a blind person's knowledge to use to he p other individuals,

impaired, disabled, or handicapped as wej.l as able- odied, gain through-o $

experiences of the visually impaired individual?

There are numerous situations in which blind or partially sighted per-

sons have served effectively as instructors. On several occasitns a blind.

instructor has obtaineda tremendous psychological lift when working with

sighted as well as blind or partially sighted students. Once students

realized that thislhotally blind instructor was able to help them, there

was a general attitude of Well--if he can do.it himself, guess he really

.knows what he is talking 'about. Individuals with limited swimming ability:

who had never before ventured into deep water seemed quite relaxed working

with this blind instructor in deep water while treading,'in survival swimming;

and in canoe safety instruction. .Instruction in these situations is

usually on a one-to-one basis or as students gain confidence, one instructor

with a small, group of students. A blind instructor who has gone through

various phases of training is familiar with most problems which are unique

to blind.persons and in many cases is able to eliminate pfoblems which might

be overlooked by sighted. instructors.

In teaching certain aquatic skills, vision is normally considered

necessary, to determine whetRer a student is doing a particular movement in

the proper way. When working on a one-to-one basis, owith a group of students,.

or with small groups in shallow water, a blind Instructor can overcpme much

of this problem. As a student the blind individual felt movements of an

instructor or had-the instructor move arms or legs in desired rhythm patterns;

a blind instructor can do likewise with students. Movements can be demon-

strated in shallow
wateilmile sighted students wach and blind and partially

sighted students feel motlgps tactually. Ti evaluate student progress various

arm andileg movements can be checked tactually as the student works near'the

edge of the pool or in shallow:Crater. The only difference between this and

what the blidd.instructor did personally in learning is that skills are.

being taught,-not learned. fIf there is any 'doubt as to the degree of

precision a student has in-aparticular stroke, ask the opinion of 'a sighted

wateroafety instructor. The important paint is that during instruction

and practice sessions when students are likely to need individual help and

encouragement, a blind instructor can provide this with confidence.

Blidd Individuals can also be effective f. teac6ing other aquatic

skills, including diving. ven without sight an,insitpcior an be extremely

effective in helping a begiining diver,overcome the ear of those first.

frightening plunges into a pool, from the deck. Starting poditions of

elementary dives can be supervised safely and quite accurately by a blind

,instructor from the edge of the pool. HoWever, when a,diving board is used

a sighted'person should always be on hand as an added safety precaution.

Whatever the aquatic activity, a blind individual whb knows the subject well,

who can present skills safely, and who'can gain the confidence of students

can find tremendous satisfadtton in being able to help others enjoy the water

in the same safe way that he/she does.

1;
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TEACHING SWIMMING, WITHOU,T SIG*
'44
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DEMONSTRATING T
the kick used in the.'s

visually, a blind stud

4

,
g SK 10...The blind instructor physically demonstrates.
de st oke. While a sighted student many, observe
t eh ks Mbvement patterns tactually.

.
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EVALUATING THE STUDENT;S,PROGRESS...After sufficiegt_prpctice time, the'
blind instruct8r may ask.tfle,stude\t to demonstrate the new skill at the side
of the pool. Heevaluates the stu mt by tactually examining foot and leg
movement patterns.
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AdvancingBeyond Present Skill and Knowledge. Throughout this book we

have been concerned almost entirely with finding new and, practical means.by

which blind'and partially sighted-persons.can participate in the full range

.of aquatic activities. Now that many approaches have been presented, we

come to the most important part -,-putting new skills to use in developing

new and more advanced skills. Ascin synchronized swimming, we already have

most of the tools and knowledge necessary. What we needknoW ce strong

healthy attitudes and many instructors with imaginative minV., Because

one or a few blind individuals are capable of performing dribble somersaults

from diving boards does not mean that all Kiri(' persons are capableor even

interested in advancing this far. On the other hand, we can noE assume

that this or any other dive is the limit simply because some6?e else only

advanced that far.

When blind individuals were introduced to water skiing, it was long

felt by many people--surprisingly enough still by some- -that this activity

is bnly safe as long as blind skier remains on two skis and within the

wake of'a boat. Yet today many blind skiers do quite well both inside and

outside of the wake and have been quite successful, on single skis.

;t is often extremely difficult-for even the most imaginative sighted=

instructors to plan activities for blind participants: They often try to

imagfre'r themselves in the place, of a blind person facing a new activity. '

while staring at a wall of eternal darkness. This in itself, is a major

cause of the problem. One of tie major reasons for many misconceptions

about blind persons and negative attitudes, toward. this condition is the

inaccurate concept which most sighted people have what blindness is ,

actually like. It is difficultto know jdsc what 'a blind person sees' as

much of this is a mental process, especially- for those who have been totally

blind, since birth. Most totally blind persons agree that life is not a

wall of blackness with no end. One who *has never seen light has never seen

darkness_ either for there is nothing with which to compare light or lack

of it. To'many individuals who have seen at one time, mental images of'

environmental factors are usually formed. One possible way of describing

effects of total-blindness is to think as you read this printed page what

you see directly behind you at this moment. Beyond the scope,of your own

vision, the roombbviously does not become a wall of mysterious blackness.

Most readers probablx fill in blank areas with,mental images of surroundings

familiar to_them. The only difference between what the sighted reader

visualizes mentally and what a totally'blind person visualizes is that the

blind individual must fill the full 360 degrees of the surrounding environ-

ment rather,than just that space behind. With this concept in mind when

'alarming aquatic' activities for blind or partially sighted_participants,v

theteis less temptation to overexaggerite probleths of blindness.

,Open Water Swimming Participation by blind and partially sighted

individuals in competitive and recreational long distance open water swim-,

ming haS already been accomplished on several occasions. Because of many

unknowns in open'Egater swimming such as tides, currents, boats; and other

_problems, there is often:much more concernsometime§ over concern -- about'

accidents e9, blind participants in this area than in other aquatic ac-

tivities. s would be expected, opportanitiesIfor the visually impaired

individuals in,bpen water swimming are,usually quite limited, Once more

we face the'problem of developing pra&ical and appropriate attitudes.
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In the mid 1960's, it Was reported that at least three blind individuals
swam-the English Channel. Their method consisted of swimming behind a1 i

pilot boat which carried a small Portable radio. They maintained their
course of direction by simplY-following the sound of the radio whiCh was

. hung over the back of the'boat.

In early 1970, the Dolphin Swimming and Boating Club of'Sad,Francisco
,admitted its first blind member in its ninety-three year history. It quickly
becalm obvious that no negative feelings or excessive fears about the blind
swimmer's s2tetf existed' among other club members. The membership generally
felt that if the individual could stand the cold and choppy waters.of San
Francisco Bay, he was welcome to participate. During the first year several

. methods were-tried for maintaining orientation and direction in the water,
The method used for most swims was simply to have a sighted partner swim
beside him. A'stroke which allowed the ears to come above the surface for
short intervals made it possible to hear 'corrective commands from the,
sighted partner. Pilot boats were always availablethreughout the Bourses
of swims to insure the safety of all participants. The idea of having one
of the rowboat pilots talk to the blind swimmer and direct him to follow
the boat was also tested and bound to be quite successful; this method
might be a little more difficult in extremely rough water.

Highlight of the year was the club's fifty third Annual Golden Gate
Swim, a distance of approximately one mile. The swim started at Fort Point

- in San Francisco below the Golden Gate Bridge and finished at'Lime Rock on :

the 'Marin County shore below the north end of the bridge. Because of
tricky currents and many other unknowns in the Golden Gate Strait, swimming

-e (
commissioners f the Dolphin Club felt that in addition to a partner, the
blind swimme should be closely supervised by one of the pilot boats. Both
men completes .the crossing in approximately ninety-three minutes. Because
of extreme cold and adverse water conditions,. the blind swimmer did not
move in and touch the official finish point at Lime Rock--thus no official
finishing time was recorded. ,' , .

4 I
When the swim was held'agafn the following year, weather conditions

were about the same as large rolling swells came in under the' Golden Gate
Bridge. During the swim the water was extremely choppy'in several spots.
With one year of experience in this type of swimming and with a much im-
proved stroke, the blind swimme and his partner completed the crossing ,

and officially'finished at Lime Rosk in eighty-four minutes and six
"---"Nseconds-.-the open mindedpess of th membership of the San Francisco Dolphin,

Club had paid off handsomely. Every possible safety prpAution had been
taken beforehand; all that remained was the final result. Needless to say,
that one short moment when,the blineswimmer pushed against the sharp

, jagged surfaCe of Lime Rock had a tremendous imifact on all concerned. For ft

him it was the realization of another meaningful goal. For other, club

members as well as the swimming commissioners there was pride dnsknowing
that they were a part of a whole new concept in athletic activity for
visually impaired persons.
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With a Goal in Mind

As this book draws to a close we again find ourselves-at a critical
point wheKe another important step must be taken to enable blind and par-

tially sighted persons to become active and integral parts of the world of

water recreation. Perhaps foregoing discussions may,arouse.interest and.
imagination of persons working with other types'of impaired, disabled, or

handicapped individuals. ,Many aquatic activities and various adapted

methods which make participation possible for visually impaired persons

can be recalled from rdbiew of previous chapter's. Some of these approaches

and techniques may be completely new to the reader. There has been a'consider-

able amount of time spent discussing the idea of putting these skills to

_ practical use and defining new and more challenging goals for visually

impaired participants: But this is not simply a methods book.

More important than the methods themselves is the philosophy behind

them and their psychological messages. An individual can memorize all

procedures for every .aquatic skill presented but without the proper attitude

to go with'them, has completely missed the whole purpose of this book. That

critical step must be taken by YOU the reader. With the knowledge of the

skills in mind, the philosophy and reasoning behind adapted, methods, and

with a favorable and open minded attitude, you the reader;-are challenged

to move forward and ever onward with *specific goals in mind.

,

Whether student or instructor, an.almost unlimited world of aquatic

recreation 'awaits you. We cAn speak.in terms of realizing goals but if

we stop when one goal has been accomplished, _any activitysobn loses its

,charm and becomes less interesting and atiediating. As one goal is reached,

a new goal is always a little further ahead just'waiIing to:be challenged. ,

This does not mean that an individual must continue attempt progressively

more and more difficult activities. For many individuals the greatest goal

is in improving self - image and self-confidence through,continued partici-'

pation in well enjoyed activities.

In the past, aquatics for blitid and partially sighted persons may

have been a highly specialized field. Today aquatic opportunities have

expanded and cpncinue to reach out to enrich the lives of many_visually
.impaired indiyiduals who otherwise would have lived' far less active, in-

teresting, and challengift lives. Aquatic Recreation for the Blind pro-

vfdes a foundation and some building blocks. Imaginetiire and creative

minds are needed' to Start putting pieces together in patterns.

Regardless of which direction an individual wishes to take and as long as

one maintains a'continuing interest in aquatics, in addition to finding

great satisfaction and enjoyments one is constantly Working t 44 ward and

achieving the most valuable and meaningful goal a impaired, isablecclor

handicapped individual can achieve -;the goal of improved self-confidence.



.EPILOGUE

The. human race will not only endure but prevail.
Williat Faulkner

While the manuscript for Aquatic Recreation for the Mind was being
processed, a lette; was received from the author, Harry Cordellos, which
dramatically punctuated the values of aquatic activities in general and
water skiing in- particular in his life. His letter in part stated-1,

"I have had two opportunities toiest much of what I wrote on the
chapter dealing with water skiing. Still putting safety/first, I
pushed techniques far beyond anything that wil,j be approached by many
of our readers. In March I had the narrowest of narrow escapes from
death when I fell into an open freight elevator and was grab ed only
inc es before I tumbled out of reach of a worker, The/f41 ould
have been three stories or'close to fifty .feet. Needless o say most
of my long standing confidence was destroyed. I woultifto even enter
the subway platforms alone for a while. '

"Remembering what water skiing had done'for me when I first learned
to ski, I jumped, at the.chancekto go skiing twice this month and
though it was still a little frightening at first, I began working
with the slalom ski and have -progressed tothe point where I may 1,6
skiing through a slalom course this pummer in a water ski.exhibition.
Yes, the methods I suggesterin the bodk,worked. with no short cuts to
sakety even when cutting overlthe wakes at close to thirty miles per
hour. We keep the boat speed at about twenty7five miles per hour but
the speed increases suddenly when a skier cuts back and forth from
one side of theNake to the other. Just as is pointed out, in the
book, it really only required good safety habits and a thorough under-
standing between skier and piPht regarding signals before Burning on
the engine. .

"I also had a chance to try kayaking last week in preparation for a
bike, boat, and run event to be held in July. While I have.worked
with all of the methods mentioned in the chapter on small craft,safety
and instruction this gave idea chance to try them in a more natural
setting than in a controlled environment with no other boats around.
We tried other adaptations to see if any,revisions- of the material
might be necessary; tam happy to report that everything in the book
worked perfectly. .The experimental methods had Some disadvantages
but these wefe lost among the advantages. Briefly, we tested the
idea of having the blind paddler in the front seat as compared to
having him in the back. The front is obviously better as the sighted
guide can watch the sitroke and keep the rhythm. We even got tipped
over by waves from a power boat pullInga skier in-the nearby slalom
course. Survival techniques worked as well, if not easier, than they
might have worked with two sighted paddlers. A thorough knowledge
of what we were doIng and that all important quality of watermanship
made the difference.,. I am sure you realized that everything mentioned
'in the manuscript was tested over and over hefore putting it into.
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print. }rowever, experiences mentioned. in this letter should convince, people

:beyondany doubt that we have, some very sound material."
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